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PREFACE r.

For many years those responsible for teaching automoxive emisticA control have ' felt a
need for instructional materials to use in this area. A ieam of teachers, industry representa-
tives,. and gra* and industrial education staff members accepted this challenge and have

. produced marAials which will meet the needs.pt many- tyr)es of courses where students are
expected to become proficient in Vie- area of autornottke emission contrbl. The MAVCC. -

Automotive Emission Cgorol publicaiion is designed to supplement the existing auto
rnechtnics ihstructional materials currently used by scrgool system personnel.

mi-
Every effort has been made to make.this publication basic, readable, and by all means

usable. Three vital parts of instruction have been intentionally omitted from this puRication:....
. motivation, personaliotion, agd localization:- These areas are left to the individual instruetors. . ancl the instructors should capitalize on them.'Only thin will this ppblication really become,. ..

c a vital part pf the reaching-learning process.. . .
. . ..r

44. %. . . . ,- - .
.. . . . .

In addition, we woulci.appreeiate your help. We check for contertt cluality,"spelling, and .'r e
.

.: * typographical error's many times in the development of a manual. If is still possible, however; *-- .... .,,

*r *.; . .
.

..-... . - .... - " t 'for an errorto show up in a publication. . . . .. .. .- . ..., . _. ..-- . e._
,..., -.

. - . If, in rthe 'use of-this publication, you shotild figd sornethirlg-questionakiKee wotik
. . 7 apprcciate ou bringing it to our attentioll A, copy of the jaage or paws i.t; tlifes t 1 9 n wi)11. .." -.. y.orir suligestions for correeton would\certaiialy help', us whpn Am reiise anti update-materials..- ...,

!. _ .3;. . . _.A, ..- . ..'...
, .. 4k -

. ..
. .

. .
, ,Wilte lryirig-lo:provide you iivitff the best possible Curriculum raterials and,wilt cer . -...., tainly..`ap'preciate your help ill. detecticig arsai where poskible corrections iiré needed to... .' yrmaintain,the qualitei you want 9nd deserve. .* ; -

. . ,

, .
7..., . . Ir . .01re ..:;.

.1
. . 't. .. 0

: . . % .
%. ', .. ' '

a 41' . -'r Y... ; ..
.
. ..

.

. . I

i' 4 . . 4. 4. .. !
0. if s

. --0 . 6
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, -FOREWORD
ca.

t

. Ni. , a

. The-ttlid-America Vocatlonal Curriculum ConIortiym , (MAVCC) was organized for
.the purpose of developing instructional material for the, twelveJnember statei. Priorities.
for developing.MAVCC material are determined annually based on the needs as identiAed
by all mernber states. One of the priorities identined was autmotive ernissioncontror This..

\ publidation'is designed to provide the needed instrktional material to supplement auto
_ . 9mechailic programs. .

.- 4,, , - . ,
The success of this publication is due, in large part, to theApabitilies of the gersorinel

. .

who worked with its development. The technical attei- hai several years of industry as weft ,----- .-
. . as tebehing experience. Assistihg him in his 'efforts were representativerailie attto Mechanic.- - . . . . . ,,' profession who brought 4th`.them techniRl eRpertise atitrth& experience related .to the- tcressroom and to the trade, Toass.ure eat the materials wotird parallel the.industr4 envirta-._ -.

. merit and lie accepted ,es a transportSble bgsic teaching to1N, 'organiiations ond indukor
"represetitatives-mie-involyed in the developrhentat phases of the manual. &ipreciatio11-16 _.I e , . I A^I. * . extended to therryftir their Zaluittle Contributions. to the marrialk. .. - -: . . ... .. ,. . "_ .. : ... . - - . .... - . - - . .

. This pu6lication is glesignell t6 aviSt teachers it' improving, inttrubtion: As tbese Rub-*.. .I, - ..- p... - . . :- ... :.: lications are used, Tt`ie hOlied th4t the stueientrpedolmanQe will irnprov.e arid-that students -.. .
will be bettei-:able-io.,,aSkuit4e i role ih.fheir chpsen-octupati6P, automobile repair." ..°. o 4. . t .4".. . ... 4. . t4.4 "a , .. . .22-0:* .' ... lnyryCtic.inalMatelials in this publication'areewitten initerrnW-Stu.dent peeatmande

.
- ,

4 Using fneasuiable sabjecfivesf,This-is an innoVatlye ap2ro;ch toZreactling, that Acteiits and- .I
-.:. amnelats.the teachli'mg/lear'hini'process. Criteriep.,referenced eyakkation instrumeptt_ are

providell .for uniform measurement of student TiFogresi- In idcilitiori to evaluating ,retall. - infoirrn-ation,-teac"h,er are Acoorageel- 't,4 evalua" otherlartii including process and .s.-. e- - . , ....., .4 . . pcoduct as intlicated at the' end of eacip instruc4ior1al uhit. "---
_ , / .- ,. ..: . 3 ; " ai o' .. ....,,..

. 'I --'.6111,,,,: '

\-

4.,,it.4he simetelefief of the MAVCC personneJ and .those memLbters whoserved,on the
'-actvliorroMmitteethat Ihis publication' wIliltlów the students to.become better-prepared

and moce effective *others of the Work force.

4

V

Pat Lindley, Chairman
Board of Directors
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium
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- The t6Noti.ee Emission C'Ontrol c.u.rfic:XM incluties sixteen .uniks.4-ach-in'stkuci '...- Va.il ....L.tioTal unit -tides- some or -all.,of 'Ate Clasià itimilonents4f a trim cif instruct10...trerfdr-,. .e'

'......- mance obilectj.vesttaglested acteivfliee IT- teacker tind students..information iheets, assign-
,. ..v.. . '''' rriefit,slre's..job- Sheet, visy.al aids, tests, and answers tirthe test; units are planned for more

.thartronelessortor crast peaod of instruction. '
... ..10 .

p
. 7 . .
. ; $

. .. . . ..-
Careful stercly of each instructional unit by the tgacher will help to determine.

A. The amount Of mdterial that can be covered in each class period
e skills which mist be deMonstrated

1. upplies needed
2. Equipment needed
3. Amount.of practice needed
4. Amount orclass time needed for demonstrations

C. Supplementary materials such as parriphlets dr filmstrips that must be or
D. Resource peopke that must be contacted

Ob'ectives
,

Each laritf<rTstruction is ba'sed oh performance objectives. These objectives state the
goals of the4course, thus providing a sense okdirection and accomplishment for the student.

Performance objectives are stated in two forms: unit objectives, stating the subject
matter to be covered in a urtit of instruction, and specific objectives, stating the student per-
formance necessary to reach the uAit objective.

Since the objectivis of the unit provide direction f0- the teaching-learning process, it
is important for the teacher and students to have'a common understandin9 of the intent of
thobjectives. A limited number of performance terms have:been used in the objectiies
for this curriculum to assist in promoting"the effectiveness of the communication'among all
individijals using the materials.

Following is a list of performance terms and their synonyms which m'ay have been used
A

in this material:

Name Identify.
Lab& Select
List in writing Mark
List orally . Point out
Letter Pick out
Record Choose
Repeat Locate
GNe

4

9

Describe
Define
Discuss in writing
Discuss orally
Interpret
Tell how
Tell what ,

Explain

"
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Order' 1" '''
# .-

- !-A. grange - f.
lf Sequence,.

. List in order
I Classify

Divide
. Isolate

I
Sort

.

. .

Demonstrate
Shop your work
Show jirocedure
Perform an experiment
Perform the steps

'\ Operate
Remove
Replace
Turn off/on
(Dis) assemble
(Dis) connect

./0

.. "-, -4'. - 442 .' '-....rt.f."...--70.. t a.,.
0 . ,40.." , . V .

0 ....-":" ":___ 4. Oft- ..4f,.. Ar . . 0, , tr ....,,...c'''-

6, .. e
....

4:
-,

. ,-=-,,,,!-. .
. . .

.4,

1 .
-- .

- 1, .
. Distingu ish Construct

Disiriminate Draai

41111.

MAke
Build
Design
Formulate

qranscribe
Reduce
I ncrease
Figure

Reading of the bbjectives by the student should be followed by a class discussion
to anWier any questions concerningsperformance requirements for each instructional unit. I

'Instructors should feel free to add objectives which will fit the material to tha needs
of the students and community. When a teaeher,adds objecthies, he/she §hould remember
to supply the needed information, assignment and/or job sheets, and criterion teits.

Suggested Activities

Each unit of instructioil has a suggested activities* sheet outlining steps to follow
in accomplishing specific 'objectives. Duties of the instruct will vary according to the
particular unit. However, for best use 'of the material they sho include the following:
provide students vyith objective sheet, information sheet, assignment s ets, and job sheets;
preview fil'rnstri s, make transparencies, and arrange for resource terials and people;
discuss unit and spjJic objectives, information sheet, and assignment sheets; demonstrate
and discuss-procedures outlined on job sheets; give test. Teachers are encouraged to use any
additional instructional activities and teaching mettiods to aid situdents in dccomplishing the
objectives.

.

Information Sheet

The information sheet,provides content essential fox meeting the cognitive,(knowledge)
objectives of the urgeThe teacher will find thaethe information sheet serves as an excellent
guide for presenting the background knowledge necessary to develop the skill specified
in ithe unit objective.

Studerffs should read the information sheet before the information is discussed in
class. StOdents may take additional notes on the information sheet.

xii

a a
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i' Transparency Masters

)
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-
. ...-

A
-

4

7 .

Trans0arency masters, priovide information in a special way. -the students May see:
as well as hear the material being preQted, thus reinforcing the learning process. Trans-
garencies may present new information ofr they may reinforce information presented in the
information shept. They are particularly effective when identificativri is necessary.

_..
Transparencies should be made and placed in the notebook_ where they will be imme: '

diately available for use. Transparencies direct tl:ie class's attention to the topic of discussion.
They should be left on the screen only when topics shown are tinder discussion. (NOTE:
Stand away frOm the overhead projector when discussing transparency material. The noise
of the projector may cause the teacher to speak tdb loudly.)

A

Assignment Sheets. i

,

..
%

Assignment- sheets give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil
activities to develop the knowledges which are necessary prerequisites to skill development.
These may be given, to the student for completion in class or used for homework assign-
ments. Answer sheets are provided which may be used by the student and/or teacher for
checking student progress.

- .

Job Sheets

4

Job sheets are an important segment of each-unit. The instructor should be able to
and in most Situations should demonstrate the skills outlined in the job sheets. Procedures
outlined in the job sheets give direction to the skill being tau.ght and allow both student and
teacher to check student' progress toward the accomplishment of thf skill. Job sheets
provide a ready outline fOr a student to follow if he/she has missede demonstration. Job

'sheets also furnish potential employers with a picture of the skills being faught and the
performances she/he rnight.reasonably expect from a pefson who has had this training.,, ef

, .

. Test and Evaluation ...- i
.

Paper-pencil and performarke tests have been constructed to measure student achieve-
ment of each objective listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test items may be pulled
out and used as a short test to determine student achievement of a particular objective.
This kind of testing may be used as a daily quiz and will help the teacher spot difficulti s
being encountered by students in their efforts to accomplisll the unit objective. Test ite
for objectives added by the teacher should be constructed and added to the test.

Test Answers

I
Test answers are provided for each unit. These may be used by the teacher and/or

studentifor checking student achievement of the objectives.
1e

r ,
;

,

,
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Automotive EmissiorvControl

Instructional Analysis

Job Training Wharthe..
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotorl'

U.nit I: Introduction to Auto

,

Related Information. What
th WoOcer Should Kno

(Cognitive)

motive Emissio Control

1. Terms

2. Smog and photochemical smog

3. Sources of air pollution

4. Federal regulations

5. Clean Air_Act ,

6'. Areas of automotive emission control

Unit I I InteFinal Combustion EnginePollutants

Unit I H:-Origin Of Internal

1. Tej-ms

2. Hydrocarbons

3. 'Oxides-of nitrOgen..

4. Health'hazards

. .

Combustion Engine.Pollutants

1. Terms

2. $ources of unburned emissions

3. Causes of incomplete combustion

4. Origin of emissions

5. Engine variables

Unit IV: Heated Air Induction Systems

X V

1. Terms

2. Purpose

3. Types of systems

4. Operation

-1 9



Job Training: What the Related Information':What
WOrker Should Be Able tt' Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor') (Cognitive)

5. Determine prSper operation of the
vacu um1 mot:A system

6. bheck vacuum diaphragm unii for
leaks

Check proper operation of therrrua-
siatically controllectystem

8. Check proper operation of vacuum
controlled system

. 9. 'Check proper operate of vacuum
override unit , '

Unit V: Evaporative Emissions Control System

I ,

5. Change charcoal canister fitter

. 6. Test fuel tank filler cap
,

1. Purpose

2. Components and functions
,

3. \ Methods of carburetor vapor
control

4. Operation of system

Unit VI: Engine.Mddification
.

1. Purpose

2. Effects on emissions

Unit VII: Carboretor Modifications

. 1. Purpose

2. Components which have been
modified

3. Effect of modification

.113

.0

^ 0



Jobqtaining: What' the
Worker Should-Be Able to Do

f!Psychomotor)

.

to.

Related I nforrn'atiok: What
the Worker Should Know.

(Cognitive)

Unit Vfll..Ignition Timing System

6. Test thermostatic vacuum switch

7; Test vacuum advance unit

1, 1. CompOrcents andjunctions
..

2. Purpose

3. Therrnostatic vtcuurn swrtch

ebual diaphragm vacuum advance unit

5. Operation of aold start spark advance
system r'

Unit IX: Spark Advance Controls

1 . Purpose

2. Components and functions

3.. Abbreviations

4. Transmission regulated spark system

5. Speed conti.olled spark system

6. Co onents of different systeMs
,

7. Determine operation of transmission
controlled spark system.

Unit X: Exliaust Cross ver System
.--

1. omponents and functions

urpose

Effects

5. Check operation of exhaust crossover
system

. Operitioii of:system

0

-411=lan.
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Jab Training. What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(ftychomotor)

k
Related fnfor iation: What

-- the Worker Sh Id Know
(Cognitive)

Unit XI: Exha(Ist Gas Recfrculation System

Irma

4 .Check operation of exhaust gas
recirculation system

Components and fun'ctions

?. Purpose

Operation of system
.....

Unit Xl I: Positive.Crankcase Ventilation System

.3 Make test of PCV system

9.

Test fCV system with tachometer

1. Arpose

2. OperatiOn of system

Unit XIII: Air Injection,System

Irispect air manifold and hoses

10 Inspect drive belt and set correct tension

11. Check air puffin output

12. .Checkidiverler valve okration
1

1. Parts and functions

2. Purpose

3. Operation"( system

4. Divefter valve

5, Functions and effects of valves

6. Ctmponents of computer controlled
systems

7. Components of puls air injection
system

.8. Operinion of pulse air injection system

i 5

bi 1 MC.

7.
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Job Training: What. thei
'Wzir-ker Should Be Able' to Do
4^ 4Psychomotor)

Related Information: VSa
the Workei= Shbuld K

(Cognitive)

Uoit XVI: Testing'

4. Perform a baSic check of emission
control devices

5. Test dual diaphram vacuum advance unit

6. Adjust idle of an engine

AA*

XX

1. Pu rpose for testing

2. Emission control deviCes and functions

-3.- Rules for testing

a

t S

1.
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Job Training: What the
Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

13. Iispeci check valve operation
1

14. Check vacuum differential valve
operation

15., Check proper operation of auxiliary
coritrol mechanisms

Related Information' What
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)

..-..--.---Unit X1V: Catalytic Converter Systems

1. Terms

2. Components and functions

3. Purpose .

4. Types

5. Components of TWC

6. Function of cpc

7. Function of TWC

8. Operation of catalytic converter pro,.,
tection system

. Purposes of nonleaded gasoline

10. Re Place catalyst in converter

11. Check operation of catalytic converter
protection system

Unit XV: Electronic Controls,

1. Components and functions

2. Identification of components

3. Processes of electronic control module-

4. Basic operation of electronic con
trolled engine system .

MI*
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TOOL AND'EGUIPMENT LIST

The following tools and equipment are necessary to corrtplete the proceduresas outlined onthe job sheets in this publication..

Basic shop tools
Vacuum pump.
Vacuum gauge
Bleed valve
Shutoff valve
Freon canister
External heat.soUrce
Thermostat
Tachometer
Line plugs

tee"
Timing light
Protective gloves
Pry bar
Belt tension gauge
Electrical leads
General Motors Tool #J-25077 set
Ariti-seiZe compound ,

Replacement catalys't
Belt tension tool'

v Hose plugs
Propane cylir,lcier and attachMent tools

a,
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JNTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE EMISSION CONTROL
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

AEC 1

After completion of this unit, the studecit shouy be able to define automotive kemliton
,control and describe government involvement in the-regulation of motor: vehicle'emiOons.

This knowledge will be evidenced by sconng 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Define automotive emission control.

2. Distinguish,between smog and.photo.chemical smog.

3. List two sources of air pollution related to motor vehicles.
6 . (

V

4. Describe briefly hovvl- the federal government has become ip olveci in the regu-, ration of.rnbtor vehicle emissions.,
,

List the tAo parts of the Cleap Air Act which Telate to autdmobile emissions,

6. Match areas of automotive emisslon control to their descriptions..

11

4 c

'

, 1 j

s'
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INfRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE, EM ISSION CONTROL
,. UNiT I '._

.
-,1114..p...

, 0,...
. .s" i."..

A.

it

I. Instructor:

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES "
.0.. "

A. Provide'students with objective sheet.

. B.- Provide students wifh information sheets.

C. Make transparency.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information shez.

. P.' Lead discu.ssion alloOt different A types of automotive erhiision control
systems.

G. .Giva test.

-

II. Student,.

A., Read Objective sheet.

B: Study information ;sheet.

C. Take tea. (
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. InCluded in this Unit:

tA, Objective sheet .

.

B. Information sheets

4. Transparency master,#1--Pliotochemical Smg over City

I

D. 'fest

E. Answers to test

' , Refe

AEC 3

ses A. The orado Plan for the Control of Motor Vehicle Emissions. Air Pollution
Control Division/Colorado Department of Health. Interim Report, February
8, 1973.
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B. Vehicle Emiision Control. Detroit, Mich.: Gargano Promotions, 1973.

C. Glenn, Harold T. Glenn's Emission Control Systems. Chicago, Ill: Henry
Regnery Co 1972 .

D. Pryde, Lucy T. Enyironmenty Chernistry An Introduction. Menlo -Park,
California: Cumtnings Publishing Co., 1973.

E. Williamson, S. J. Fundamentals of Air Pollution. Reading, Mass.: Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co., 1973.

F. Crouse, William ,142 and Donald 1.. Anglin. The Auto Book, second edi-
tion. New York: Gregg Division/McGraw-HiH Book Company, 1979.

G. U.S. Government. The Clean Air Act-1974 Amendment& Washington, D.C.:
Environmentil Protection Agency, 1974.

1

2

6

4
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INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOTIVE EMISSION CONTROL
UNIT I

'INFORMATION SHEET

I. Automotive emission control-Any control that reduces pollutant emission
from the automobile

10114

.11. Smog and photochemical smog (Transparency 1-)

A. Smog-Condition resulting from the mixture of smoke, og, and parti-
culates

(NOTE:, this cOnditiqn has existed for some time in different 'parts of
the world. It is attributed to the death of several hundred people.)

B, Photochemical smog-Condition that results from hydrocarbons and oxides
of nitrogen chrically changing in the presenCe of sunlight

. (NOTE: This conditioncan cause burning of the, eyes, lung irritation, plant
' damage, the decomposition of rubber and possibly death.) c,

III. Sources.of air pollution related to motor vehicles'.

A. Combustion as a result of the oxidation or burping of any substance in
an automotive engine that cambe ustd as a hie!

(NOTE: The results of this combustion give off hydrocarbons, carbon
mdnoxide, particulates and o'xides of 'nitrogen, all of which-are considered

, .
aair pollutants.) ,

B. Evaporation of liquid fuel into the atmOsphere

(NOTE: Parts of the,fuel itself, such as lead and sulfur, as well as asbestos
from brake linings ahd rubber from the tires, are sources of air pollution.)

IV. Federal government involvement in regulation of motor vehicle emissions

A. 1963--Clean Air Act was enacted into taw'

B. 1966,-Motor Vehicle.Air Pollution Control Act amendments.

C. 1970--Erwirorimenta otection Ageky (EPA) was established

4NOT-E: One ofthe E ' rimary responSibilities' is to aid
attaining a desirable air qualitystandard.)

2. 4

the ;states in

'
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. 1971--National stantiards for ambient air quality established

( OTE: These standards set the limits for hydrocarbons, carbon monox-
e, oxides of nitrogen and particulates. Standards for cars made in 1989 are
fotlOws:

- HC--0.41 gram per vthiclemile

CO--7.0 grams per vehicle mile

NOx-2.0 grams per vehicle mile.)

Parts of the Clean Air Acileiwake to automobile emisiions
' I

A. Title I, Section 101-General description of the act

B. Title II, Section 201, Part A--Motor Vehicle Emission and Fuel,Standards

VI. Areas Of automotiVe emission controls .....
A. Precombustion controls--Devices or systems that reduce emissions before

combustion takes place

Examples: Evaporative emission system, heated air induction 'system

B. Combustion controls--Devices or systems that actually affect and con-
trol combustion to reduce.emissions

Examples: Engine Modification carburetor modifications

C. Postcombustion controti-Dkvices or systems that reduce emissions after
combustion has occurred

1"
Examples: Air injection system, catalytic converter systems



.., 4i

Photochemical Sthog Over City ,

NOx

HC

-
1

4iC
. NOx

' ..

HC
,NOx

.- NOx
,

HC 0
4-

Hydrocarbons + Oxides of Nitrogen +
Particulates + Sunlight = Smog
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INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMOf IVE EMISSION CONTROL
. UNIT I

- . 1.. Define autornotiv; emission control.

AMfi
i

TES

.`

Q.

,
,

ei

AEC 9

, 2. Distinguish between smog and photochemical smog by placing the correct term to
the left of the definitions.

lir
3. List two sources of air pollution related to mow" vehicles.

a. Condition that results from hydrocarbons and oxides of
nitrogen chemical changing in the presence of sunlight

iiinb. -., Condition resulti from the miktUre of smoke, o d
particulates

4. Describe briefly hciw the federal government has become involved in the regulation of
motor vehicle emissions.

...

/

,
. List the two parts of the Clean Air Act which relate to automobile emissions.,

. .
a-

6. Match areas of automotive emission control on the right to the correct descriptions.
.

a. Devices or systems that actually affec; and
control- co tion to reduce emissions

b. Devices or systems that. reduce emissions
after combustion has occurred

c. Devices or systems that reduce emissions
before combustion takesplace

CI (s
0../ t)

1. Pretombustion
controls

2. CombustiOn con-
v. trols

3. Postcombustion
controls

4 ,

,

.1,



INTRODUCTION0 AUTOMOTIVE.EMISSION CONTROL
,,,: UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TES,T

I1. .Any control that reducespollikant e ission from.the automobile

ogo

a

2. a. .Rhotochemical smog .

, .

b. S.mog

asorhbustior; as a result tzf the oXidation or burning of any substance in an auto-.
motive engine thatacan be used as a fuel

-

4MinPilia

AEC 11

,. b. .Evaporation of liquid fuel into the atmosphere

. 4. Description should include: ... .. .

t
a. 19ft;3--Clean Mr Act enacted into law

b. 1965-:motos Vehicle Air4Poiluiion Contrqi:Act amendments

c. 1970--invirOnMental Prgtection'Age'ncy (EPA) was established

d. 1671-National standards for ambient air quality established

5. 'a. Title I, Section.101--General description,bf the act

b. Title II, Section 201, Part A--Motor Vehicle Emission and FLiel Standards

6. a. 2

b. 3

c. 1

a

St

I

°ma

oI=811

4

t'a
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INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POLLUTANTS

UNIT II

UNIT.OBjECTIVE

'

AEC 13

-

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to select true statements 'about
hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen and the formation Pf smog. The student should also. be
able to describe the health hazards of carbon monoxide and particulates. This knowledge
will be evidenced by scoring 85 percent on theunit test.

. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES'

I
i

After completion of this unit, the student'should be able to:

A

1

4 ..

1. Match terms associated with, internal combustion engine pollutants to the correct
definitions.

,
2. Select true sAatements about hydrocarbons and the formation of smog.

3. Select trulOstatements.about oxidet-of nitrogen and the formation of smog.
. .

.

4. Describe the health hazards of carbon monoxiae.

5. Describe the health hazards of particulates: .

..

I

.

1110E

£

r

0

- r



INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POLLUTANTS
UNITI I

SUGGESTED ACTIV1ITIES

Instructor:
4(k. "

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student ,with information sheei.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Give test.

II. 'Student:

IA.'. Read objictive sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Hydrocarbons

2. TM 2--NOr Formation

3. TM 3-CarboriMonoxide in BloOdstream

4.. TM 4-Particulates

D. Test

E. Answers to test

Ab.

AEC 1
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Ill. References:

A. Patterson, D. J. and Heinin, N. A. Emissions from Combustiob Engines
and Their Control. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Ann. Arbor Science Publishers,
Inc., 1973.

B. Springer, G. S. and Patterson, D. J. engine Emissions Pollutant Forma-
tion and Measurethent. New York: Plenum Press, 1973: ,

C. Williamson, S. J. Fundamentals of Air Pollution. Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1973.

7

10.
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INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POLLUTeNTS
UNIT ll

INFORMATION SHEET,r

I. Terms and definitions

AEC 17

A. HydrocarbonsCompounds' made up of hydrogen (H) atoms and carbon (
atoms

B. Oxides of nitrogen--The chemical combination of nitrogen (N) and oxygen
(02) during the combustion process; made up of 97-98% nitric oxide (NOx)
and 2-3% nitrogen dioxide (NO2)

mit

C. Carbon monoxide (C0)--An odorles oolorless, toxic gas 'that riesults from
incomplete combustion

D. Particulates--Solid particles, primarily Of lead fronShe fuel additives and
carbon that are exhausted to the atmosphere

E. Unburned hydrocarbonsHydrOcarbon compounds that do not burn, but are
emitted to the atmosphere

II. Hydrocarbons and the formation of smog (Transparency 1)

A. Hundreds of hydrocarbons are present in gasoline and fuel oil

.B. Complete combustion of all fuel,does not occur in the internal combustion
engine

C. Some of the hydrOcarbon compounds that do not burn are emitted to the
atmosphere

D. The, combination of nitrOgen dioxide 002), particulates, and unburned
hydrocarbons in the presence of sunlight causes the formation of smog

III. Oxides of nitrogen and the formation of smog (Transparency 2)
.

A. Oxides of nitrogen are formed in the internal combustion engine when
high combustion temperatures are reached

'B. Oxjdesof nitrogen are made up of 97-98% r)itrit Oxide (NO) and 2-3%,
nitrogen dioxide-(t02)

C. When nitric oxide is exhausted into the atmosphe1ce itcombines with oxygen
(02) to form nitrogen dioxide, which has a 'brownish color

D. The combination of nitrogen %oxide (NO2), riarticulates, and unburned
hydrocarbons in the presence of sunlight causes the formation of
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Health hazards of carbon monoxide (Transparency 3)

(NOTE: Because of incomplete combustion, carbon, monoxide (CO) is exhausted
into the atmosphere. In complete combustion, the end product of combustion
would be carbon dioxide and water, and nitrogen would pass through the com-
bustion process unchanged.)

A. rWhen carbon monoxide is inhaled into ,the lung, and transferred to the
bloodstream, it replaces oxygen in the red blood cells, so the level of oxygen
is reduced

60

41.1.

B. This lack of oxygen in the blooditream can cause headaches, reduced mental
alertness, and even death if carbon monoxide concentrations ate high enough

V Health hazards of particulates (Transparency 4)

P.

Lead emitted into the.atmosphere poss a health threat in two ways

1. RespiratoN intake of airborne-lead during breathing

2: -Contamination of food by lead that has settled in the soil

Since lead is a toxic substance, high concentrations of it in the body can
cause damage to the brain, nervous system and kidneys, and can cause death

:MOW

ra
11.14.

1

-



Particulates + HC

+ NOx = SMOG
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NOx Formation

4

Nitrogen Combines

With Oxygen,

Under Pressure

and Temperature

NOx is NO and NO2
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arbon'Monoxide in Bloodstream
Normal Air Exchange

Lung
Red Blood
Cell Absorbs
Oxygen

AEC 23

Enlarged Detail
of Blood Vessel

Blood VeSsels

*Air Sac

BlOod Cells

Carbon Monoxide Concentrated Air Exchange

LUng fr Carbon Monoxide
Instead of Oxygen
Absorbed By
Blood Cell

Enlarged Detail .

of Blood *Vessel

Blood Vessels

Air Sac

t

1-1
I./ $..1

TM 3



Particulates

Exhaust
Valve

I I

1111400
440 00 o004,0 0 0 o0 0O 0

Lead From Fuel

Carbon-Burned Fuel

4

AEC 25

TM 4



.INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POLLUTANTS
UNIT ll

NAME

TEST

.1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Compounds made up Crf hydrogen (H) atoms
and carbon (C)-atonts

b. The chemical combination of nitrogen (N)
and oxygen (02) during the combustion
process; made up of 97-98% nitric oxide
(NOx) and 2 3% nitrogen dioxide (NO2)

c. An odorless, colorless, toxic g.ls that results
from incomplete combustion

d. Solid particles,,primarily of lead from the fuel
additives vandllarbon that are exhausted to the
atmostrhere

e. Hydrocarbon compougds that d9 not burn,
but are emitted to the atmosphere

1. Particulates

2. Carbon monoxide
(CO)

3. Hydrocarbons

4. Unburned hydro-
carbons

5. Oxides of nitro-
gen

AEC 27

2. Select true' statements about hydrocarbons and the formation of sMog by placing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Very few hydrocarbons are present in gasoline and fuel oil

b. Corclprete combustion of all fuel occurs in the internal combustion engine

c. Some of the hydrocarbon compounds that do,not burn are emitted to the
atmosphere

d. The combination of carbon monoxide and ugburned hydrocarbons in the
Rresence of sunlight causes the formation of smog

e. Complete combustion oaIl fuel does not occur in the internal combus-
-non engine

f. The combination of nitrogen dioxide (NO), particulates, and unburned
hydrocarbons in the presence of sunlight causes the formation of smog



3. Select true'statements about oxides of nitrogen and the formation of smog by placing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Oxides of nitrogen are formed in the internal combustion engine 4vhen
low combustion temperatures are'present

b. Oxides of nitrogen are
nitrogeh dioxide (NO2)

made up of 97-98% nitric oxide (NO) and 2-3%

c. Oxides of nitrogen are made up of 2-3% nitric oxide (NO) and 97-98%
nitrogen dioxide

d. When nitric oxide is exhausted into the atmosphere it combines with pxygen
(02) to form nitrogen dioxide, which has a brownish'color

e. The combination of nitrogen dioxide' (NO2), particulates, and unburned
hydrocarbons in the presence of sunlight 'causes the formation of smog

4. Describe the health hazards of carbon monoxide. ,

a.-

b.

5. Describe the health hazards of particulates.

a.

b.

V

.4
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'A

1. a, 3

b. 5

C. 2

d. 1

e. 4_

2. c, e, f

b, e

INT.ERNALCOMBUSTION ENGINE POLLUTANTS
UNIT ll

ANSWERS TO TEST

a

AEC 29

New

4. Desci-ipti.on should include:
.

a. When carbon monoxiae-is inhaled into thp lung and transferred to the blood:
stream, it replarees oxygen in the red blood cells, so the level of oxyigen is raiduced

b: This lack of oxygen in -the bioitestream can cause headaches; _reduced merrtal
alertness,, and even death, if carbon cnitnoxide cOncentrates are higtrmostigh

5. Descrip'tion should include:

a. . Leaci emitted into the atmosphere poses a health threat in two ways

1. Respirato.ry intake df airborne lead during tireathing

2. Contamination of food, by lead that has settled in the soil

b. Since lead is a toxic substance, high concentrations of it in the body can cause
damage to the brain, nervous system and'kidneys, and can cause death-

,

.

. .

. 7
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ORIGIN OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POLLL)TANTS
UNIT Iii.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

AEC 31

V

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to explain the causes of incom-
rilete combustion that result in unburned hydrocarbon,emissiOns. The student should also
be able to select true statements about the origins or carbon monoxide and nitric, ox0e
emissions. This knowledge will be evidenced by scoring 85 percent on the unit tet.

. 0
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

ee , Q .
...

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

1. Cefille terms associated with the origin of internal combustion engine pollu-
Tann.

2. 'List tWo saws "orunburned hydrocarbon emissions dur:in,g norMal combus-
tion. .

3. Explain the causes of incornplete combustion that result in the emission of
unburned hydrocarbons.

4. Select true statements qbout the origin of carbon Nonoxide (CO) emissions.

.5. Select true statemend about the origin of aitrrCoxide (NOx) emissions.

6. List engine variables alfecting NOx emissions.
.

4.
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.ORIGIN OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POLLUTANTS
UNIT III

SUGGE110ED ACTIVITIES

r.- Instructor:

A. Pi=ovidé Audents with objective sheet ,

B. Provide students with ihformation sheets.'

C. Make transpacencies.

D. Discuss information sheet.

E. Give test

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

. B. Study information sheet.

C. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATER tALS

I. Included in this'unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1Combustion Chamber Quench Areas

2. TAM2--InComplete Combustion :Awl System

3. TM 3--Air-Fuel Ratio Effect op Einissions

D. Test

- E. Answers to test

AEC 33

+.1.,110.
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4.

II. References:

A. Combustion itz the Automotive Engine. Denver, Colorado: Ethyl Techni-
cal Notes.

B. Glenn, Harold T. 'Glenn's Emission Control Systems. Chicago, Ill.: Henry
Regnerii Co., 1972.

C. Heinen, C. M. "We've Done the Job Whatt,s Next?" SAE Vehicle Emis-
sions, Part III:VoL 14..

D. Heinen, N. A. and Patterson, D. J. Emissions From Combustion Engines
and Their Control. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Ann Arbor Science Publications,
Inc 1972.

E. Springer,' G. S. and Patterson, D. J. Engine Emission Pollutant Forma-
:

tion and Measurement. New York: Plenum Press, 1973.

F. Crouse, William H. and Donald L. Anglin. The, Auto Book. New York:
dregg Division/McGraw Hill, 1979.- -

ILIJ.,
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ORIGIN OF INTERNAL COMBUSTRYN ENGINE POLLUTANTS ,

UNIT III

INFORMATIOISKHEET

I. Terms and definitions

AEC 35

AT Quenching-The failure of the afr-fuel, mixture in a *combustion Chathber
to ignite due to the transfer of heatt kom the mixture to the -surface
of the, combustion chamber resultinOn a fuel mixture which is too
cool to ignite

B. Quench area's-Those areas in .the combustion chamber where quenching',
will occur such as the walls, cavities, and small areas created by structural
design, spark plug protrusion, or improperly fitted head gaskets (trans-
pareney.1)

Combustion chamber deposits--Porous accumulations of carbon inside the
combustion chamber which absorb small amounts of fuel mixture causing
some unbumed'emissions to occur

II. Sources of unburned hydrocarbon emission during normal combustion
.1

A. Quench areas

B. Combustion chamber deposits

Causes of incomplete combustion that result in the emisiion of unburned
hydrocarbons (Transparency 2)

A. Ignition system-Any component of the ignition system that is worn or
out of adjustment may cause a weak spark or a misfire to occur

B. Low air-fuel mixture temperature

1. Results in the poor atomization of fuel which results in an openly
mixed air-fuel mixture

.

2. Has high localized concentrations of excessively rich mixtures
and lean mixtures that do not burn evenly when ignited

C. Rich air-fuel mixtures--Mixtures that are too rich do not have enough
oxygen to completely burn the mount of fuel preqent

D. Lean air-fuel mixtures--Can reslult in a misfire because the fuel is so
gilut.e,d by air that it will not ignite properly

E. Excessive exhaust gas dilution

1. Occurs primarily during high manifold vacuum conditions such as
engine idle or deceleration

4
4
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INFORMATION SHEET

2. Results jn a mixture tbat will not burn completely or can cause a
6

. complete misfire

IV. Ori%in of carbon monoxide emissions (Transparency 3)

A. Carbon monoxide (CO) is formed kluring the combustion process when
there is not enough oxygen available to convert hydrocarbon -(HC) to
carbon dioxide (CO2). and water (H20)

B. As the air-fuel mixture becomes richer than the ideal ratio of 151 there is
an insufficient amount of oxygen present to complete the combustion
process

C. This shortage of oxygen results in the incomplete conversion of CO to
CO2,

D. An increase in the CO emissions is normally accompanied by an increase
in HC emissions because of the lack of oXygen to completely burn all
the fuel mixture ,

V. Origin of oxides of nitrogen (NO5c) emissions

A. Air that is drawn into the engine and mited with the fuel supply is made
up of approximatery 78% nitrogen and 21% oxygen rn

B. - The igniti6n -of this mixture of air and fuel in thecOrnbustion chamber'
can result in temperaturesairi excess Of 2700°C (4500*F).

C. Any engine variable that causes an increase in temperature above ap-
, proximately 1082°C (2000:F) to ,1357°C (2500°F) will,cause an increase

*in NOx emissions

VI. Engine variables affecting Ndx emissions (Transparency 3)

A.. Ignition timing

(NOTE:- As ignition timing is advanced more of the mixtur's is burned
before the piston reaches top, dead center (TDC). This causes increased .

pressures and temperatures in the combustion chamber which .result in
increased NOx emissions. As tirn'ing is retarded, more of the mixture is .
burned on the power- stroke and lower temperatures and pressures,resuIt

... in a decrease in NOx emissions.),. . .

B. Air-fuel mixture
,

(NOTE: flich eir-fuel mixtures cause incomplete combustion due to lack
of oxygen"..Lean air fuel miXtures cause incomplete combustion due to a
lack of fuel. Lower combustion temperatures occur foam either of these
two conditions resulting in loWer NOx emissions.)

(4 er
44



INFORMATION SHEET'

C. CoMpression raiio

AEC 37

a )
(NOTE: High combustion pressures increase NOx emissions. Industry has
lowered compression ratios to help reduce NOx emission. ,Today's en-
gines have a compression ratio of approximately 8 to 1 compared to 10
to 1 in 1969. However, reducing compression ratios also reduces the
efficiency ond performance of today's engines.)

D. Engine temperature

(NOTE: Higher engine, operating temperatures inc ase combustion temp--2.,

ratures.. Industry controls engine temperatures/ by use of pressurized
ooling systems and engine coolant thermostats.)

E: EXhaust gas reeircul.ation (EGR-)

(NOTE: Exhaust gases ate mixed with air-fuel mixtures to absorb sorrle'
of the heat pf combustion and reduce combustion temperatures by the
exhaust gas reckculation EGR system.)

.

F. Exhaust gasAlution

(NOTE: Exhaust gas dilution occurs durind high intake manifold vacuum
conditions such as idle or dedeleration. The dilution of the air-fuel mix-
ture with _exhaust gases &Creases the temperatures reached during corn-

., bustion and lowers NOx emissions.)

4.410
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Combustion Chamber -Quench Areas

Spark Plug
Electrodes

,
4. .

,

Designed
Quench Area

Protruding Plug

Chamber
Walls.

.::Norrrial ;
4. Quench Area

,-..,..:..,

Above*---".,.: Gasket
,

COmpregion ... -
Rings
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Poorly Fitted,
Valves and Seats

-. Carbbn
. . .

Deposits
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Poorly
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'Gaskets
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Normal Quenth Areas Additional Quench Areas
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Incomplete Combustion Fuel System

ficIMIta,t Gas Dilution



Air-IueI Aatio Effect on Emissions

t

Air het Ratio (Below 15 to 1)

Air el Ratio (15 to 1

51.

Po)futant

Concentratiod

Pollutant

Congentration

AEC 43
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ORIGIN OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POLLUTANTS
UN 11 1 I I

'NAME'

TEST

AEC 45

1. Define terms associated with the origin of internal combustion engine pollutants.

a. Quenching--

b. Quench areas--

0-

c.;1 Combustion chamber deposits--
3

2. List two sources of unbUrned hydrocarbon emissions during normal combuStion.

a.

b.

3. Explain the causes of incomplbte combustion that (result in the emission of un:
btkrned hydrocarbons.

a. Ignition system--

b. Low air-fuel mixture temperature

1.

2.

c. Rich air-fuel mixtures--

d. Lean air-fuel mixtures--

e. Excessive exhaust gas dilution

1.

2.

a
0
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4. Select true statements 13bout the origin of carbon monoxide (CO) emissions by placing e

an "'X" in the appropriate blanks. 44 ' ,
, .. . .

a. Carbon monoxide (CO) 'is.formed, during the combustion .process when
there is nOt enough oxygen available to convert hydrocarbon (HC) to

iicarbon doxde (CO2) and water (H20)
...

. s . .

p. As the airfuel mixture becomes leaner than the ideal ratio of 15:1 there is
an insufficient\ amount of carbon present to complete the combustion

r process

c.' 'This shortage of oxygen results in the complete conversion of CO to
. CO2

d. An increase in the CO emissions is normally accompanied by an increase
in HC emissidns because of the lack of oxygen to completely burn all

- the fuel mixture

5. Select' true statements about the origin of nitric oxide (N0x) emissions by lac-

ing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

,aer.

a. Air that is drawn into the engine and mixed with the fuel supply is made
° up of approximately 78% oxygen and 21% nitrogen

-
b. The ignition of this mixture of air and foel in the combustion chamber

can result in temperatures in excess of 2700°C (4500°F)

c. Ahy engine variable that causes an increase in temperature above ap-
proximately 1082°C (2000°F) to 1357°C (2500°F) will cause an increase
in NOx emif ions

6. List five engine varial*,,s affecting NOx emissions.
-

a.

b.

d.

e.
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ORIGIN OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE POLLUTANTS '

. UNIT I rt

2
:

ANSWERS TO TEST
,...0

'AEC 47

1. a. The failure of the air-fuel mixture in a combustion chamber to ignite due
to the transfer of heat from the Alixture to the surface of the combustion
chamber resulting in a fuel mixture which is too cool to ignite

..

b. Those areas in the combustion chamber where quenching will occur such as
the walls, cavities, and small areas created by structural design, spark plug
protrusion, or improperly fitted head gaskets'

c. Porous acecimulations of carbon inside the combustion chamber which absorb
small a4iounts of fuel mixfure causing some unburneck,emissions to occur"...

a. Quench areas
c ,

b, .Combustion chamber deposits
41

,

3. Explartation should includer 46

a. Any coMponent of the ignition system that is worn or out of adjustment iltay
causea weak spark or a misfire to occur

-I

b. 1. Results in, the poor atomization of fuel which results in an unemnly
mixed air-fuel mixture -

2. Has high localized concentrations of excessively' rich mixtures and lean
..mixtures that do not burn evenly when ignited-

c. Mixtures that are too rich do not have enough oxygen to completely latirn the
r amount of fuel present

d. Can result in a misfire because the fuel is so diluted by,air that it will not ignite
properly

e. 1. Occurs primarily during high manifold vacuum conditjOns such ,as englne
idle or deceleration :.-

"Ir2. Results in a mixture that will not burn completelV,or can cause a..com-
plete misfire

It
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'
6. Any five of the f011owing:.

a. Ignition timing ,

b., Air-fuel mixture

'1

A

. ,

i. Compression ratio

Engioe'temperature

e. Exhatist gas recirculation.(EGE1)

f. Exhaust gas dilution

S

.1

4'

. .

_ _

_4

kj

kr
.5

G '

.

-

4
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HEATED AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS-
UNIT IV,

UNIT-OBJECTIVE

AEC 49

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to explain the purpose of the
heated air induction system and explain the function of both the vacuum motor type and
thermostatically controlled type system. The student should be able to visually inspect, test,
disassemble, and reassemble both systems This knowledge will be evidenced through
demonstration'and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the studertt should be able to:

1. Match terms associited with heated air induction systems to their correct defi-
nitions...

2. Write the purpose of the heated air induction systpm.

3. List two types of.heated air induction systems.

4. Explain the operation of both,types of.hgated air induction systems from cold-
start conditions fo conditions at normal operating temperatures

5. Derhonstrate the ability to:

a. Determine the proper operation of fhe vacuum motor system and the
thermostatically controlled system.

b. Clieck vacuum diaphragm unit for leaks.
_

c. Check for proper operation of a thermostatically controlled system.

d. Checlefor proper operation oaf a vacuurn conIrolled system.

et Check for proper operation 9f vacuum override unit.

ti

4

.
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HEATED AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS

, UNIT IV'

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIE&:.

Instructor:

A. Provide students with objective sheet. \
B. Provide students with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheets.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in job sheets.

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheets.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ,

I. 'Included in this unit:

.A. ", Objective sheet

B. Information sheets

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Basic.Air Flow

2. TM 2--Valum Motor.Systerri

3. TM 3--Thermostatically Controlled Unit

4. P.TM 4,-Vacuum OVerride Operation
4.

AEC 51
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D. Job sheets
.`

1. Job Sheet #1--Determine the Proper Operation of the Vacuum Motor
System and the Thermostatically Controlled System

2. Job Sheet #2--Check Vacuum Diaphragm Unit for Leaks

3. Job Sheet #3--Check -for Proper Operation oi a ThermOstatically
Controlled System

4. Job Sheet #4--Check for Proper.Opetikton of a Vacuum Controlled
Systern--1 A

5. Job Sheet #5--Check -for Proper Operation of Vacuum,Override Unit

E. Test

F. Answers to test

R eferences:-)

A. C hrysler Corporation. 1979 Chrysler-PliMouth-Dodge 'Chassis-Body Ser-
vice Manual. Detroit, Mithigan: Service Department, 1978.

B. Glenn, Harold T. Glenn's Emission Control Systems. Chicago,. III.: Henry
Regn6ry Co.1 972.

. C. Gargano Promotions. Vehicle Erhission Control. Detroit, Michigan:'Gargano
a

Promotion's, 1973.,

D. Ford Motor Company. Vehicle Emission Control System. Detroit, Michi-
gan: Helm, Incorporated Service Pub4ications, 1978.

P. General Motors Corporation. Eminion Ci;-ntrol Systems Maintenance Manual.
Detroit, Michigan: Service Section/General Motors Corporation, 1978.
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, HEATED AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS
UNIT IV

INFoRMATION SHEET

I. Terms and-definitions .'

AEC Sa

Manifold stove ,(shroud)--A device which directs air flow over the exhaust
manifold to preheat it

(NOE: T his generally consists of a met al housing around the exhaust
manifold which is connected to the air cleaner by a tube assembly.)

B. Hot áir Pipe--A tube assembly that connects the manifold stove to the
air cleaner

(NOTE: In some applications the manifold stofe and hot air pipe are one
unit.)

C. Damper--A deflector device that controls air supply to the air cleaner

(NOTE: The position of the damper ZIletermines whether intake air comes
from the hot air pipe, engine compartment, or from a cornbination of
both souices.)

D. Vacuum motor--A vacuum operated diaphragm assembly which controls the
position of the damper

(NOTE: The vacuum_ motor operates orra combination of engine vacuum
and spring tension to change the damper direction according to engine and
outside air temperatures,)

E. Thermostat--A temperature sensitive metal bar

(NOTE: The bar expagds or shrinks in length according to the surround-
ing air temperature and, because it is attached directly to the damper assem-
Illy, causes the damper to change position.)
t.

F. Temperature sensor--A bimetal or temperature sensitive plate

(NOTE: The sensor acts as a thermostat to open or close a valve attached to
it which directs vacuum to the motor of the damper assembly.)

G. Vaeuum override motor--A vacuum controlled motor that regulates air
intake during periods of cold acceleration

(NOTE: During normal operating conditions' engine vacuum is high, keeping
the override motor nonfunctional. But when the vacuum drops, as during
cold acceleration .conditions, spring tension overcomes the vacuum. When
this happens, the motor positions the damper so that a combination of
heated and engine compartment air enters the air cleanerto improve engine
performance.)



INFORMATION SHEET

H. Air cleaner--A Metal housing containing fiitering material located bettveen
the carburetor and the air intake whioh remoos foreign particles from intake
air

(NOTE: Most air cleaners have disposable paper elements which filter
the air entering the carburetor. The air intake component of the air cleaner
(snorkle"tube) generally houses the damper' assembly.)

II. Purpose of the heated air induction system (Transparency 1)--The purpose of
the heated air induction system is to maintain air.intake temperatures at apprOx--
imately 37.7°C (100°F) or higher

(NOTE: The heated air induction system is used to compensate for the leaner
air-fuel mixtures currently used and also provides better engine warm-up char-
acteristics. This system reduces HC and CO emissions.)

III. Types of heated air induction systems

A. Vacuum motor system

13. Thermostatically controlled system

IV. Operation of heated air induction systems from coldjagionditions to
conditions at normal operating temperature

A. Vacuum motor system (Transparency 2)

(NOTE: When the engine is started under conditions where engine com-
partmerit air temperature is less than 37.7°C- (10CPF), the following sequence
occurs.)

1. Temperature sensor holds the vacuum motor control valve closed,
preventing vacuum bleed

2.- Manifold vacuum is directed to the vacuum motor

3. Motor positions the damper assembly to allow air from the mani-
fold 'stove to enter the air cleaner until the air temperature reaches
37.7°C (100°F)

4: When air temperature in engine compartment reaches 37.7°C (100PF),
the temperature sensor partially Owls-the vacuum motor valve

5. Vacuum is bled off reducing the amount of vacuum to vacuum motor

, 6., Spring tension ir vacuum motor the motor to position the
damper.,-so, that preheated air is mix ith engine:compartment air
before-entering the air cleaner

4.

As the temperature ih the engine comperment increases, the vacuum
motor valve bleeds off all vacuum to cut off the manifold vacuum
supply to the vacuum motor

Co
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INFORMATION SHEET

8. Under low vacuum conditions, the spring tension in the motor positions
,the damper so that only engine compagment air enters the air cleaner

B. Thermostatically centrolled system (Transparencies 3 and 4)

(NOTE: When the engine, is started under' conditions where engine com-
partment air temperature is less than 37.70C (1000P), the following sequence
occu rs.)

1. Thermostat assembly is fully/contracted

2. Damper assembly attached to the thermostat is positioned to allow
only preheated air to enter the air cleaner assembly (heat on position)

3. When air in engine compartment reaches a temperature of 37.70C
(1000F) the thermostat begins to increase in size

4

4. Damper assembly is positioned by the thermostat to allow someengine
compartmenteirto mix. with the preheated air before entering the air
cleaner (partial heat on osition)

5. When the air temperature is eater. than 37.70C (1000F), the thermo-
stat becomes.fully extended

6. Damper is positioned by the thermostat to allow only air compart-
ment air to enter the air cleaner (heat off position)

7. During conditions of cold acceleration; a drop in manifold vacuum
causes the spring tension in the vacuum override motor to change
the darnper position

,
.

(NOTE: Under normal high vacuum bonditions, spring tension is
overcome by the vacuum diaphragm in the motor.)

8. _Damper is positioned to the partial heat on positi4

(NOTE: This provides for better engine,.performance when engine
load conditions are greater under cold acceleratiorA

9. Override motor holds the damper in partial heat on position until
a high vacuum condition exists at which time the 'damper returns
to heat off position fOr normal operation
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Bask-Air Elow

i

Air Cleaner

Duct and Valve Assembly

Vacuum Motor

Fresli Air Pickup

.,

.PCV Filter

Heat Shroud

Heat Riser Tube

Air Heated by Manifold Stove

(Air Induction Reduces He & CO)
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-11acuuM Motor System

. 04.

Vacuum Diaphragni-, Unit% Vacuum., Hose

v.,. ....(hlotor)
,

a 1,

111

410

Cold Air

To Exhaust Manifold Hot Air
Stove

Temp. Sensor 11\

1

Manifold Vacuum

Damper Assembly

Air Cleaner

4
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Thermostatically Cobtrolled Unit

Heat On Position (Warm-up)

(-

Vacuum Override Motor j

Heat Off Position (Warm Engine)

Cold Air

1

Thermostat\
*Mil* lololabilimi

4

r-- Hot Air

-

.::"..*:;;;;.

Full Vacuum/
Vacuum Override Motor

v
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TM 3



Vacuum Override Operation

(Cold Aeleration)
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HEATED AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS '

4CJNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1--DETERMINE THE PROPER OPERATION OF iHE VACUUM
MOTOR SYSTEM AND THE THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED SYSTEM

F.

. (-4

Toojs required

A. Thermometer

B. VacuaD4 pump
4W

II. *PrOcedure

A. Check engine compartment temperature (should be less than 37.7°C [100°F

(NOTE: Engine should be cold.)

B. Check thdt all vacuum hoses are tighi and in good condition, where applicable

C. Check that the hot air pipe is securely attached to manifold stove and
air cleaner

Start engine

(NOTE: Damper assembly should be up (heat on position).)

E. Warm up enbine

F. Check temperature at snorkel inlet or temperature sensor

(NOTE: If 40.1°C [105°F] or higher, damper assembly should be ddwn
[heat off position) .

(NOTE: These are BASIC PROCEDURES: Check the proper manufacturers
technical or shop manual for exact procedures and settings for each makt and
model.)
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HEATED AIR INDUCTION SYSTIMS
-UNIT IN/ e

. ,

,
* JOB SHEEI 2 CHE'6.K VACUUM D4APHR_AGM UNIT FOR LEAKS.. . .,

.1 TooN required

I I

.,P

A Vacuum bumf)

B Vacuum:qaoo

-C Bleed5vatve

ID. Shutoff valve

Procedure

.
A. Rernoveair cleaner assembly

-c

B Attaah vacuum pump and gauge w vacuum diaphragm unit

C. Start pump

D Close down bleed vatye until vacuum shows 201' Hg
4

E: 4Close shutoff valve

F Turn off pump

G

.(NOT Vacuum diaphragm unit should hold 20" 'Hg for 5 minutes )

Release vacuum
,

Start-p-utrip.

I With bleed valve build'vacudm slowly.and observe that

I'. 1 The darfiper,shoukt begin to lift at notless than 5" 1-ig
5 .

, 2 The damper.should,be fully io, eo With, ho irtorf than 9" Hg
.

(.NOTE, Th.ese are BASIC P-ROCEDU.ReS Check the proper manufacturer's
techolcal or shop manual for exact procedures and settings for eacl . make amd
model.)

.4

a.

.145.

- 40r,



I-4ATED AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS
,UNIT IV

JOB SHEET :4-3 CHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION OF A
THERMOSTATICALLY CONTR44 LED SYSTEM

Tools and equipment

A Thermorheter

B External hea sou ce

C. Fron canister /

A

AEC 69

(NOTE A common hair dryer provides an _excellent heat source A wet
rag Will sufficiently cool down thermostats

Procedure

A.

.

Remove air cleaneFcover

B. Remove air filter efement

C Check position of damper assembly

(NOTE, The damper assembly should be in "heat on" position if the air,
temperaturels below 37 7°C (100°F

b Apply heat to the thermostat and checkfor proper movement of damper
assembly

E Apply freon gas from canister, to thermostat and check for proper operation
of damper assembly

(NOTE 4- Freon gas is used to simulate cold conditions and to speed u)
the process to save lime in the shop env-ironrnent. A Wet rag can be used

)

F If the damper assembly does not move properly, check for misahgnment
and binding-and adjust mechanism as needed

G. If no movement is. noted and no binding is found,,replace the faulty compa
nent

(NOTE These art BASIC PROCEDURES For exact procedures znd settings,
cheek manufacturer's shop manual

A

ts

11

4
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HEATED AIR IN&JCTION SYSTEMS
UNIT IV t

JOB SHEET =4 CHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION OF A VACUUM
P,

ICONTROLLED SYSTEM

I Tools and equipment

A Thermostat

a External heat source

(NOTE A common hair dryer provides an excellent heat source)
r

C Freon canister ,

(NOTE A wet rag can be used to cool down assemblies )

I I Procedure,

A. Remove air cleaner cover

B. Remove air filter element

C kCheck position of damper assembly
.......

/
,AEC 71

(NOTE: The damper assembly should be in the "heat on'' position if the
air temperature is below 37.7°C (100°F.1 ..,

D Start the engine to provide vacuum to valve

E. Apply heat to the temperature sensor arid check for proper nioventent of
damper assembly . ..._,.,

F. Apply freon gas to the temperature sensor and check for proper move-
ment of damper assembly ,

(CAUTION Be sure to stop the engine before using freon to cool the assem:
bly. A wet rag can be used witltout 4angeT.) .:

. Poi
G, If the damper assembly does not move properly, check. for misalignment

., or binding'and adjust the mechanism as needed

(NOTE: The temperature sensor and valve assembly shot move upward
when heated and return to a aclosed position when cooled an be
vistolly determined when heat or cold is applied.)

H. If damper assembly does not tnove promerh4 and no binding or misalign,
ment IS' found7teplace the faulty components or locate, and replace loose
vacuum lines as needed

,
(NOTE. 'These are BASIC PROCEDURES For exact prOcedures and settings,
check the m aufacturer's shop manq )

I
r

,
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HEATED AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS
UNIT IV

'JOB-SHLET --t-5 CHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION OF
VACUUM OVERRIDE UNIT

Tools and equipment Vacuum gauge

Procedure

(NOTE Engine should be cold I

A Disconnect hose from vacuum override unit

Conrrct vacuum gauge to hose

C. Start engine

(NOTE. At idle, vacuum should be 15" ot greater. If less than 15" check for
leaks in hose or at fitting on manifold.)

D Check to see if damper is partly open to admit both engine compartment
air and heated air

E Remove vacuum gauge

F Connect vacuum hose to vacuum override motor
09-

G Check to see if damper moves to heat on position

H If damper does moye to heat on posttion, the vacuum override motor should
be replaced

(NOTE These are BASIC PROCEDURES. Check the proper manufacturer's
technical ,or shop manual for exact.procedures and settings for each make and
model )

**.



HEATED AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS.
'UNIT IV

,NAMt

TEST

AEC 75

1. Match the terms on the right to the.correct definitions.

a. A metal housing containing filtering material
located 'between the ,carburetor and the air
intake which remors foreign particles from
intake air

b. A vacuum controlled motor th t regulates

1. Manifold
stove (shroud)

2. Vacuum motor

3. Thermostat
air intake during periods of col acceleration

c. A bimetal or temperature ensitive plate '
4.: Vacuum over-

ride motor

d. A tempeeature sensitive metal bar , 5. Air cleaner

e.. A vacuum brier:114 diaphragM assembly 6. Temperature
sensorwhitch controls the position of the damper

f. A deflector device that controls air supply to 7. DaMper
the air cleaner

g. A tube assembly that connects the mem-
8. Ho air.pipe

-, fold stove to the air cleaner

h. A device which directs air flow over the
exhaust manifold tO preheat it

2: Write the purPose of the heated air induction system:

JO,

.1

.1!

3. List two'types of heated air induction systems. .

a.

b. 0

A

-
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4. Explain the operation of both types of heated air induction systems from colcistart
conditions to conditions at normal operating temperature.

a.

b.

.410

/1.

#41111

5. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Determine the proper operation of the vacuum motor system and therrnOstat-
ically controlled system.

b. Check vacuum diaphragm unit for le*s.

c. Check for proper operation of a thermostatically controlled system.

d. Check for proper operation of a vacuum controlled system.

e. Check for proper operation of vacuum override unit

(NOTE: If these 'activities have not been accomdlished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

10

MOM.



HEATTD MR INDUCTION SYSTEMS
UNIT IV

ANSWE RS TO.TES'T.

1. a, 5

b. 4

C. 6

d. 3

e. 2

f. 7

9.

h.-

8

1
ft
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2. The purpose of the heated air induction system is to maintain 'air intake temper-
atures at approximately 37.7°C (100°F) or higher

3. a. Vacuum motor system

b. Thermostatically controlled system

4. Explanation should.include:

a. Vacuum motor system

00

ANO'

1) Temperature sensor holds the vacuum motor control valve closed, pre-
.venting Vaduum bleed

2) Manifold vacuum is directed to the vacuum motor

3) motor positions the damper assembly to allow air from the manifold stovelo
enter the air cleaner until the air temperature reaches 37.7°C (100°F)

4) When air temperature in engine compartment reaches 37.7°C (100°F), the
temperatur'e sensor partially opens the vacuum motor valve

5) Vacuum is bled off reducing the emount .of vacuum to vacuum motor

6) Sprin9 tension in 'vacuum motor causes the motor to position the damper
so that preheated air is Mixed with enginetompartment air before entering
the air cleaner: _

A

7) As the temperature in the engine compartment increases, the vacuum motor
valve bleeds off all vacuum to cut off the manifold vacuum supply to the
vacuurnmotor
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t

AI.

i

t 1

I
-

8) Under low vacuum conditions, the spring tension in the motor positions
the damper so that only engine Compartment air enters the air cleaner

_

b. Thermostatically controlled system .

1) Thermostat assembly is fully contracted

2) Damper assembly attached to the thermostat is 'positioned to allow only
preheated air to enter the air cleaner assembly (heat on position)

3) Wherl air in engine compartment reaches a temperature' of 37.7°C (100°F)
the thermostat begins to.increase in size

4) Damper assembly is positioned by the thermostat to allow some engine
compartment air to mix with the preheated air before entering the air

,
cleaner (partial heat on position)

i
5) When the air temperature is greater than 37.7°C (100°F), the thermostat

becomes fully extended
v

,

6) Damper is positioned by the thermostat to allow only air compartment
air to enter the air cleaner (heat off position)

t

7) DUring conditions of cold acceleration, a drop in manifold vacuum causes
the spring tension- in the vacuum override motor to cliange the damper
position

8) Damper is positioned to the partial heat on position

9) Override motor holds the damper in partial heat on position, until a high
vacuum condition exists at which time the damper returns to heat off
position for normal operation

5. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

a

4

% ..k./
,..
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EVAPORATIVE EMISSIONS CONTROL SYSTEM
UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

AIC 79

-

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match the functions of the '
evaporative emissions control system to the components and explain the operation of abasic evaporative emissions control system. The student should also be able to visually
inspect, test, and service the evaporative emission control system'. This knowledge will be

. evidenced through demonstration and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test..
_.

..

,

s

.1F

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
if

Aftar completion of this unit, the student ghould be able to:

1. Write the purpose of the evaporative emissions control system.

2. Match components of the evaporative emissions control Stem to their functions.

3. List four methods of carburetoapor control,.

4. Explain the operation of the evaporative emissions control system.

-----S4-"tgrn9nstrate the ability to:
....

a. Change the charcoal canister filter.

b. Test the fuel tank filler cap.

,

.,/

a
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EVAPORATIVE EMISSIONS CONTROL SY§TEM
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and job sheets.

Make transparencies.

Discuss unit and specific objectives.

Discuss information sheets.

C.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

G. Give test.

II. Student

one A Read objective sheet.

B. 'Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. TransparencyThasteri .r
1. TM 1--Fuel Ta.nk With Thermal Expansion Volume

2. DA 2--Pressure-Vacuum Relief Filler Cap

3. TM 3--Vapor-Liquid Separator

4. TM 4-.Ctercoal Canister

A

MHO

AEC 81,
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,

1.

5. TM 5--Charcoal Canister Purging Methods
41# ,

6. TM 6--Charcoal Canister Purging Methods(Coritinued)

7. TM 7--Charcoal Canister Purging Methods (ContinUed)

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Change the Chacoal Canister Filter

2. Job Sheet #2--Test the Fuel Tank Filler Cap

E. Test

F. Ariswersoto test

II. References: ,

1

_/

A. General Motors-Corporation. 1979 Passager Car Service Manual, Detroit,
Mich.: Service Section/General Motors Corp., 1979.

B. Chrysler Corporation, 1979 Chrysler-PiymoCith:Dpdge Chassis-Body Ser-
vice Manual. Detroit, Michigan: Service Department, 1978.

-,-)

C. Glenn, Harold T. Glenn's Emissit$11 Cohtrol Systems. Chicago, Illinois:
Henry Regnery Company, 1972.

D. Gargano Promotions. Vehicle Emission Control. Detroit, Mich.:. Gargano
Promotions, 1973.

s

..,

E. Ford Motor Company. 19711 Full Size Car Shop Manual. Detroit, Mich.:
Helm, Inc., 1978. .

d

,

/
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EVAPORATIVE EMISSIONS CONTROL SYSTEM
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET `-

I. Purpose of the evaporative emission controls system--The evaporative emis-
sions control system controls_the release of hydrocarbons (HC) to the atmosphere
that results froni fuel _vapors escaping from fuel tanks and carburetor vents

II. Components and functionS of the evaporative emissions control system

A. Fuel tank--A sealed unit for storing fuel that has a built in air Space (appro-
xinhately 11% of tank volume) to allow for fuel expansion due to temperature
increases (Transparency 1)

B. Fuel tank filler capSeals the fuel tank and acts as a relief valve to protect the
fuel tank from excessive pressure or vacuum (Transparency 2)

C. Vapor vent lines--Allow vapors to be directed from the fue' tank to a vapor-
liquid separator and to the charcoal canister .

D. Vapor-liquid separatorPreventsvassage of fuel to the carbon canister by
means of either a float valve which seals off the line where fuel enters or by a
series of standpipes -(Transparency 3)

(NOTE: The s6ndpipes are set at differept heights to allow fuel to return to
the tank and only vapor! to escape.)

E. Charcoal canisterTraps and stores fuel vapors by means ofactivated charcoal
contained in a sealed unit (Traniparencies 4, 5, 6, and 7)

.(NOTE: Fuel vapors are vented to the carburetor by purging the canis-,

ter container with fresh air during normal enginio eration.)

F. 'Rollover check vaive--Prevents the spillage of fuel from
'event of rollover of the automobile

fuel system in the

' (NOTE: The Tavity activated valve is found in the fuel line between the fuel
tank and carburetor)

Methods of carburetor vapor control

A. Elimination of external carburetor vent!

B. Use of insulating washers on carburetor hold-down studs

C. Use of insulating gaskets and aluminum heat shields between intake manifold
and the carburetor

. D. Venting of carburetor Wel bowIS to the charcoal canister
I.
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INFORMATION SHEET

."
IV. Evaporative emissions control system operation

( all

A. ,As the fuel becomes warm it expands and at the same time releases fuel
vaporS

/
B. The expansion is taken up in the design of the fuel tank which prevents

0
filling approximately 11% of the tank's volume

, . . ,

C. Tfe vapors that are released pass through the velines to the vapor-liquid
separator which allows the vapors to pass through but will prevent any liquid
fuel from passing it

D. The vapors travel to the activated charcoal canister where thay are trapped
and stored

,
, E. When the engine is started, the canister is purged via a purge line that runs to

the carbure4or or air cleaner
41.

r ,, -.

F. As fuel is consumed, a pariial vacuum develops in the fuel tank
h,

G. The filler cap acts as a fuel system relief valve to prevent damage to the fuel
tank from excessive'pressure or vacuum

-
(NOTE: Vacuum relief is pro'vided after .25" Hg is reached and pressure
relief is provided beyond .75 to 1.25 p.s.i.)

1

,

s

(

t Mb

I

41

*
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/
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Pi.
Fliel Tank With Thermal Expansion Volume

p.

: To Vapot Liquid Separator

.,k Fuel Tank Vent Lines

Filler Vent Lide

Expansion

Space

6

41,



Pressure-Vacuum Relief Filler Cap

vir

Locking Lip

Screw-In Type

1

Outer Shell
.,

Vacuum SOring

(Passive up to .25" Hg)

AEC 87,

4

\Filler Sealing
Gasket

Pressure Spring (Passive
up to -.75 to 1.25 psi.)

Vacuum Relief Pressure Relief
Valve Valve ,

TM 2
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Vapor-liquid Separator

Vapor-Liquid Sepirator

. ..

To Charcoal Canister

Liquid Return

Line

.-;

Ala

Vapor Vent lines

.i

O.

Fuel Tank

1
/
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Charcoal Canister Purging Methods

Purge Air Flow (Air Cleaner Method)

I



. . Charcoal Canister Purging Methods(continued)
Constant & Demand Purge System

D

1

Ported Vacuum Signal

PCV Hose

L,---,Purge Valve

Carbtrretoc.tioWl Vent

From. Fuel
"rank Restricted Orific s.

I



Charcoal Canister Purging Methods (Continued)rwri

Carburetor

4

I Constant Purge Method

COhstant Purge

Fuel Tank Vapors

PCV Hose

Variable Purge

Carbon Canister
Purge Air
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EVAPORATIVE 4MISSIONS CONTROL SYSTEM
UNIT V

JOB SH'EET #11 `-CHAN-GE THE nARCOAL CANISTE'R FILTER

Tools required-Basic shop tools

fr II. Procedure .

a

4

A Dtsconnt hoses from tofrof canister

B Rern ve canisters from mounting bracket

C. Remove cover from bottosin of caniste)'.

D. Remove filter element

E. Insall new filter element

F .Replace cover,..

G. Rerns10 canister in mounting bracket

H. . Reconnect hoses

r .

w

':AE6 99

(NOTE: These are BASIC PROCEDURES. Check'the manufacturer's service shop
manual or technical manual for exact procedures for each make and model.)

4

, it!
$f .

$

,

,

-

4
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EVAPORATIVE EVISSIO7,6 COC\TROL SYSTEM

JOB SHEET =2 TEST THE FUEL TANK FILLER CAP

0
0 Tools rego red None

Procedure

A Remove fuel tank f Her cdp

B Apply oral vacuum and check tha'..t valve opens under vacuum and closes
under presure

C If valve fails to open or close, repiace,the filler cap

(NOTE These are BASIC PROCEDURES Check the'manufacturer's service shop
manual or technical rlanual for exact procedures for each make and model.)
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EVAPORATI \./E EMISSIONS cONTROL SYSTEM
- UNIT V

I\

NAME
,.

TEST

.

..

,

AEC 103

,
1. Write the purpose of the evaporative emissions control system.

...
010,fte

2. Match the components on the right to their functions..
..

a-. Allow vapors to be directed frornOthe fuel
tank to a vapor-liquid separator and to the
charcoarcanisterlb . . ,

b., Seals the fuel tatlit'a4d tts as a relief k;alve to
proteet the fuel tank from excessive pressure. or-vacuum

c.

..

d.

A sealed unit for storing fuel that has a built
in air spaces (approximately 11% of tank
volume) to allow for fuel ekpansion due to
temperature incoases

Prevents passage of fuel to the carbon canister
by means of either a float valve which seas
off the line where fuel enters or by a series of
standpipes

e. Prevents the spillage of fuel from the fuel
system in the event of rollover, of the auto:
mobile

\ f. Traps and stores fuel vapors by means of
activated charcoal contained in a sealed
unit

3. List four methods of carburetor vapor control.

..
a.

1. CKarcoal
canister

. 2.' Rollover
- check valve

3. Vapor-liquid -
separatth

4!

4. -Vapor vent
lines

5. Fuel tank
4 filler cap

6. Fuel jank

4.

c

I

-

i

i

b.
.

t

d.
.4

( I "...
t , i

e,..
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1.-

-

1

..

\ .
I

' \
4. Explain the operation of the evaporative emissions control system.

\ \
4

\
4

10

,.

6

5. Demonstrate the ability.to.

a. Change the charcoal canister filter.

b. Test the fuel tank filler cap.

(NOTE. If these activities have not been -accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

4

. "t ,..)

I

. I

,

1
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EVAPORATIVE 'EMISSIONS CONTROL sysTEM
UNIT V

. ( Wk...

..../
ANSWERS TO TEST

\

?
\

\

AEC 105

1 The evaporative emissions control system controls the.rolease of hydrocarbons (HC) to
Ithe atmosphere that results from fuel vapors escap'ing from fuel tanks and carburetor
vents

d 3
,

le,

e 2

3. a. Elimination of external carburetor vents

b. Lisp of insulating washers on carburetor hold-down studs
4) -

c. Use of insulating gaskets and aluminKn heat shields between intake manifold
and the carburetor

d. Venting of carburetor fuel boweto the charcoal canister
.

4. Explanation shoukynclude:

a. As the fuel becomes warm it expands and at the same time releases fuel vapors

b. -The expansion is 'taken up in the design of the- fuel tanl< which prevents filling
approximately 11% of the tank's volUtne

1

,

ea.

c. . The vapors that are released pass through The vent lines to the vapor-liquid sepa-
rator which allows the vapors to pass through but will prevent any liquid from
passing . .

_

d The vapors travel to the activated charcoal cannister where they are trapped and,
stored

.
e. Wfien the enne is started, the canister is purged via a purge line that runs to tfie

carburetor or air cleaner ,

f . As fuel is consumed, a partial vacuum develops in the fuel tank
.

^
g. The tiller cap acts as a fuel system relief valve to prevent damage to the fuel tank

from excessive pressure or vacuum

5. Performance skills evaluated to tht satisfaction of the instructor
I

,

i
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ENGINE MODIFICATION
UNIT VI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be at?le to explain. the eogine modi-
fications which reduce emissions. This knowiedge will be evidenced by scoring 85 percent
on the unit test.,

R..

1 a.

t

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to.

1. Write the purloose of engine modification..

2. Explain engine modifications and their effects cKz
.

enisions.
.

a

*

he'

**,

O..

-

- _ siz ;
e

401",

I
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Ipstructor:

ENGINE MODIFICATIOy$
UNIT VI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Provide students with objective'sheet.

.8, Provide students with information sheets.
J

C. Makei.ransparencies. -
D. Discuss.unit and ?pcteific oblectives.

E. Discuss inforrnation sheets.

F. Gtve test:

,;- II. ,Student:

.

Read oNjective Ih.0e-t(

'
B. gstuclytinfprrnatioh

. J ;
. C. , Take test.

e.

.
.. -4,--

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included-in this unit:. . ,. r.

. \..._ A. Objective sheet
.--

ar,

B. Information sheet

C. ,Transparency masters

h.TM 1--Intake-ManiloId Modifications
. .

2. TM 2-Combustion Chamber Modifications

s.

3. TM 3Precombustion Chamber (Stratified Charge)

D. .Test

1 4.

.#

r
'

AEC 109

_ I .
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.
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E. Answers to test

I t. References.

A. 1979 Chrysler-elymouth-Dodge Chassis-Body Service Meinual
Michigan:- Chrysler Corporation, 1978.

Detroit,..

B. Gargano ,Promcitions. Vehicle ,Einission Control. Detroit, Mich: Gargano
. - .

C.

D.

.
- ...;

-

Ase."

Promotions, 1973.

Glthn, H. T. Glenn's
Regnery Co., 1972.

.

Emission Cobtrot Systems. .ChitagO,.
S.

9 " ., z ,

Reinen, C. M. "Wein Done tffe Jpb WInat's .Ntxtil' SAE Vehicle Emi
. . . 4

Or's; Part 114 Vol...14 P. T. - . - !.
. - -1. ... .

Hemen: 1N. A.. aj4d Pattèrsoft, D. J. EIMSSsion From'Coinberstilan Engittes ..,...
kid:Their cotitrol. Ann Arbor,,,Michigln. : A`rtiitii. Science Rublici- . .

tions, Inc., 1872.- , 7 ....7 I'L . ',is '...s. 1. ..'
;. .

... . .. iv .. - , . . ..
: . - .

;F.:- Spfinger'rt.G.,, S,,end Paxersbn, -D. ...1Engine EmissiQn.:Pollittato t _Forma-t .. .
..., tion andyeasurernel New Vork:Plenilm Pi'ess,.:1973..- . '''t .., -

.. ... .
4 . . t ,.. ^

-
s

L. Crouse, W. I-1. ant! Anglih, David L. The relutg: Boo*. New York: Mcdraw- tr
, -

, , Y

7

Hill, tne, 1979.
,
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ENclNE MODJFICkTIOlis
UNIT VI

.

INFORMADI01\1SHE.E-T.;
;

.
1.

AEC:1-11

,.J. Purpole.of engine modifiCation-The pyrposb of'en.9ine ruodification is to dchieve
-.. .

'. more cOrnplete comkusticin anti;educe engine ernisSigi' s ... .0.4,' , ,, .
. , ..

1 ti S

91 'EngineI .. modifications Tici their ef fo,ts,on eMissions
- .

. . .
a ..

1 . ,, .1. %

.4 . .: 4 -:i.' A. intake-manifold ifransparency 1) *, .. "

.

1

. ".
r. < r : ....

.. '

. 4

. _--- t a
C -- - qr . -. . i. --4 11 MOElif ICarkM5 t.i'

_,.. ..

.
.

l
41 I

- .. 4
. *

It t is.I" r .. ji.

"Y..1 ' s ' .4 rl 4. , 4- =g .., ..rel, - ... 4
ft e.,. .... ....,.. ...: .. . ..7.. ;trn,00ttrer ,inter tor surfbc'eS -.. . * .0 - .- .11- a

.., -I . .... . . ...

.46:bi4 Better_part matc.tr LAS ... ..4- - , =
.1.

=. ..,. -
.

..._

- . t, , drbssocir.otexhaust.gases ..._-., .
-........, , `.:::1". .

- ,
,e.. 4 d. . -Uni4or'm pasiage ports 04 4 0 . '.... A P -

.- P"- ..-c, .,
4' g--

.. - ii. Singler:plafie.design..

4. 2. 2. Effect on emissions

a. All fuel mixtures are distributed more evenly

b. Provides for increasedvaporization of the fuel

C. Results in more complete combustion of the fuel mixture

B. Controlled engine operating temperature -
1. Modifications

a. Faster warm-up

b. More evenly controlled cylinder wall temperature

2. Effect on emissions--More complete combustion

C. CombListion chamber (Transparency 2)

1. MiNifications

a. Smoother surfaces

b. Elimination of small gaps '

c. Better fitting head gaskets

d. -Specially designed quench areas

fit

k

a
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'1144 1.

.. S.

.

A

SHEET%

2. f.ffect on emikone
a-

Nen purning of the Kiel mixtuce

tomplete combustion.
-i

D. -tower cernpression ramo
.

.
1. 1. Modifit-ation-Redesigned pistons and cylinder heads

_w 2. Effect on erriissions

r
111;41;4'

w

4. '

I

' -
. a

:

'a. Use of nonleaded fdel made possible the reduction of lead emis;,
tions

b: Decreases combustion chamber temperature to lower NOx emis-
sions

(NOTE: Lower compression ratios reduce emissions but also
reduce engine performance and efficienty.)

E. Modified valve tirriing

1. -Modification-Specially designed camshafts

(NOTE: These allow the intake and exhaust valves to remain open
during a part of the time of exhaust and intake strokes to allow
exhaust gases to mix with the fuel mixture.)

2. Effect on emissions--Combustion temperature is reduced

(NOTE: This results in reduced NOx emissions.)

Preco'mbustion chamber (Transparency 3)

1. Modification-Stratified charge of fuel mixture is-provided to the
combustion chamber by a specially designed precombustion chamber

(NOTE: A rich mixtur4 of fuel is ignited and allowed-to ignite a weaker
mixture in the main combustion chamber.}

2. Effect on emissions-Stratified or layered mixture burns more com-
pletely

(NOTE: This results in a reduction of the level of emissions. A stratified
mixture is different from an uneven miXture caused by improper intake
air temperatu es. The mixtures are even in air/fuelf amounts but are in
layers from ric er to weaker, not uneven.)

u.1

4411k
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INFORNIATION SHEET:

:

G. .Reilesigned cylinder heads

1. Niodific,3tions

a. Latger exhaust valves

b. Air injection ports

2. Effect on emissions

M1

_ -
11

*AE:c 113

a. Dilutiqn of fuel mixture by exhaust gases reduces combustion
temperature and lowers NOx emissions

Promotes continued burning of hydrocarbons

. f
1
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ntake Manifold Modifications
c

Smoother Passages-,

,

,

III

,

Improved Port
Alignment

I

t

4
Single Plane Manifold .

/ 1 , i f I
k., i

Uniform
Passage, Size

1
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,
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1

.

0 , Combustion Chamber Modificatiais

dr

,

A

?

Larger Exhaust Valve

)

...
,

Increased :

Quench Area

:

Gasket

Air Injection
Gasket Tube

I d

i;
uench Area
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1

A

4

PfecombustiOn Chamber
(Stratified Charge)

Precombustion Chamber .

Intake Valve

Precoinbustion
Chamber

Intake Valve

AEC 119

Rich Fuel Mixture

Lean Fuel Mixture.

4

Cbmbined fuel
Mixture

00

4

1 :.\'

Spark Plug

TM 3
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ENGINE MODIFICATION
UNIT VI

NAME.
- .

. . TEST

Write the purpose of engine mockcation.

AEC 121

.2. ,Explain engine. modifications and their effects on 'emissions.

a. Intake manifold
ci

b. Controlled engine operating temperature

c. Combustion chamber

1tf

+111111-

0
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d. Lower compression ratio

e. Miidified valve timing

f. Precomb tiorichamber

g. Redesig inder heads

1

c.X
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ENGINE MODIFICATION
. 4 UNIT VI

. .

i

4)
I

(

(

..

ANSWERS TG TEST .

1. The purpose of enqrne modification is to achieve more complete combustion and
reduce engine emissions

IP
2. .Explanation should tnclude

a. Intake manilold

1. ModificatiOns

a) Smoother interior surfaces

\

,

b) Better part match upr
c) Crossover of exhaust gases _
d) Uniform passage ports

4 ---''
e) Single plane design

2. Effect on emissions

a) All fuel mixtures are distributed more evenly.

b) Pro401 for increased vaporization of the fuel

c) Resuits in more complete combustion of the fuel mixture

..

1,

b. Controlled engine operating terperature

1. Modifications

a) Faster warm-up

. b) More evenly controlled cylinder wall temperature

, 4,

2. Effect on emissi

c. Combustion ch' ber

1. Modifica ions

a) Smoo her surfaces
,

b) Ehmi tion of small gaps

c) Bette fitting head gaskets

d) Spew, ally designed quench areas

omplete combustion

1 1 1
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le

I

I

I

2. Effect on emissions

a) Even burnirag of the fuel mixture ,

b) More complete combustion'

d. Lower compression ratio
tr

1. Modification-Redesigned:pistons and cyhnder heads

2. Effect on emissions

a) Use of nonleaded fiiel made possible the reduction of lead emissions
,

b) Decreases combustidn chamber temperature to lower NOx emissions

e. Modified valve nming

1. Modification-Specially deOgned camshafts

2. Effect on emiSsions-Combi,istion temperature is reduced

f .f.. Precombustion chamber

1. Modification-Stratified charge-of fuel mixture is provided to the combustion
chamber by q specially destred preco stion chamber

2. Effect on emissions-Strattied or ereei mixture burns more completely
v

ri

g. Redesigned cylinder heads c
f
t .

1. Modificanons

a) Larger exhaust valves
..

b) Air injection ports

1

2. Effect4on emisstons

a) Dilution of fuel mixture by exhaust gases reduces combustion tempera-
ture and lowers NOx emissions

b) _Promotes continued burning of hydrocarbons

..

1 ....,
A..

i
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CARBURETOR MODIFICATIONS
UNIT VII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

1

AEC 125

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to writthe purpose of carburetor
system modifications The student shoitld also- be able to list the carburetor components
which have been modified and match those modifications to their etfects on the car-
buretor system This knowledge will be evidenced by scoring 85 percent on the unit tes'!

-.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

..-"4.

After completion of this untt, the student should be able to

1 Write the purpose of carburetor system modification.

2. List four components which have been modified in the carburetor system
. .

13 Match the modification of the components to the effect of modification on i

the carburetor sysrem.
1

,

1 1 SJ \\l
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CARBURETOR MODIFICATIONS
UNIT VII

.
, SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES . :

I. Instructor.. ,

A. Provide student with information sheet.

B. Provide student with information si-ieet.

C. Make transparencies. i
D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Give test,

II. Student:
4 4 A

A.. Read objective sheet.
14

B. Study information sheet.

C. Take test.

1

I

r
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Automatic Choke Assist Systems

2. TM 2...Staged Choke Puildowni

I
c

3. TM 3.-Factory Set Idle Modifications
,

4. .TM 4--Idle Adjustment Screw Limiters ,
t

5. TM 5--Other Idle Adjustment Modifications *
C

6. TM 6--Idle-Stop Solenoid

..

-

1 1 4

4

I

,

t
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7. TM 7-0thertarburetor Modificatidni

B. TM 8-Varia'ble Ventuh gy'stem

.9. TM-9--Vbriable FuetJet System

D. Tesi

E Answers to test

IL Referenoes:

A.

A

1979 Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge Chassis-Body Service Manual. Detroit,
Michigan; Chrysler Corporation, 1978.

B. Vehicle Emission Control. Detroit, Michi: Gargano Promotions, 1973.

C. Glenn, Harold T. b7bnn's Emission Control S;atem. Chicago:Ill.: Henry
Regnety Co., 1972.

D. Ford Motor Company. 1978 Eull Size Car Shop Manual. Detroit, Mich.:
Helm, Inc., 1978.

E. General Motors Corporation. 1979 Passenger Car Service Manual. Detroit,
Michigan: Service Section/General Motors Corporation, 1979.

F. Ford Motor Company. Carburetor Service Manual. Volume II. Detroit,
Michigan: Service Publications/Helm, Inc., 1978.

G. General Motors Corporation. Emission Control Systems Maintenance
Manual. Detroit, Michigan: Service Section/General Mptors Corporation,
1978.

O.

r

SY.
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CARBURETOR MODIFICATIONS
UNIT yli

INFORMATION SHEET

AEC 129

0

I. Purpose of carburetor system m odificationThe purpose of carburdtor system
modifltation is to reduce the amountof hydrocarbon and carbon mon-Oxide
emissions released to the atmosphere during periods of engine idle, warM-up, and
deceleration

(NOTE Modificatiohs have been Made to reduce the richness of the air fuel
mixture by diluting the mixture with additional air during idle. Also, during the
warm-up period, modifications to the automatic choke allow for faster opening of
the choke to reduce the amount of rich fuel mixture used.)

Components.modified in the ca.rburetor system

A. Automatic choke system

B. Idle systeitl

C. Fuel metering system

D. Venturi system

I I I. Effect on the carburetor system by modification of the components

(NOTE: A-C deal with modifications in the,automatic choke system.)

A. Electrical element--Supplies additional heat IO choke coil.to reduce the time
it wOuld normally require to open (Transparency 1) 5

B. Stainless steel coil' well--Provides faster transfer of heat to ehoke coil to
reduce tfre amount of time engine heat is needed to open it (Transparency 1)

C. Two stage pulldown--Uses a temperature sensitive valve to control a vacuum
assisted mechanism which opens the choke faster (Transparency 2) "

(NOTE The bimetal valve opens aboVe 16°C [60°F] to provide manifold
vacuum to a chamber in which a silicone fluid is contained. Atmospheric
pressure forces the fluid through, an orifice over a period of 20-30 seconds
causing the choke to, remain closed for only that length of time.)

(NOTE: D-H deal with modification) in the idle system.)

D. Internal idle control limitersPrevents increasing idle adjustment richness
beyond factory set liVs (Transparency 3)

(NOTE: The internal idle limiters restrict mixture adjustments by limiting
the amoum of travel of the idle screw through stoppage device or by idle
needle limiters and restricted orifices.)

1
A.
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. External idle screw limiters-Plastic caps which reduce the arnount of adjust-
ment to approximately 344 of a turn to prevent settirlg the idle for an
overnch mixture (Transparency 4)

D. Factory set off-idle air-bleed screws-- Reduce air. fuel mixture richness (Trans
parency 5)

(NOTE. These are set by %it factory using flow meters and are sealed
so that adjustments are not possible.-)

G. Carburetor dashpot--tiolds the throttle plate open longer during decel-
eration to improve,the combustion process by allowing more air to enter the
carburetor (Transparency 5)

H. Idle-Stop solenoid

1. Establishes a higher 'engine speed to improve combustion during decel-
eration

2. More completely closes the /hr-ottle plate to prevent dieseling or after-
run when engine is shut off

(NOTE: I-L deal with modifications in the fuel metering system.)

I. Adjustable part throttle (APT) screw--Provides more accurate fuel metering
from fuel boyvl to venturi assemblies

(NOTE: The APT metering rod is factory set using spectalfuel flow meters.)

J. Elecironic fuel control (EFC)--Fuel flow_ and air mixture are metered by an
electronicaNy operated mixture control solenoid

(NOTE: The GM C-4 computerized carburetor system uses an oxygen sensor
located in the exhaust manifold and a variable jet carburetor. The air/fuel
mixture is regulated by a mixture controhsolenoid Iodated In the fuel bowl
which is attached to the fuel Meter rod. The solenoid is controlled by 'an
electronic control module which analyzes ipulses from the oxygen sensor.)

. -
K. Pull over enrichment fuel feed (POE)--Under conditions of high venturi

vacuum, additional fuel is provided to the ventun to enrich the mixture
under heavy engine loads (Transptiorency 7)

L. Variable fuel jet system (Vari-jet)--Fuel !row is metered. to the ventun by
means of electronic or vacuum linkage (Transparency 9)

INOTE: A tapered moveable rod is controlled by either vacuum or elec-
tronic units to, enlarge or decrease the size of the opening in the fuel jet
allowTrig more or less fuel to enter as engine conditions indicate, Manifold
vacuum or exhaust.system oxygen monitors provide the sensiA impulses to
the control units on the carburetor. GM uses -a computer regulated mixture
control solenoid in the fuel bowl.)

I'
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INFORMATION SHEET ,

(NOTE: M and N deal with modifications in the venturi system.)

M riple venturi--The speed of air passing through the carburetor throat is
irtreased three times to provide a more even and precise air-fuel mixture to
the combustion chamber (Transparency 7)

.(NOTt: The three venturis are located side by side in thecarburetor throat
to increase the speed of the air flow which mixes the fuel mixture more
evenly. The system also allows better control of the amount of air flow
through the carbbretor, which is necessary with the new leaner mixtures
currently used.)

N. Variable venturi (VV)--4e4ze of the venturi opening is adjusted to allow4

t

...

more or less airflow by a sliding ventun valve actuated by either a vacuum ol_
electronic control (Transparency .8)

(NOTE: Some foreign manufacturers have used a round variable venturi
for a while, but recently, Ford has introduced a rectangular venturi valve
model which is electronically controlled. The electronic system uses an
oxygen monitor in treurTic aust manifold to determine engine fuel needs. An
appr4priate impulse is sent to the electric control unit iECU) whith analyzes
the impulse and regulates a vacuum control unit on the carburetor which (I
adjusts the venturi opening.) \

.,
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Auiomatic Choke Assist Systems

Electric Choke System

'Thermostatic Coil
Electric Assist Heating Element

Stainless Steel Therinostafic Coil Well
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Staged, Choke Pulidown

Temperature Sensing Bimetal Valve

Below 16°c (60°F)

Temperature-Sensing Bimetal Valve

Above 16°c (60°F)

/ TM 1



factory Set Idle Modifications

Fixed Orifice 'Reitriction
:

41.

. .
1 na I ,
A. 0... ...

t

Fixed Orifice Restriction

c

at

,

.,

r
.,

,

Idle Limiter
Needle

Idle Mixture Screw

1 `.:3



Idle Adjustment Sdew Limiters

S.

,

External t

Internal

Caps Necked Down to
Clear Stop Screw

Idle Mixture
Adjusting Screw

AE9139

-0/
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Other Idle Adjustmént Modifications

Carburetor Dashpot

ln

Off Idle,Air Bleed Adjusting Sirew
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Idle-Stop So enoid

Throttle
Position

Determined by
Throttle Stop

Screw

TM 6
1 4.
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Other Carburetor Modifications

Pa i
, (Power Enrichment)

43ull Over - Main Well
Enrichment Air Bleed
Fuel Feed .

. - Triple Venturi

i Lead Seal

Off Idle Air
Bleed
Adjustment

11

1

Main
Discharge
Nozzle-

Boost
Venturi (2)

Main
Venturi

#

MaiR Weil
Fuel

Lower Idle
Air Bleed

1
Throttle Valve i.
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Variable Venturi System
Air

Metering Rod

Fuel Meter. TJet

1

Venturi Vacuum
Control

e J.

Fuel

l

/
t::=> Air
imilp Fuel

c Air-Fuel
, ' 1

Timed Pott
(id(eTrim)A

...

/
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Variable Fuel Jet System

Variable Jet Mixture
Control Solenoid

a

Idle Mixture Screw
(Factory Adjusted)

Main Discharge Nozzle

:Triple Venturi
Variable
Jet

1I

Cruise Mixture Screw
(Factory Adjusted)

Main Well Primary Throttle Valve



CARBURETOR MODIFICATION
UNIT VII

NAME

TEST

1. Write the purpose of carburetor system modification.

AEC 15f

2. List four components which have bepn'modified in the carburetor system.

a.

b.

3. Match the modification of the ,components on the right to the effect of modification
on the carburetor system

' 41,

a. Uses a temperature sensitive Valve to control a
vatuum assisted mechanism which opens the
choke faster

b. Fuel flow and air mixture are metered by
an electronically operated mixture control
solenoid

c.' The size of the venturi opening is adjustecito
allow more or less airflow by a sliding v,anturi
valve actuated by either a' vacuum or elec-
tronic control

d. Supplies additiOnal heat to choke coil to
reduce the tima it would normally reiluire to
open

e. Reduce air fuel mixture richness

f. Providq faster transfer of heat to choke coil
to reduce the amount of time engine heat is
needed to open it

g. Prevents increasing idle adjustment richness
beyond factory set limits-

h.. Plastic caps which reduce the amount of
adjustment to approximately 3/4 of a turn to
prevent 'setting the idle for an overrich mix-ture

gto

1. Electronic
fuel con-
trol (EFC)

2. Internal idle
control limi-
ters

3. Electrical
element'

4. External idle
screw limiters

5. Carburetor
dashpot

6. Two-stage
pu I ldown

Adjustable
part throt-
tle (APT) screw

8. Stainless
steel coil
well
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Holds the 'throttle plate open ronger during
deceleration to improve the combustion
process by allowrng more air to enter the
carbu retor

j. Provides more accurate fuel metering froci'n
fuel bowl to venturi assemblies

k. Under conditions of high yenturi vacuum,
additismal fuel is provided to the. venturi to
enrich the mixture under heavy engine loads

I. Fuel flow is metered-to the ventup by means
ofelectronic or vacuum linkage

m. The speed of air passing through the car-
-buretor thrOat is, increased three times to
provide a more even and precise air-fuel
mPctu re to the combustion chamber .

n. a. Establishes a higher engine speed to
imProve cOmbustion during deceler-

,
atioh

b. More cornplete1l--..Q1sses 'the throttle
plate to prevent dieseling or after-run
when engine is shut off

es

9. PuR over
enrichment
fuel feed

10. Triple venturi

11. Variable Kiel
jet system
(Vari-jet)

12.

13.

Variable ven-
turi (VV)

Idle-stop
solenoid

14. Factory set
off-jdie air-

,15reett screws

411110

4

>
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CARBURETOR MODIFICATIONS
UNIT VII

ANSWEIRS TO TEST

0,

AEC 153

1. The purpose of carburetor system cnodification is to reduce the amou6t of hydro-
carbon and carbon monoxide emissions released to the atmospNere during periods of
engine idle, warm-up:and deceleration

2.
.

a. Automatic choke system

Ob. Idle system

c. Fuel metering system

d. Verituri s,/stem

3.- -a. 6

b. .1-

c.- 12,

d. 3

e. 14

f. 8
. .

g. 2
ER

h. 4

i. 5

1. 7

k. 9

I. 11

m. 10
110

n. '13
11
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IGNITION TIMING SYSTEM
UNIT VIII

,

UNIT*JECTIVE ,

After completion of this unit, the student should be,abl,e to state the,purpose of the ignition
"timing system and explain the operation of the components of the system The student
should also be able to derclonstrate the ability to visually inspect, test and service the com-
ponents, This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by sconng 85
percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to.,

1 Match the components of the ignition timing system to their correct functions.

27 State the purpose of the ignition timing system.

3 Describe the operation of the thermostatic vacqum switch.

4. Describithe oPeratian of the dual diaphragm vacuum advance unit.

5. Explain the operation of the cold start spark advance (CSSA) system.

6 Demonstrate the ability

a. . Test for proper operation of the thermostatic vacuum switch

b. Test for proper oper'ation of the vacuum advance unit.

MO,

.
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IGNITION TIMING SYSTEM
UNIT VIII .

6 \
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheeti.

C. Make transparencies.

...
D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet,

NF. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined

G. Give test. D

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. included in this unit:

I'

_---''

# i

,

in the job sheets.

(,

A. Objective sheet

13: Information sheet.

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Thermostatic Vacuum Switch (TVS/PVS)

2. TM 2--Carburetor Vacuum Advance Port

-
3. TM 3-Thermostatic Vacuum Switch Operation

4. TM 4Dual diaphragm Vacuum Advance Unit and Ojperation

5. TM 5-Spark Control Operation Using Multiple TVS/PVS Valves_

,
%.

.1 ""A. t o .)

AEC 157
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lID

e D. Job sheets

1, Job Sheet #1--Test for Proper Operation of the Thermostatic Vacuum
Switch \

2. Job Sheet #2--Test for Proper Operation of the Afattium Advance
Unit 4

E. Test

F. ,Answers to test

I I. References:

A. Ford Mot6r COmpany. 1978 Full Size Car Shop Manual. Detroit, Mich.:
Helm, Inc., 1978.

4
B. - 1979 Passenger Car Service Manual. Detroit, Michigan: . Service Section/

General Motors Corporation, 1979.

C. Pord Motor Company.. Vehicle Emission Control Systems. Detroit, Michi-
gan: Service Publications/Helm, Inc., 1978.

D. Emission Control SYstems Maintenance Manual. Detrbit, Michigan: Ser-
vice Section/General Motors Corporation, 1978.

, E. 1979 .Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge Chassis-Body Servide Manual. Detroit,
Michigan: Chrysler Corporation, 1978.

46,
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IGNITION TIMING SYSTEM
UNIT VIII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Components and functions

A. Thermostatic vacuum switch (TVS/PVS)--A temperature sensitive valve
which ,regulates vacuum from carburetor or manifold ports to vacuum .14
advance unit according to engine coolant temperature (Transparency 1)

(NOTE: The various manufacturers use a temperature sensitime valve and
control vacuum source. Each manufacturer may refer to the switch by
different names but the function is the same for all. They generally contain a
heat expandable substance like copper oxide paste.)

B. Dual -diaphragm vacuum advance unit--A vacuum regulated device on the
distributor th'at advances engine timing on impulse from the carburetor
port or retards timing when a signal is received from the manifold
port

C. Orifice spark advance control (OSAC)-4\ single function valve which restricts.
vacuum advance to the distributor -during rapid acceleration but does not clt
off vacuum o'n deceleration

(NOTE: Chrysler uses this method of spa*-ontrol.. It is a one-way control
and does not provide spark tetard on deceleration.)

D. Spark delay valve (SDV)--A dual function valve which delays or restricts
vacuum advance during rapid acceleration and cuts off Vacuum advance on
deceleration.

S.

- .*E. Coolant temperature override valve (CTO)--A temperature sensitive valve
which directs vacuum advance during conditions of ecigine overheating ,

, -, *
(NOTE: This valve, is a TVS/PVS type valve that allows a vacuurd signal tej,
to pass through when engine temperatures rise above 235°F. General Motors
refers to it at a CTO, Chrysler calls it a TIC [Thermostatic Ignition Control
Valve] , and Ford calls it a PVS.)

F. Distributor retard control valve (DRCV)--A control .valve which, restricts
spark retardation signals to the distributor during conditions of-cold engine,
temperatures

G. Vacuum port--An opening'above the carburetor throttle plate which provides
carburetor vacuum when ,the throttle plate .is opened (Transparency 2)
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INFORMATION SHEET
I,

%op

../

.1.

..

II. Purpose of the ignition timing system .The purpose of the ignition timing system
is to regulate the timing of an automobile. gine to provide more ef/ectivee,
emission cOntrof during conditions of engine idl dnd deceleration

(NOTE: Emissions are highest during idl conditions. To reduce emissions,
the spark is retarded and idle speed increas d which allows greater air volume to
dilute the fuel mixture and improve combustion The retard is approximately an
additional 12° from normal retprd of 6° I

III. Operation of thermostatic vacuum switch (TVS) (Transparency 3)

NOTE. The operation of the TVS is similar to any of the following valves com-
monly "used by The auto industry: PVS, CTO, TIC. Some manufacturers use a
solenoid to contrdl vacuum uncrer normal conditions but rely on a TVS combi-
nation valve to direct vacuurri when the engine overheats.) .
..

... a.

'
A. Engine temperature is sensed by the TVS probe in the engine coolant

..
,,

B. Under normal conditions the check ball is in a down position
....',

C. Vacuum is directed from carburetor port to distributOr vacuum advance
unit ..

._

D. When engine temperature rises' above 210° *the check ball is forced upward
1 .

,
.

(NOTE: The copper oxide paste expands when heated and pushes the check
ball upward agamst the normal spring tension. Temperatures vary with
application.) SWIt

E. Vacuum from carburetor port is cut off

F. Vacuum is directed from the manifold port to the aistributor

t

(NOTE Prolonged idle can cause.,,overheating. To reduce engine temper-
, ature a higher idle speed is provided-6y causing manifold vacuum to advance

timing. Engine speed increase promotes cooling by the fan.)

. . o

-

G. A decrease in engine temperature allows the check ball to return to normal
position .. _

IV. Operation of the dual diaphragm vacuom advance unit (Transparency;4)

A. Vacuum signals are received frow the carburetor port or intake manifold
. .

port

B. The outer diaphragm operates on cdrburetor vacuum to advanoe timing

(NOTE: The outer Chaplifragm is the advance diaphragm It is larger and,
therefore, can override the smaller unit with less signal.)

f.,

,

s.
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. The inner (relard) diaphragm operates on manifold vacuum

'(NOTE: Manifold vacuum is stronger at idle and during deceleration than
carburetor vacuum so the timing is retarded under these conditions.)

D. Cahbrated springs center the diaphragm under low vacuum conditions

E. The advance diaphragM is connected to the breaker plate of the distributor

F. Movement of the-diaphragms increases or decreases spark timing as the
breaker plate moves with or against the distributor rotation

6
G. Under overheat Dr cold start conditions, manifold vacuum is provided

to the advance diaphragm to provide needed tiMing increases
-

, .
. (NOTE : Vacuum signal is directed to the distributor by .the- TVS. The
sar'ne;sional is`receIved by both diaphragms but the 'advance unit is larger ind
can overcome tbe smaller one to increase or`advance the timing.)-

Soler- deceFeration condiidnt "the weak carburetorsignal to the advance
diaphragm overcome by the retard diaphragm because of a strong manifold
vacuuM supply and spark timing is retarded

(NOTE: The retard vacuum- signal is morrientarily delayed on deceleration
in spine applications.but most use a spark delay valve which cuts off advance
immediately on deceleration. New methods.provide for continued-combus--
tion.through air injection systems .so a deceleratiOn valve is ,nof needed in
trming systems.); . -

V. Cold start spark advance (CSSA) operation (Transparenby 5)

,

(NOTE: To promote driveability during conditions of ,cold eogine tempera-
tures [below 125°F] a cold start system is uSed. This description is of a Ford
system. Other manufacturers are similar or use ambient temperature switches in
place of a second PVS.)

A. The System consists of two PVS controls with different temperature ranges-
(main PVS and CSSA PVS)

B. Under normbl conditions, the main PVS directs carburetor vacuum sig-
. nals to the distributor

C! 1:48uring cold start Conditions the CSSA PVS:

1. Cuts off carburetor vacuum from main PVS

2. Provides manifold vacuum through DRCV to distributor
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,INFORMATION SHEET

D. Above 126T thASSA PVS:

1. Cuts off manifold vicuum

Provides carburetor vacuum through SDV to distributor

E. Dunng overheating conditions the main PVS:

1. Cuts off carburetor vacuum

2. Directs manifold vacuum to distributor.
.

... zr.
r

4 . 4
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Thermostatic Vacuum Switch
TVS/P1/S

f.

.-

IR

I

,

i-

4

9

a

9,

TM 1
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Carburetor Vacuum Advance Port
r

ra
a

. ^.

,

(

,

\.

a

41

0

Vacuum Port

--..
Throttle Plate

-I

JO

t
Throttle Body

-
,

1
TM 2
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Thermostatic Vacuum
Switch Operation

Ball Down
Carburetor ilVacuum

t ....tow . .4044voimmo

;,014Z #*1 1

Open
Throttle

Plate

Manifold
Port

Distributor Advance
Signal- Distributor

Norm( Off klle Operation

Ball Up
No Carburetor

Vacuum

Closed
Throttle

Plate

Manifold
Vacuum

Advance
.Distributor Distributor

Signals

Overheat Condition

TM 3
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S.
Dual Diaphragm Vacuum Advancc

Unit & Operation r

Manifold 'Vacuum

,

0
Carbüretor

Vacuum
Port

Distributor

N

Manifold
"Vacuum

Port

117

Carburetor
Ported

vacuum
,$

Carburetor Throttle Body

:

Adyance
. Diaphragm

4

Retard
Diaphragm

s

v

1::--i
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Sprk Control lOperation
0.

. Using Multiple TI/S/Plis Valves

Spark Port

Regular Spark PVS

Intake Manifold
Vactium Tap

CO1d Spark PVS

Cold Engine Operatkon (Below1.25°)

Regular'Spark PVS

Intake Manifold
Vacuum Tap

Normal Engine Operation
Cold Spark PVS

Regular Spark PVS

Intake Manifold
Vacuum Tap

Cold Spark PVS

Overheating Engine Operation (Above 235°)

qI f/1
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IGNITION TIMING SYSTEM
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #1--TEST FOR PROPER OPERATION OF THE
THERMOSTATIC VACUUM SWITCti

,I. Tools and equipment

A. Two vacuum gauges

B. Vacuum pump or outside v'acuurn source

U. Procedurei

A. Disconnect vacuum hqses from TVS/PVS unit

(NOTE: This description is folio 3 connector TVS. The basic procedures
can be repeated as needed fora/If applications.)

B. Connect a vacuum pump to the center or distributor port .

C. -Connect, one vacuum gauge to both top (carburetor) and bottom imani-
fold) port

D. With engine coolant temperature at no'rmal temperature apply vacuum to
the TVS

The top gauge should have the same reading as the source gauge and no
vacuum should be present at the bottom gauge

If no vacuUrn is nOticed at top gauge, replace TVS

G. Raise 'the engine coolant ,.temperature to overheat condition§ by .cover*-
ing the radiator

(CAUTION:, This condition -Should be maintained for 'no longer than 3
minutes.)

(NOTE) The temperature wi(l .ncrease due to lack of airflow through the
radiatot. _The TVS will operate before overheat conditions cliccur so there is
ample prevention time to perform testing activities.)

,z
H. Apply vacuum to the TVS and note readings on the gauges

,

I. There sliould be no vacuum on the top gauge and equal readings on the
middle and bottom gauges ,

J. if no vacuum switch exists on bottom gauge, replace TVS

K. Remove radiator covering and reconnect vacuum hoses

of"
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JOB SHEET # 1

4P

L Allow engine to run at fast idle for a few minutes to lower coolant tempera-

ture
l

(NOTE, When performing these tests, be certain radiator cap and all water
hoses are in working condition to prevent damage to engine or loss of

coolant.)
..

M. An alternative check on overheating operation can be performed by noting
engine R.P.M. increase when vacuum hoses are reconnected

(NOTE: These are general service procedures. For exact procedures and

calibrations, check manufacturer's shop manuals.)

4

i

z
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IGNITION TIMING SYSTEM
UNIT V111

JOB SHEE #2 TEST FOR PROPH OPERATION OF THE
VACUUM ADVANCE UNIT

Tools and equipment

A Tachometer

B. Vacuum pump or externa vacuum source

C Line plugs

D Shop hand tools

E. .Timing hglit

Procedure

A. Set parking brake and block drive wheels,

B. Place transmissibn in park or neutral

C Connect a tachometet and timing ligl-tt to engine

(NOTE: An oscilloscope may be used if available.)

D. Stareengine and allow to warm to normal operating temperature

Check for loose, cracked, or dapaged vacuum hoses

F. Note tachometeroreading when warm

G. Disconnect vacuum advance hose and retard hose at distributor and plug
both hoses after determining if vacuum is present

H. Set engine idle to manufacturer's specifications and adjust timing to normal
, retard reading

Check for centnfugal advance by occelerating the engine to approximately
1500 R P M. and noting timineMark position; repeat acceleration a few
times

Apply approximately 15 inches Hg of vacuum to distributor advance connec-
tions

K. 'Note R.P.M. increase and determine if vacuum is held by the diaphragm
for approximately one minute

L If no R.P.M. increase is noted or if vacuum is not held, replace the advance
assembly
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JOB SHEET #2

.........m.

M. Apply the vacuum source to the distributor retard connection and note
R.P.M. decrease

N If no drop is noted, replace vacuum unit
w

0 Stop engine, remove equipment and reconnect vacuum hoses

(NOTE These procedures are general service delicriptions: For exact settings
and calibrations, check manufacturer's shop manuals.)

\ %

(
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IGNITION TIMING SYSTEM
UNIT VIII

' NAME

TEST

1

AEC 177

1 Match the components on the right to tile correct functions.

a A vacuum regulated device on the distributor 1. Orifice spark
that advances engine timing on impulse from advance con-
the carburetor port or retards timing when a trol (OSAC)
signal is received from the manifold port

2. Coolant temp-
b An opening above the carburetor throttle erature over-

plate which provides carburetor vacuum. ride valve
when the throttle plate is opened (CTO)

c A dual function valve which delays or restricts 3. Dual diaphragm
vacuum advance during rapid acceleration vd vacuum advance
cuts off vacuum advance on deceleration unit -.

d A temperature sensitive valve which regulates
vacuum froni carburetor or manifold ports to
vacuum advance unit according to engine
coolant temperature

e. A control valve which restricts spark retarda-
tion signals to the distributor during condi-
tions of cold engine temperatures

4. Vacuum port

5. Thermostatic
vacuum switch
(TVS/PVS)

6.. Spark delay
valve (SDV)

f. A temperature sensitive valve which directs 7. Distributor
vacuum advance during conditions of engine retard con-
overheating trol valve

(DRCV)
g. A single function valve which restricts vacuum

advance to the distributor dunng rapid
acceleration but does not cut off vacuum on
deceleration

2. State the purpose of the ignition timing system:.

-

i

c
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3. Describe tte operation of the thermostatic vacuum switch

a..

b.

. c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

4. Describe the operation of the dual diaphragm vacuum advance upit

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

5. Explain the operation of the cold start spark advance system.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

6. Demonstrate the ability to

a Test for proper operation of the thermostatic vacuum switch

b. Test for proper operation of the vAitum advance unit

(NOTE If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask ;our
instructor when they should be completed.)



IGNITION TIMING SYSTEM
UNIT VIII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3

b. 4

C. 6

d. 5

e. 7

f. 2

g. 1

2. The purpose of the ignition \timing system is to regulatethe tirning of an automos lie
en9ine to provide more effective..emission control during conditions of engine idlea d
deceleration \

dm, . AEC 179,,

3. Description should include:

a. Engine temperature is sensed by the TVS probe in the engine coolant

b. Under normal conditions the check ball is in a down position

c. Vacuum is directed frorh carburetor port to distributor vacuum advance unit

d. When engine temperature rises above 210° the check ball is forced upward

e. Vacuum from carburetor port is cut off

f. Vacuum is-directed from the manifold port to the distributor

g. A decrease in engine temperature allows the check ball to return to normal
position

4.. Description should include:

Vacuum signals are received from the carburetor port or intake manifold port

The outer diaphragm opcirates on carburetor vacuum to advance timing

c. The inner (retard) diaphragm operates on manifold Vacuum

d. Calibrated springs center the,rflaphraght under low vaCuum conditions

e The advance diaphragm I connected to the breaker plate of the distributor

f. Movement of the dip gms increases or decreases spai\l< timing as the breaker
plate mdlies vith or ag in t the distributor rotation

\
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g.

,
*

Under overheat or cold start conditions, manifold %.---4"rdetium is provided to the
advance diaphragm to provide needed timing increases

h. Underndeceleration conditions the weak carburippr signal to the advance dia-
phragm is overcome by retard diaphragm because of a strong manifold vacuum
supply and spark timing is retarded

5. Explanation should include:
1

a. The system consists of two PVS controls with different temperature ranges

b. Under normal conditions, the main' PVS directs carburetor vacuum signals to
the distributor

c. During cold start conditions the CSSA PVS:

1. Cuts off carburetor vacuum from main PVS

2. Provides manifold vacuum through DRCV to distributor

d. Above 125°F the CSSA PVS:

1. Cuts off manifold vacuum

2. Provides carburetorvacuum through SDV to distributor

e. During overheating conditions, the main PVS:

1. Cuts off carburetor vacuum -

2. Directs manifold vacuum to distributor.

6. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

\

n

i.

,
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1
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SPARK ADVANCE CONTROLS0 UNIT IX '...---..

,

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion Of tlais unit, 'the itudent should b6 able to state the purpose of the trans-
mission controlled spark system and explain the operation of the cbmponents of the system.
The student should also be able to demonstrate the ability to visually inspect, test, and
service the components of the system. This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstra-
tion and b.y scoring 85 percent on the unit feu, ..

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

,

s

After completion of this unit, the student Mould be able to.

1 State the purpose of theqransmission controlled spark system.

2. Match the components of the transmission controlled spark system to their
correct functions.

3. Write abbreviations generally, used with common terms and components of
transmission controlled spark systems when given the term or component.

4. Distinguish between the components of a speed controlled system and a transmis-
ision regulated system.

5. Explain the operation of the transmission regulated spark system.

6. Explain the operation of a speed controlled spark system.

7. Demonstrate the ability to determine the proper operation of a transmission
controlled spark system.

.0

i
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SPARK ADVANCE CONTROLS
UNIT IX

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Instructor:

A. Provide student with objective sheet.

B. Provide student with information and job sheets.

C Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined on the job sheet.

P. Give test.

IC Student:
4.is

.
A. Read objective sheet. 4

B. Study inforniation sheet.

C. Complete job sheet.

D. Take test

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I 'Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Speed Controlled System

2 TM 2--Transmission Regulated System

AEC 183

D. Job Sheet #1--Determine the Proper Operation of Transmission Controlled
Spark Systems

:;:j
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A-.

>

iD.

E. Test

F . Answati to test

II. References:

A. Ford Motor Company. 1978 Full Size Car Shop Manual. Detroit, Mich.:
Helm, Inc., 1978.

..,

B. General Motors Corporation. 1979 Passenger Car Service Manual. Detroit,
- Michigan: Service Section/General Motors Corporation, 1979.

,
C. Ford Motor Company. Vehicle Emission Control Systems. Detroit, Michi-

gan: Service Publications/Helm, Inc., 1978.

D. General Movrs Corporation. Emissions Control Systems Maintenance
Manual. Detroit, Michigan: Service Section/General Motors Corporation
4978.

.
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SPARK ADVANCE CONTROLS
UNIT IX

INFORMATION SHEET

..
I. Purpose of the transmission controlled spark system- The purpose of the TCS

system is to reduce emissions during periods of low speed operation by retarding
ignition timing

II. Components and functions

A. Ttiermos tic vacuum switch (TVS/PVS)--A amperature sensitive valve
which regulates vacuum from the carburetor or manifold port to the vacuum
advance unit aicording to engine coolant temperature

B. Transmission switch-A mechanically operated switch located in the trans-
mission which opens or closes an electrical circuit to a vacuum control
solFribid depending on gear selection

C. Vacuum control solenoid--An electrically controlled valve which regu-
lates vacuum supply to the distributor vacuum advance unit

D. Speed sensor--A speedometer cable driven device that generates an electrical
charge at a predetermined speed to actuate a vacuum contro1, solenoid

E. Ambient temperature switch-A bimetal temperature sen§ing electrical
switch that opens or closes an electrical cirtuit to a vacuum control solenoid

F. Electronic lisntrol module '(ECM)--A solid state or magnetic chip computer-
like device which analyzes electrical impulses from various sensors and sends
appropriate signals to engine controls.

G. Speed . control switch--A transmission switch linked to the speedometer
gear which uses a governor-like method to open or close a circuit to the
vacuum control solenoid according to vehicle speed

H. Combination emission control valve (CEC)--A triple function electromag-
netic control which operates as a transmission controlled spark solenoid, an
idle stop solenoid, and a dashpot on some G.M. autos

I. Electronic amphfier-An electrical contiol which increases the strength of
impulses received from engine sensors and sends tihe stronger signal to
electronic engine controls

III. Common abbreviations for components and terms of the TCS system

A. TCS-Transmission Controlled Spark System

B. NOR-Chrysler name for TransmissiOn Controlleq Spark

C. TRS7Transmission Regulated Spark
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. GEC-Combination Emissions Control

E. ECM-Electronic Control Module
Illt

F. PVS--Ported Vacuum Switch

G. CTO--Coolant Temperature OVerride Sin/Itch

H. TVS -Thermostatic Vacuum Switch

I TIC-Thermostatic Ignition Control-

J. CCS-Controlled Combustion System

K OSAC-Orifice Spark Advance Control System

L. ,ESC-Etectronic Spark Control

M. EEC-Electronic Engine Control Systeni.

N: SDV--Spark Delay Valve

0. CSC-Coolant Spark Control .

P. SCS-Speed Control Switch

Q. SAVM--Spark Advance Vacuum Modulator

R. CSSA--Cold Start Spark Advance

IV. Components found in the two types of transmission controlled spark systems

A Speed controlled (Transparency 1)

1. Vacuum solemlid
-

2. PVS overheat system

3. Cold start override system

4. Speed sensor

5. Electronic amplifier

B. Transmission regulated (Transparency 2)

1. Vacuum solenoid

2. PVS overheat system

3. Cold start override system

4. Transmission switch

-

...

1 f .)kJ ....,

r

/

A.

"3/44.
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p.

INFORMATION SHEET

V. Operation of the transmission regulated spark system

(NOTE; On manual transmissions the switch is linkage activated. On automatic
transmissions it js operated by fluid pressure. Both are inactive under cold condi-
tion because of the cold start override systems utilized to improve driveability.)

A. Normal vacuum advance is provided until engine temperature reaches 95°F
or ambient air temperature is above 65°F

(NOTE: Temperature ranges are different for each application.)

B. When vehicle is in 1st or 2nd gear the transmission switch energizestthe
. vacuum solenoid

C. Vacuum is cut off from the vacuum advance unit and timing is retarded

D. When the transmission is in high gear the,transmission switch deenergizes the
vacuum solenoid

E. Vacuum is restored to the vacuum adVance unit to provide normal timing

F. ,Whenever the transmission is shifted to a lower gear tl;e transmission switch
energizes the solenoid and timing is retarded

G. Under engine pverheat cohditions a PVS will direct manif'old vacuum to
the advance unit regardless of gear selection

(NOTE: The system is protected by automatically providing manifold
vacuum to the advance uhit when a system component, malfunctions.)

illie . .
VI. Operation of a speed controlled system

1

A. Normal vacuum is provided until, engine temperature reaches 95°F or am-
bient air temperature is above 65°F

B. When vehicle speed,js below a preset,limit the solenoid is energized by the
r electrical circuit

(NOTE: Vehicle speed is generally preset at lower than 30 mph but this
varies with engines and manufacturers.)

C. Vacuum is-cut off to the advance unit and timing is retarded

D. When vehicle speed increases above the preset limit, the speed 'sensor sends
an elettrical charge to the electronic amplifier

(NOTE: Some systems have a speed sensor that opens an electrical ci to
deenergize the solenoid instead of\ine that produces an electric ch . They

do not use At.electronic amplifier.)

E. The amplifiek deenergjzes the vacuum solenoid
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INFORMATION SHEET

/ F. Vacuum is restored to thv vacuum advance unit to provide normal timing
41

00-

G. When vebicle speed drops below 20 mph the sensor stops sending signals
ito the electronic amplifier

H. The vatuum solerwid is energized and timing is retarded

Under engine over
the advance unit re

I

1

s.

conditions, a PVS will direct manifold vacuum to
ss of vehicle speed-

4

11

'SW

1
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Speed Controlled System

Carbu're.tor

Al.teinate type of sensor
used on some applications

or

Speed Serisor

-.Electronic Amplifier
4

P
w-152:r

To Ignition Swiich

Electric PVS valve
used on some models

Solenoid Vacuum
Control Valve or

Distributor,
Ambient ,Ternperature Switch

11.;5

Vacuum Operation Electrical Operation
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Transmission Regulated System
i

1 Electric PVS valve

%.

Carburetor
To Ignition Switch

used on s'ome models

0 r

Ambient Temperature Switch

Ground Circuit

Solenoid Vacuum
Control Valve Transmissiop Switch

Distributor

Vacilum Operation

1

Electrical Operation
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SPARK ADVANCE CONTROLS
UNIT IX

-.

JOB SHEET #1 DETERMINE THE PROPER OPERATION OF
TRANSMISSION CONTROLLED SPARK SYSTEM

I

I Tools and equipment

A Timing light

B Tachometer

s
C Shop hand tools

D. Freon canister

E Elect'ric test light

F. Thermometer

PI Procedure
'.

r
A Place vehicle on hoist and.elevate so rear wheels are off tfrground

'
°Y.

B. Connect timing light and tachometer to engine
e

C Start engine and note spark advance under cold conditions

AEC 193

D If equipped with ambient air switch spray with freon to approximate cold
conditions and note timing ,

-
(NOTE Steps E throligh H are for transmission regulated systems. Steps
I through Q are for speed controlled systems:)

he

^

E With engine warm, place transmission in low gear and note timing change

If timing does not retard in low gear, test electrical circuit to solenoid

G If current is oOerational, replace solenoid
i.

H Place transmission in'high gear and note timing advance s.

(NOTE. If no advance is noted, check for vacuum, at distnbutor Replace
advance unit if no advance is noted when vacuum is present.)

I With engine warm, place transmission ID high gear and adjust engine speed so
that vehicle speed is 15 mph and note timing change

Mt

,
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JOBSkET #1

J. If timing does not retard, check electrical current to solenoid

K. If current is operational, replace solenoid

L Increase engine and vehicle speed to 35 mph and note timing change

M. If-no timing advance is noted, check for vacuum at distributor

N. If vacuum is present, replace the advapce unit

0. if no vacuNNn is present, check the electrical circuit from the speed sensor

P. If no charge is'being generated, replace the sensor

.

(NbTE: On some applications a speed switch is uged to open a circuit
No current is present in this application at speeds above 35'mph.)

Q. IT current, is generated by the sensor, check the electronic amplifier or
solenoid and adjust or replace as needed

R. Check for engine overheat by placing a piece of cardboard in front of radi-
ator and noting engine timing advance 'as engine coolant reaches 200°F

(CAUTION. Do not prolong this test for more than 3 minutes Engine PVS
systems operate before overheat conditions so ample time is brovided
tacornplete the test: Allow engine to idle beforestopping.)

S. Remove all equipment and test apparatus from engine.

T. Remove vehicle from the hoist

(NOTE These procedures are basic. Specific 4pair procedures are provided
in manufacturer's shop manuals. Most components are not senmeable and
must, be replaced.)

e'

V-
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SPARK ADVANCE CONTROLS
UNIT IX

NAME

TEST

AEC 195 --

1. State the purpose of the transmission co'ntrolled spark sy,stem.

2. Match the components on the right to their correct functions.

a. A bimetal temperature, sensing electrical
switch that opens or closes an electrical
circuit to a vacuum control solenoid

b. An electrically controlled valve which regu-
lates vacuum supply to the distributor vac-
Pim advance unit

c. An electrical control which increases the
strength of 'impulses received from engine
sensors and sends the stronger signal to
elearonio engine controls

d. A temperature sensitive valve which regulates
vacuum frtr the carburetor,or manifold kin
to the vat.uum advance unit according to
engine coolant temperature

e. A transmission switch linked to the speedo-"-'
meM- gear which uses a governor-like method

\, to open or chose a circuit to the .vacuUm
\ control solenoid according to vehicle speed

f. mechanically operated switch located
in\ the transrrcission which opens OF closes an
ele trical circuit to a vacuum control solenoids
dep ding on gear selection

;IPg. A Solt1 -state or magnetic 'ch1p.cornputer
like device which analyzes electrical impulses
from va ious sensors and sends appropriate
signals to ngine.controls

-,'

1. Thermostatic
vacuum switch
(PVS/TVS)

2. Transmission
switch

3. Vacuum control
solenoid

4. Speed sensor.,

5. Ambient tempera-
ture sWitch

6. Electronic con-
trol module (ECM)

7. Speed control
switch .

Combination
ernission con-
trol valve
(CEC)

9. Electronic
amplifier
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h. A speedometer cable driven device that
generates an electrical charige at a predeter-
mined speed to actuate a vacuum control
solenoid .

i. A triple function electromagnetic control
which operates as a transmission controlled
spark solenoid, an idle stop solenoid, and a

- dashpot on some G.M. autos

3 Write the correct abbreviations in the blanks in front of the common terms and com-
ponents used in the transmission controlled spark system.

a. Ported Vacuum Switch

"I

b. Coolant Teraperature Override Switch

c Eleetronic Comm! Module

d. Thermostatic Vacuum Switch

e. Combination Emissions Control.
. lb,

f Tflermostatic Ignition Control

g Traossmi,ssion Regulated Spark

411

..

r
h. Controlfed CombUstion System

i. Chrysler name for Transmission Controlled Spark

j. Orifice Spark Advance Control System

k. Transmission Controlled Spark System

I. Electronic Spark Control
--\

m. Cold Start Spark Advance

n Electronic Engine Control System

o Spark Advance Vauni Modulator

0. SPark Delay Valve

q Speed Control Switch

r. Coolant Spark Control

i

f

.c/

%

IN.
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4. Distinguish between the components of a speed cohtrolled system and a transmission
regulated system by placing an "X" beside the components found in a speed controlled
system.

a. Cold start override system

b. PVS overheat system

c. Transmission switch

d. Elec'tronic amplifier

e. Vacuum solenoid

f. Speed sensor.

5. Explain the operation of the transmission regulated spark system.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

6. Explain the operation of the speed controlled spark system.

a

a

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

44,
411
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.

.4

7. Demonstrate the ability to determine the proper operation of a transmission controlled
spark system. '.
(NOTE: If this activity has not been completed prior to the test, ask your instructor
when it should be accomplished.)

r

a'

w

it

^

)
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SPARK ADVANCE CONTROLS
UNIT IX

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 The purpose of the TCS system is to reduce emissions during periods of low speed
operation by retarding ignition timing

2 a 5 f 2

b 3 q 6

9 h. 4,

d 1 8

7

3 a'

b

PVS

CTO

ECM

TVS

f.

CEC

TIC

g

h

i.

TRS

CCS

NOx

OSAC

TCS

I ESC

CSSA

n. EEC

o SAVM

p SDV

q. SCS

r. CSC

1*

"
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4 a, b, d, e, f

5 Explanation should include:

a. Normal vacuum advance is provided until engine temperature reaches 95°F or
ambient air temperature is above 65°F

b. When vehicle is in 1st or2nd gear the transmission switch energizes the vacuum
solenoid

c. Vacuum is cut off from the vacuum advance unit and timies retarded

d. When the transmission is in high gear the\ transmission switch deenergizes the
vacuum solenoid IP I

e, Vacuum is restored to the vacuum advance unit to provide normal timing

f. Whenever the transmission is shifted to a lower gear the transmission switch
energizes the solenoid and timing is retarded

g. Under engine overheat conditions a PVS will direct manifold vacuum to the
advance unit regardless of gear selection

6. Explanation should include

a. Normal vacuum is provided until engine temperature reaches 95°F or ambient
air temperature is above 65°F

b When vehicle speed is below a preset limit the solenoid is energized by the elec-
. trical circuit

Vacuum is cut off to the advance unit and timing is retarded

d. When vehicle speed increases above the preset limit, the speed sensor sends
an electrical charge to the electronic amplifier

e. The amplifier deenergizes the vacuum solenoid

f. Vaotium is rest6red to the vacuum advance unit to provide normal timing

g When vehicle speed drops below 20 mph the sensor stops sending signa to
the electronic amplifier

h. The vacuum solenoid is energized and timing is retarded

Under engine overheat cbnditions PtS will direct manifold vacuum to the
advance unit regardless of vehicle speed

7,- Perfmance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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EXHAUST CROSSOVER SYSTEM
UNIT X

OBJECT-i'N'iE

After completion of this unit, the- student should be able to explain tha purpose of the
exhaust crossover system and demonstrate the ability .to check for proper operation of the
system and make needed adjustments This khowledge will be evidenced through demon-
stration and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match the components of the exhaust crossover system to the correct func-
tions.

2. State the purpose of the exhaust crossover system.

3. List effects Of the exhaust crossover system on an automobile engine.

4. Explain the operation olthAxhaust crossover system.

a. 5.

I.

-

Demonstrate the ability to check for proper operation of the exhaust ,,cross-
cp system and make needed adjustments.

"
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E Xi-1/2\ UST CROSSOVErf SYS1 EM
UNI r X

SUGGESTED,ACTIVITIES

InMroutol a

A Pruvide,stvd(i)t wit,f Objective sheet

P!,),,,ide student voi`th mforluation and job sheets

C Make transOater;

D Discuss unit aw ific.ohjectives

E Discuss inlorri)ation slheet

F Demonstrate arril discuss the procedures outlineie the job sheet.
.

G Give test

. .
I I StuZlent

de...

III
. I r

Bit e Stu(1,,,t information sheet
10 i '. ,

f C GID r nt 3 I e re job sheet * ,. ...

A Read objective 5heet

Ito

D TakV test- I
CP,

li\ISTRUCTIONAL IKTERIALS .

t., .

. .

I Included ILI this unit. .... .i. ,* ,,
.4i-,(..

.., A Objective shet

B Informtion sheet ..
;.- .

1 ..

glir
.

A Ef 203-

u 1 ransparency masters--
. i ,

1 't I'M 1 Types 0 Exhayst Valves It
.. k

.:
' .

2 TM 2 -Exhaust' Vake Operation
. . e, i \ -- .-

D job'shRei .t1 Chqck for Proper Opeiation of-the Exhliust Crossover System
and Mak: Needeil Adjustnients *. ..- ,

Tist

Ansyvers to vst

*4111

-7
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,

. I I R ef erences'

,

,-,

i.

.

>

A. Chrysler Corporation, 7979 ChrysAr-Plymouth-Dodge Chassis-Body Ser
vice Manual Detroit, Michigan Service Department, 1978

B Ford Motor Company Vehicle Emission Control Systems Detroit, Mich
igan Service eublicatrons/Helm!...Inc., 1978

*,
C Ford Motor Company. 1.978 Full Size Car Shop Manual Detroit, Mich

, Helm, Inc , 1978
.

D General Motors Corporation 1979 Pas'senger Car Service Manual Detroit,
Michigan Service Section/General Motors Corporanon, 1979

-E teneral Motors .Corporation Emission Control Systems Maintenance Ilgan
ual Detroit, Michigan Service Se6non/General Motors Corporation, 1978
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EXHAUST CROSSOVER SYSTEM
UNIT X

INFORMATION SHEET

nctions

AEC 205_

A. Exhaust valve-Restricts the flow of exhaust gas from the-exhaust manifold
(Transparency 1)

B Vacuum actuator (motor),!Opens or closes the exhaust valve according
to vacuum signals from engine (t ransparency 1)

C. Thermal vacuum switch (TVS/PVS)-Controls vacuum signal to vacuum
motor by closing olf vacuum when engine temperatures increase (Trans-
parency 2)

D Thermostatic coil-.-Opens or closes the exhaust valve according to the surface
temperatures,of the exhaust manifold (Transparency 1)

(NOTE. A thbrmostatically controlled system is used on some applications
This system is the same as that used in older Model applications 'prior to
emissions requirements.)

II Purpose of the exhaust crossover system--The purpos of the exhaust crossover
systeni is to prebeat intake gases to improve evaporat4i and distribution-of the
air/fuel mixture

I II Effects of the exPiaust crossover system on an automobile- engine

A. Shorter choke periods

B Better driveability

C He ps' eliminate condensation of fuel

D Pr vides improved evaporation (If fuel mixture

E Reduces hydrocarbon emissions

IV Operation of exhaust crossover system (Transpare5cy 2)

A Under cokl ,engine conditions the thermal vacuum valve S/PVS)
open

B. Vacuum' is provided to the vacuum aituator (motor) which clo s the
exhaust valve

(NOTE The exhaust valve is pring loaded .to remain open unless vacu
is delivered 'to the vacuum motor which overcomes spring tension An
holds the valve in a, closed position The valve is onade of stainless steel to
prevent corrosion.)

-
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INFORMATION SHEET
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C Exhaust gasestre restricted from passing through the exhaust pipe

(NOTE NormalVy the exhaust valve is located on one of the exhaust mani-
folds (V 8) and gases are routed through the intake manifold riser before
entering the ex aust system on the opposite side.) .

D Gases are forc d to flow through a passage in the intake manifoldi
'Intake mixtu es are heated by exhaust gases

,

F When the e gine warms up to predetermined temperature, the TVS/PVS
cuts off vacu m to valve motor ..

f

(NOTE Thd hermostatic coil system provides the.same function of routing
exhaust gase to intake mandold but it operates by sensing the surface
temperature o the exhaust manifold to open the valve.)

.
G The spring in the valve opens.the valve and restores normal exhaust flow

(NOTE There are many modifications of the system in use. ski uses either a
coolant TVS or an oil TVS. Ford, uses a thermostatically controlled valve or
a vaCuum operate,d valve with a coolant PVS as does Chrysler. Most smaller
engine [4 and 6 cyhnderl applications use a thermostatic valve.)

-

i

4

.1,
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Types of Exhaust Valves
_

"Is
I

,

Thermostatic Coil

'.;.
Thermostatically-Operated Exhaust Valve

..

Counter Balance
4-- ....

Exhaust Manifold

Gasket

4.0

EAbaust Pipe.------'

.-.

,

Valve A.Ssembly

Vacutum Motor

_Vacuum Hose

Vacuum Operated Vilve
6.

AEC 207
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Exhaust Valve Operation
.

Manifold Vacuum

Exhaust Gases

Valve Closed

a

A

Valye Open

Exhaust Gases

;

Vacuum Mbtor

Cold Engine Operation

jr

/ir; arsAlt/*(1

Vacuum NhiStor

m Engine Operation

AEC.209

-4-TV§iPVS
(Oil or Coolan

PVS Closes
Off Vacuum

TM 2
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EXHAUST CROSSOVER SYSTEM
. UNIT X

:JOB SHEET #1--CHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION OF EXHAUST
CROSSOVER SYSTEM AND MAKE NEEDED ADJUSTMENTS

I. Thools.and equipment

A. 'Shop hand tools

Heat valve lubricant

C Prachometer

I I. Procedure

A. Visually inspect system for damage

B Move exhausf valve by h-and to determine freedom of movemecit

C. If movement is restricted, spray valve assembly with kibricant

1, 9

(NOTE. Normal servicing of the system, calls for lubrication of tile valve so it
should be sprayed whenever it is checked. A damaged valVe should be
replaced:1k.

D. With cold ertgine, place transmission in park (aPtomatic) or in neutral
(standard) and block wheels

Attach 'a tachoMeter to the engine

F. Start engine and adjust idle to approximately 1,500 rpm

'G Remove vacuum
,

se from vacuum motor
s,\ .

H. Check for vacuum by icing finger over 'the,end of the hose

.*

(NOTE. Under cold engite conditions there should be vacuum to the
vacuum motor from the TVS)(PVS to close the valve assembly.)

f vacuum is.present, replace the ose

(NOTE: If vacuum is four,ld
connected pqoperly or cracked.)

-

rOce the PVS or determine if hoses are

J , Allow the enginq to warm to normal opèçting temperature

K Remove the vacuum, hose from'the motor assembly and check for v.acuum
1

I
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JOB SHEET #1

.

L If no vacuum is present, replace the hose

(NOTE Under normal, operating conditions, the 4cuum is cut off by the
PVS to allow the valve to open. 4f vacuum is present, the PVS is faulty and
must be replaced.)

M. Stop the engine, disconnect tachorieter, and remove all shop equipment
from the engine

(NOTE These are basic procedures. Some manufacturer's manuals suggest
using a vacuum pump and other tools. Check the ,manufacturdr's manuar
for exact procedures and settings.) ,

i .

0. I

ii
,

0

#

I

*NM..

a

,

.1

lb

, ,

..

.A.

,

...., , )
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a
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I
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-
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EXHAUST CROSSOVER SYSTEM
UNIT X

NAME

TEST

AEC 213

.. 1 Match the cornponc$Its of the exhaust crossover sytem on the right to their correct
functions..

ci Restricts the fkiw of exhaust gas from the 1 Thermostatic .
exhaust manifold coil

b Operis or closes the exhaust valve satcording to

. ,
_

I

vacuum signals frqrn 'engine

c. Controls vaguuni signal to vacuum motor
by closing off vacuum _when engine temp-
eratures increase

d Opens or closes the exhaust Alve'accordinq to
the surface ternpe'ratuFes of the exhaust
manifold

2. State the purpose of the exhaust crossover system

2. Vacuum actu-
ator (motor)

'3 Exhaust valve

-, 4 Thermal vacuum
switch (T.VS/PVS)

3. List 'four effects of .the exhaust crossover system on an automobile engine
,

7.

c.

4. Explain the operation of the exhaust crossover system,

a.

b.

-

o.
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d.

e.

f.

g.

5. Demonstrate the ability to check for proper operatio'n'of 'the exhaust crossover system
and make needed adjustments

(NOTE if this a i Ivity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask yoUr instructor
when it should' be comideted

4.

e

6



a. 3

b 2

c. 4

d. 1

EXHAUST CROSSOVER SYSTEM
UNIT X

ANSWERS TO TEST

AEC 215

2, The purpose of the exhaust crossover system is to preheat irrtake gases to improve
evaporation and distribution of the air/fuel systdrn.

3. Any four of the following:

a. Shorter choke periods

b. Better drrveability

c. Helps eliminate condensation of fuel

d. Provides improved evaporation of Wel mvure

. e. Reducestiydrocarbon emissions
. .

4. Emplariatioti should includP:.
, .

.

a. Ur4clei- cold- engine condipizns the thermal vacuum valve (TVS/PVS) is open
#

b. Vacuum is provided to the vacuum.actuatOr (motor). hich closes the exhaust
-valwe

..
Exhaust gases are restricted fronipasising through the exhaus pipe'. .

'.&d. Gases are forced to fleiCiv through a pas.sage in the intake manifo

-. : - .. -..

e. IntSke mixtures are heated by exhaust gases

f. When the engine warms up to'a predetermirie'd temperature, the T /PVS.cutT
off vacuurti to valve motor

g The spcing in the valve opens the valve and restores no'rmal exhaust flow

5., Performance skills eva-luated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

4

0
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EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION SYSTEM
UNIT XI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this Unit, the student should be able to state the purpose of the exhaust_
gas recirculation (EGR) system. The student should also be able to explain the operation of
the EGR system and check for prOper operation of the system. This knowledge will be
evidenced through demonstraton and byscoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC ONECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to

: 1 Match components associated with the' exhaust gas recirwlation system to the
. correct functions.

2. State the puipcise of the exhaust 9as reirculation system.

3 Explain the or*ration of the exhaust gas recIrculation system.
,

4 Demonstrate the ability to- check the proper operation of and make necessary
repairs to the E R system

4

. 4

r

4
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EXHAUST G.AS RECIRCULATION SYSTEM
UNIT Xl

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Instructor

A Provide students with objective sheet.

B Provide students with information and job sheets.

,
C. Make transparencies.

D Discuss unit and spec1/4fic objectives.

E. Discuss information sheets.

F. Demonstrate and-discuss th0 procedvres otitlined on file job sheet.

G. Give test

I I Student.

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

Complete job sheet

D Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit

A. Objective sheet

B. InfOrMation sheet

C. Transparency masterS

1. TM 1--Ported Vacuum Control EGR System

2 TM 2Ported Vacuum Switch-PVS (Temperature Conitrolled VacuAltri
Valve)

3. TM13--Amphfied Vacuum Controlled EGR System

4. TM 4 -Single Diarihragm EGR Valve

. 5., TM 5-1Dual Diaphragm EGR Valve

6. TM 6--EGR Cooler System
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D Job Sheet #11-.CheFk the Proper Operation of and Make Necesary Repairs
to the EGR System

E Test

F. Answers to test

II. References

'At

1 .

.A. Cht_ysler Corporation. .7973 ErMssion.Controls. Detroit, MiMigan: Chrysler
Corp

,

B. Gargano Promos ons. Vehicle Emission, Control: Detroit, Mich.: Gargano
`. Promotions, 197

C.. Ford. Motor 'eompany. 1978 FullSize Car Shop Manual. Detroit, Mich:
Helm, Inc., 1978.

D ' Genewai Motorg Corpoeation.' 197'9 Passenger Car Seryce Manual. Detroit,
Michigan: Service Section/General Motors Corporation, 1979..

E. Ford Motor COmpany..,:Vehictt EmissiOn Control. Systems Volume II.
_

Detroit Michigan: Service Publicati44is/Helm, inc 1978.

F. General MotorS Corporation. Emission Control Systems Maintenance Man-
ual Detr`Oit, Michigan. Service Section/General Motors Co r5oration, 1978.

"
. ,

. `,
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EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION SYSTEM
UNIT XL

'INFORMATION SHEET

I. Components and functions

A. EGR valve--Meters or regulates the amOunt. of exhaust :gas flow tci the
intake manifold (Transparency 1)

B. Ported vacuum switch (PVS)--A temperature actuated valve which con- ,

trols vacuum flow from carburetor port to EGR valve according to engine
sensor signals (Transparency 2)

C. Timed vacuum port--Slot like opening in the carburetor ihrottle body
above the throttle plate in idle Oosition which provides vacuum signal
to system

D. Vacuum amplifier--Increases vacuum signal strength from carburetor timed
vacuum port (Transparency 3)

E. Single diaphragm EGR valveControlled only by signals from vacuum
source (Transparency 4)

F. Dual diaphragm EGR valVeCOntrolled by both vacuum signals and back
pressure from exhaust system (Transparency 5)

G. Back pressure transducer valveRegulates vacuuM signal to EGR valve
according to back pressure probe sensors in exhaust system

H. EGR coolerUsesQlo coolant to reduce and regulate recirculating exhaust
gas teMperature (Transparency 6)

II. Purpose of the exhaust gas recirculation system--The purpose of the exhaust gas
recirculation systern is to meter exhaust gases to the air/fuel mixture

(NOTE: Exhaust gases contain little oxygen and will not support combustion.
They absorb some of the heat of combustion and, therefore, reduce combus-
tion temperatures to control NOx emissions.)

III. Operation of the exhaust gas recirculation system

A. When the engine is first started and no vacuum.is available, The EGR valve is
held closed by the spring in the unit

B. When engine speed is increased and engine temperature increases to warm up
the temperature controlled valve (PVS)-, vacuum is directed to the EGR valve

4
(NOTE: To improve dri'veability, the PVS closes off vacuum to the EGR.
valve until, engine temperature reaches a predetermined level at which
time the PVS opens to provide vacuum to the EGR valve.)
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INFORMATION,SHEET

C. The vacuum supply causes the di,aphragm to lift the valve up to the open
position

D Exhaust gases are metered through the EGR adapter plate and mixed with
the air/fuel mixture

E. As engine speed increases, under warm conditions, the manifold vacuum
increases which causes the EGR valve to open more fully

(NOTE Systems using the amplified signal method have the vacuum signal
from the carburetor directed to the amplifier unit rather than directly to the
EGR valve. The result is the same for both methods, increased vacuum
causes greater opening of EGR 4alve.)

F. Under higher speed conditions a cut off valve reduces manifold vacuum
to the EGR valve'which causes it to close

(NOTE: To improve driveability -in some engines, a high speed modulator
is used' to cut off vaculim supply One system uses pn electrical solenoid
which overrides the PVS or vacuum amplifier when a signel is received from
a speed sensor located on the speedometer cable. When speeds are below the
pre-set limit, the system functions normally Other systems use a modulator
valve in the EGR valve which closes the EGR valve when high vacuum
conditions exist.)

G. Back pressure from the exhaust system is monitored to regulate the EGR
valve

(NOTE: As back pressure builds up during acceleration a monitoring system
in the EGR valve or in the exhaust system cuts off vacuum to the EGR valve
and causes it to close. A dual diaphragm EGR valve is used in some applica-
tions and an electronic sensor is used in others.)

H. As the engine shuts down, all components return to closed or "off'' position

(NOTE Some newer model applications have an EGR cooling system which
uses engine coolant to reduce exhaust gas temperatures. This system provides
a uniforrr gas temperature entering the combustion chambers to assist the \
combustion process and improve driveability,)

,



Ported Vacuum Control EGR System
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Ported Vacuum Switch-PVS
(Temperature Controlled Vacuum Valve)
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Amplified Vacuum Controlled EGR. System
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EVAUST GAS RECIRCULAf ION SYSTE
UNIT XI

JOB SHErFT #1--CHECK THE PROPER oPElRApef OFAND MAKE
NECESSARY REPAIRS TO THE EGR SYSTEM

I. Tools and equipment

A. Tachometer:6B. Appropriaie hand tools

C. Protective gloves

I I. Procedure

A. Instiect all hoses for cracks and connections for proper fit

B. ' Set parkingltrake and block drive whee4s

C. Place transrhission in neutral (standard) or in park (automatic)

D. Attach a tachometei. to the engine

E. Start engine and adjust throttle to approximately 1,500 rpm

(NOTE: Steps F through I are used only to determine proper operation
of the PVS. Proceed to step J. to determine proper operation of the EGR
valve for a quick check of the system or when the PYS is not suspect.)

F. R emove vacuum line to EGR valve from PVS and,check to see that there
is no vacuum

G. Replace vacuum hose and allow engine to warm to normal operaling temp-
erature

H. Remove the PVS hose and check for yac9um

(NOTE: There should be vacuum present when the engine is at operating
temperatures. If not, the senscir unit must be replaced.)

I. Replace vacuum line

J. Accelerate the warm engine to approximately 2,000 rpm

K. Disconnect the vacuum line from the EGR valve

1 If engine ,RPM ,increases indicating proper operation, replace the vacuum
hose

M. If engine RPM does not increase, but the valve moves, remove the EGR
valve

4
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JOB SHEET #1

N. Clean valve assembly and passages in manifold and replace unit

0. Repeat steps J and K to determine proper operation

P. Replace all hOses, shut off enhe, and disconnect tachometer

(NOTE On slual diaphragm EGR valve some vibration of the valve stem
will occur due to the modulation valve in ;he:system; This.is normal opera-
bon and does not require correction.)

MOM
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EXI-fAUST GAS RECIRGULATION SYSTE M
UNIT XI

NAME

TEST

1

,t
1. Match the components on the right to the correct functions

a Meters or regulates the amount of exhaust gas 1

flow to the intake manifold

b A temperature actuated valve which controls
vacuum flow from carburetor port to EGR
valve according to engine sensor signals

c. Slot like opening in the carburetor throttle
body above the throttle plate in idle position
which provides vacuum signal to system

d Increases vacuum signal strength from car-
buretor timed vacuum port

e. Controlled only by signals from a vacuum
source

f. Controlled by both vacuum signals and
bacLr pressure from exhaust system

g. Regulates vacuum signal to EGR valve accord-
ing to back pressure probe sensors in exhaust,.

, system .

h. Uses engine coolant to reduce and regu-
late recirculating exhaust gas temperature 4

$

Single diaphragm
EGR valve

2 Back pressure
transducer valve

3 EGR valve

4 Vacuum
amplifier

5. Dual diaphragm
EGR valve

6 EGR cooler

7. Timed vacuum
port

8 Ported vacuum
switch (PVS)

2. State the purpoge of the exhaust gas recirculatiqn.(EGR) system.

4

e
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i .

3. Explain the operation of the exhaust gas recirc lation system.

*

,

\

. ( n

4. Demonstrate the ability,to check the proper operation of and make necessary repairs
to the EGR system.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your instructor
when it should be completed.)

...

..
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1. a. 3

b. 8

C. 7

EXHAUSTGAS RECIRCULATION SYSTEM
UNIT Xl

ANSWE RS TO TEST

e. 1

f. 5

g. 2

d. 4 h 6

2. The purpose of the exhaust gas recirculation system is to meter exhaust gases to
the air/fuel mixture.

, 3. Explanation should include

a. When the engine is first started and no vacuum'Is available, the EGR valve is held
closed by the spring in the unit.

b. When engine speed is increased and engine temperature increases to warm up
the temperature controlled valve (PVS), vacuum is directed to the EGR valve

c. The vacuum supply causes the diaphragm to lift the valve up to the open position

d. Exhaust gases are metered through the EGR adapter prate and mixed with the
air/fuel mixture

e. As engine speed increases, under warm conditions, the manifold vacuum increases
which causes the EGR valve to open more fully

tg.

Under higher speed conditions, a cut off valve reduces manifold vacuum to
the EGR valve which causes it tt close

Back pressure from the exhaust system is monitored to regulate the EGR valve

h. As the engine shuts down, all components return to closed or "off" position

4 Performance skill evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

0, 4,
v



POSPTIVE CRANKCASE VENTILA-cION SYSTEM
UNIT XII

1

UNIT OBJECTIVE

AEC 241

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to explain the purpose of the positive
crankcase ventilation (PCV) system The student will also be able to explain the operation
of the system and be able to visually inspect, test and service the system This knowledge
will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test

SPECIFIC OBJECTelykS

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to.

1. Write the purpose of the positive crankcase ventilation (PCV) system

2. Explain the operation of the positive crankcase ventilation system.

3. Demonstrate the atility tcy

a. Make a general, test of the PCV systeni.

\

.

b. Test the PCV system operation Ath a tachometer.

< ,

..

0

,
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POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM
UNIT XII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information and job sheets.

i
C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheets.

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

.
Give test..

II. Student:

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets,

D. Take test.

' INSTRUTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objeciive sheet

B. I nformatron sheet

C. Transparency masters

4

tem

2. TM 2--PCV Valve Positions

3. TM 3--PCV Air Filter

1

t
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D. Job sheets

..

-

1 .
- .

. 1. Job Sheet' #1--Make iGineial Test of the !CV-System
_

.2. Job Sheet 442--Test 'th.e P.CV _System 0-pération wifh' Tachometer
..

..,

/

a

E. Test
. 41

F: Answers to test
.

. .

References .
.,

,
.

,
.

,
A. Chry§ler Corporation. 1979 Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge Chassis-Body Ser-

.
vice Manual. ,Detroit, Michigan: Service Department, 1978.

B. Vehicle Emission Control. Detroit, Mich. Gargano Promotions, 1973.
. ..

C. Glenn, Harold T. -Glenn's Ernission Control Systems. Chicago, Ill.: Henry
, Regnery Co., 1972. .

I .

D. Patterson, D. J. and Henein, N. A. Emissions from Combustion Engines
Jnd Their Control. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Science Publishers, Inc., 1973.

E. Oldham, Joe and Forier, Lou. Motor's Emission Control Manual. New
York, N.Y.

r. Ford Motor Company. Vehicle Emission Control Systems. Volume I, Detroit,
Michigan: Service Publications/Helm Inc. (1978).

G. Emission Control Systems Maintenance Manual. Detroit, Michigan: Ser-
vice Section/General Motors Corporation, 1978.
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POSItIVE CRANKCASE VENTILAION SYSTEM
UNIT XII

INFORMATION SHEET

61
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Purpoie of the positive crankcise'ventilation system (PCV)--The purpose of the
F.CV aystem is to remove blow-by gases and crankcase vapors from the engine
in order to prevent sludge formation and oil dilution

II. Operation of the positive crankcase ventilation system (Transparency 1)

(NOTE: Vapors which build up in the crankcase must be removed to prevent
possible engine damage. In early model automobiles, draft tubes accomplished the
purpose and were later converted to open PCV systems because ci federal -regula-
tions. Today's aatornobiLes use a closed PCV system to provide a more efficient
operation. This description is of a closed system.)

A. During engine .operation .blow-py gases and oil vapors are accumulated
in the crankcase

B. Fresh air is drawn in'to the crankcase through the oil filler cap from the air
cleaner by a tube assembly (Transparency 3)

(NOTE: This air is filtered by the air cleaner filter or by a separate fitter
located on the inside of the air cleaner assembly.)

C. The fresh air mixes with the crankcase vapors and gases, then is drawn
out through the rocker arm cover and directed to the intake manifold
(Transearency 1)

D. The PCV control valVe regulates the amount of vapoi=. which enfers the
intake manifold (Transparency 21

(CAUTION: When a PCV is replaced, the new valve must be matched with
engine specifications according to manufacturer's'instructions.)

(NOTE: Due to the precise air-fuel mixtures required by todayis engines, the
carburetors are calibrated to compensate for the PCV system. To accomplish
this, the PCV valve is matched to the engine size. Otherwise the fuel mix-
tures would be inappropriate for proper engine operatioh.)

E. During engine idle conditions, the PCV valve is closed to restrict the amount
of airflow from the Crankcase so as not 'to overly dilute the air/fuel mixture

(NOZE: Under low speed operation with reduced manifold vacuum, a
spring in the PCV valve partially opens the valve to allow more airflow from
the crankcase.)

400'

F Under normal load with normal manifold vacuum, the PCV valve is fujly
opened to draw the maximum airflow from the crankcase
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INFORMATION SHEET
,

1

G. Under conditions ofi high manifold vacuum such as in deceleration, the
'spring tension is overaoene and the PCV valve is closed

(NOTE The valve is desiOed 'so that a small amount of airflow is drawn
through it by means of a small orifice to allow trankcase ventilation at idle
or decereration when manifold vacuum is high. Some ventilation also occurs
through the air cleaner hose LAW high speed conditions.)

H. The PCV valve is fully closed during a backfire to prevent a passible explo-
sion in the crankcase

(NOTE This situation sets up a reverse condition or manifold pressure
instead of vacuum that causes the valve to close. Gases and vapors in the
ccankcase are comblistible so the ignition backfire could ignite them if the
exhaust was allowed to enter.)

, I .

I
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POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM
UNIT XII

JOB SHEET.D---1- MAKE A GENERA-I_ TEST OF THE PCV SYSTEM

Tools required-l-fand tools as needed

- , II. Procedure

A. Remove PCV valve

B. Shake PCV valve

(NOTE: A clicking noige should be heard.)

C Reinstall valve in hose leading to intake monifold, leave other end of PCV
valve disconnected

D. Start the engine

(NOTE: A distinct hissing noise should be heard.)

E. Place finger over the end of the PCV valve

(NOTE A strong vkuum should be felt.)

F. Reinstall PCV valvea doe

G. Remove oil filler cap

H. Held a piece of fairly peavy paper next to the opening

(NOTE: It should be drawn down against the opening with noticeable
force.)

I. Reinsta(4 oil filler cap

J. Shut off engine '1

(NOTE: The preceding results show that the PCV valve is operating and
the system hoses are clear.)

(CAUTION: Ifit,kacement of PCV valve is required, be .cegain.ta
_the correct model to assurRAaropar-performance.)

(NOTE). These are BASIC PROCEDURES. Check the manufacturer's service
shop manual or technical manual for exact procedures for each make and
model.)



POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM
,.. UNIT XII

JOB SHEET #2--TEST THE PCV SYSTEM OPERATION WITH A TACHOMETER

I. Tools requiredTachometer

II. Procedure

.Connect tachometer to the engine

B. Start the engine

C. Clamp off the hose between the PCV valve and the intake manifold

AEC 255

D. If the system is operating cortsctly, a drop of 40-80 rpm will'be seen on the
tachometer

E. No change in rryindicates a sticking-KV valve, plugged hoses, or dirty PCV
filter

F. A drop in engine rpm, in excess of 80 rpm, indicates that the wrong PCV,
yalve for that engine has been installed

(NOTE: These are BASIC PZOCEDURES. Check the manufacturer's service
shop manual octeChnical manual for exact procedures for each make and
model.)
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a.

'POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM
UNIT XII

NAME

TEST

1. Write the purpose of the positive crankcase ventilation (PCV) system.

. Explain the operation of the positive crankcase ventilation system.
,

gr.

i

4 c.

,

,

3. Demonstrate the ability ta:

a. Make,aeral test of the PCV system.

b. Test the PCV system operati.on.with a tachometer.

,
.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished priàr to the test, ask yo9,r
instructor when they should be completed.) .\ .

1

r
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POSITLVECRANKCASE VENT! LAT ION SYS+EM
UNIT XII , :

ANSWERS,TO TEST

1. The-purpose of the PCV system. is to remove blow-by gases and crankcase vapors
from the engine in order to prevent sludge formation and oil dilution

2. Explanation should inclUde:

a. During engine operation blow-by gases and oil vapors are accumulated in the
crankcase

b. Fresh air is drawn ieto the crankcase through the oil filler cap from the air cleaner
by the tube assembly

c. The fresh air mixes with the crankcase vapors and gases, then is drawn out
through*the rocker;)arm cover and directed to the intake manifold

e.

The PC)/ conti-ol valve'.regulates the amount of vapor which enters the intake
manifold

During engine idle conditions, the PCV valve is closed to restrict the amount of
airflow from the crankcase so as not to oyerly dilute the air/ fuel mixture

f. Under normal load with normal manifold vacuum, the PCV valve is fully opened
to draw the maximum airflow from the crankcase

g. Under conditions of high manifold vacuum such as in diceleration-, the spring
tension is overcome and the PCV valve is closed

)

h. The PCV valve is fully closed during a backfire to prevent a possible explosion in
the crankcase

3. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNIT XIII V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to explain the purpose of the air
injection system. The student should also be able to inspect, test, and repair components of the
system. This knowledge will be evidenced through derniOnstration and by scoring 85 percent
op the unit test.

*
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match parts associated with the air injecti
.,

-2. State the purpose of the air injection system
".

3. Explain the operation of the air injection system.

system to their correct functions.

4. List the functions of the diverter (air by-pass) valve. .

5. Distinguish between the functioris and effects of valves which control the diverter
valve.

6. List the six major components of computer controlled (electroric) systems.

7. List the three components of the pulse air injection system. 4.

8. Explain the operation of the pulse air injection system.

9. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Inspect air manifold and hoses.

b. Inspect dr* belt and set correct tension..
.c. Check air pump output.

..
d. Check diverter valve operation.

,

e. Inspect check valve operation.

f. Check vacuum differential valve operation.

g. Check proper operation of auxiliary control mechaniqms.

i



AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNIT XIII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. - Instructor

A. Provide students with objective sheet.

3 Provide students with information and job sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheets. 9

F. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined on job sheets.

G. Give test.

II. Student.

A. Read objective sheet.

13. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Take test.

INSTRUCTfONAL MATERIALS

I Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet.

B. Information sheet.

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Air Injection System

2. TM 2--Types of Diverter Valves

3. TM 3--Diverter Valve Operation

AEC 263

4. TM 4--Air Manifold and Check Valve Assembly

rew



5. TM 5- Auxiliary Systems

6. TM 6--Pulsed Air System

7. TM 7-Electronic Engine Control (EEC) Ford System

8. TM 8--Computer Controlled Catalytic Converter GM (C 4) System

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Inspect Air Manifold and Hoses

2 Job Sheet #2-Inspect Drive Belt and Set Correct Tension

3. Job Sheet #3-Check Air Pump Output

4. job,Sheet #4--Check Diverter Valve Operation

5. Job Sheet #5-Inspect Check Valve Operation

-6. Job Sheet #6-Check Vacuum Differential Valve Operation
't

7. Job Sheet #7--Check Proper Operation of Auxiliary Control Mecha-
nism

t

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References.

A. Chrysler Corporation. 1979 Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge Chassis-Body Ser-
vice. Manual. Detroit, Michigah: Chrysler Corporation/Service Depaa-
ment, 1978.

*

B. Ford Motor Company. 1978 Full Size Car Shop Manual. Detroit, Ilifich .

Helm, Inc., 1978.

C. Ford-Motor Company. Vehicle Emission Control Systems. Volumes 1 and
II. Detroit, Michigan. Service Publications/Helm Inc , 1978.

.....

D. General Motors Corporation 1979 Passenger Car Service Manual. Detroit,
Michigan: Service Section/General Motors Corporation, 1979.

E. General Motors Corporation. Emission Control Systems Maintenancp Man-
ual Detroit, Michigan Service Section/General Motors Corporation1978.

F. General Motors Corporation. 1980 Phoenix Service Manu5l. Pontiac, Michi-
gan: Pontiac Motor Division, 1979

G Glenn, Harold T. Glenn's Emission Control Systems Chicago, Ill., Henry
Regnery Co.,1 972.

H. Joe Oldham and Lou Forier, Motor's Emission Control Manual New York,
N. Y.: Motor.

ri.. ".
i......,
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AIR INJECTION SY-STEM
VNIT XIII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Parts,,and functions

(NOTE: Not all systems use every component described below.)

A. Air pump-Supplies filteod air to the air injection system (Transparency 1)

B. Check valve--Prevents exhaust gases ,from entering the pump assembly
(Transparency 4)

C. Air injection m'anifold--Tube like device which distributes compressed
air to the exhaust system (Transparency 4)

D. Air injection tube (nozzle)--Directs air froril air injection manifold into
exhaust port

E. Diverter (air by-pass) valve--Controls the sup'Ply of injected air to system or
to atmosphere according to engine conditions (Transparency 1)

F. Vacuum differential valve--Controls vacuum supply to the diverter valve
(Transparency 5)

G. Solenoid vacuum valve--Controls vacuum supply to vacuum differential
valve according to various temperature savors (Transparency 5)

H. Floor pan switch-Senses temperature of floor of automobile (Transparency
5)

I. Air cleaner temperature switch--Senses engine compartment temperature
(Transparency 5)

J. Ported vacuum switch (PVS)--Senses engine coolant temperature (Trans-
.,parency 5)

K. Pressure relief valve--Relieves excessive system pressure caused by air pump
at high engine speeds or system restrictions (-Transparency 2)

L. Air supply valve---Directs secondary (injected) air to the exhaust manifold or
fhe catalytic converter (Transparency 7)

Purpose of the air injection system--The purpose of the air injection system is'to
supply air to the exhaust system in order to continue the combustion process and
reduce hydrocarbon emissions
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Operation of the air injection system

A. When the engine is started the air pump compresses and discharges air
to the diverter valve

B. Manifold vacuum opens the diverter valve where the air is metered and
sent to the air injection manifolds

A check valve in each air injection manifold aHows compressed air to flow
into the exhaust port but prevents return of the air and gases to the diyerter
valve,

'

D. Injected air is mixed with exhaust gases to continue the combustion process
of unburned hydrocarbons

IV. Functions of the diverter (air by-pass) valve (Tr5nsparency 3)

A. Provides pressu re' relief to the system caused by:

1. Excess pump vOlume r

2. Restrictions in the hoses and systems tubing

B. Dumps purrip output to the atmosphere under the following conditions:

1. Engine deceleration

2. When engine cool-ant temperature is below normal operating level

3. When engine coolant temperature is above normal operating level

4. When thefloor pan temperature is above normal operating level

V. Functions and effects.of the valves which control the diverter valve

A. Vacuum differential valve (VDV)

1. Function--Senses a-,vacuum pressure change under deceleration which
causes the valve to dump all vacuum and prevent it from going to the
diverter valve

2. Effects

,

a. Diverter valve closes to prevent compressed air from entering
exhaust distribution system

b. Air is diverted to atmosphere through the muffler in the diverter
valve until.vacuum is restored by the VDV

40.. ,..;

,

,
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Solenoid vacuum valve

1. Function--Closes off vacuum supply to the VDV when electrical' signals
are received from the ported vacuum switch, the air cleaner tempera-
ture switdh, or the floor pan switch r,

2. Effects-Divert& valve responds to vacuum signals to dump corn-
pressed air as needed ,

(NOTE: Under periods of long idle, engines tend to overheat due
to ignition, carburetor, and other emission modifications. Engine
coolant temperature senso-rs prevent excessive overheating by providing
signals to engine controls. The catalytic converter also overheats during
prolonged idle due to higher exhaust gas temperature. 'To prevent
overheating, the diverter valve dumps the air when signals from the
floor pan switch are sent to the 'solenoid vacuum valve.)

,..

VI. Components of computer controlled (electronic) system (Transparencies 7 and 8)

A. Exhaust gas oxygen sensor

B. Electronic control module

C. Variable ratio carburetor

D. Three way catalytic converter
ti

E. Throttle switch

F. Air supply valve

t?

(NOTE: Some models use some but not all of the components listed. Some
models divert injected air into the catalytic converter when engine tempera-

. ture is normal and through exhaust manifold when temperature is below
normal.)

VII. Components of the pulse air i-njection system (Transparency 6)

0
(NOTE: This system is'used in some small 4 and 6 cylinder applicstrons in place
of the air pump method.)

. I

A. Pulse air valve assembly .,

B. Check v.alves (located in valve assembly)
-

C. Connecting tubes

, 0,0 1/4.,,k...,

d
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'. INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Operation of the pulse air injection system

,

'alb

A. The check valves are connected to separate exhaust ports by pipes

B. Air is drawn in through the check valves as exhaust manifold pres.sure

changes at each port .

c

(NOTE: When the engine fires, a pulsating effect is created in the exhaust
ports.- This pulsating effect alternates, negative pressure with exhaust
pressi, re.) ,

C. The negative pressure or vacuum created at the exhaust port allowstfresh air
to mix with exhaust gases in the exhaust manifold '

D. Exhaust gases continue the combustion process to reduce hydrocarbon
emissions

E. Wheh positive pressure is present, the check valve closes and burAed gases are

exhausted through the system as normal

F. The process is repeated for each cylinder to serve the same purpose as
injected air methods

,1)

_

_

t ..

1



Air Injection System
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I.

\.

Air Manifold

........)

Check Valves

Vacuum
Sensing Line

Air Injection Noll les

Air Pump

Diverter Valve

t
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Types of Diverter Valves

cs

Main Poppet

Spring
Vacuum Vent

Air Outlet

Sense
Vacuum

Air Inlet

Relief Valve

Timed Type -With Vacuum Vent

Inlet

Pump
Air Inlet

Vent

Outlet

Exhaust Manifold

Metering Valve

Relief
Valve

Internal
Silencer

Vacuum
Signal Tube

Diaphragm

Timing Valve

Pressure
Relief Valve

AEC 271

Signal
Line
Connection

Diverted Air
Outlet (Muffler)

Diaphragm Assembly

External Muffler Type

Sense Vacuum

Main Poppet

Air Outlet

Air Inlet

Main Spring

Internal. Muffler Type

Of"

Relief Valve

Relief Spring

TM 2



Diverter Valve Operation

Normal Operation

Manifold Vacuum Lifts
Valve Up

Valve Is Opened

Pump Driven Air Is Directed
To Manifold

Diverter Valve Cloed

Deceleration or Vacuum Interruption-

Vacuum Differential Valve Briefly
, Cuts Off Vacuum

Valve Closes Manifold Outlet

Diverter Valve Opens Exhaust
Spring Pulls Valve Down Air Through Muffler

Pressure Relief
Excess Pump Volume

Restriction Downstream

Pump Pressure Opens Valve

Some Air Partially Pthausted

Some Air Passes
To Manifold

AEC 273
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Air Manifqld and Check Valve Assembly

From Air Pump

Check Valve
Spring

ro Check Valve

To 'Air_ Manifold

Check Valve Assembly

Check Valve

Os

Air Manifold'

""1"006.0....,
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6 VACUUM
APPLIED
TO BYPASS
VALVE

FROM
PUMP

VDV

Auxiliary Systems

TO MANIFOLD

7 THERMACTOR AIR
FLOW TO EXHAUST
MANIFOLD

5 VALVE
. IS OPEN

4 SOLENOID
IS DE-ENERGIZED

rt

4 ,,,

MANIFCXD.
VACUUM

NOAMAL ENGINE TEMPERATURE
(AND NORMAL AMBIENT AIR
TEMPERATURE)

3 ELECTRIC COOLING.PVS
IS BELOW OPERATING
TEMPEBATURE AND
CONTACTS ARE OPEN

2 TEMPERATURE
SVOTCH IN AIR
CLEANER IS
OPEN ABOVE
65°F

1 FLOOR PAN
SWITCH
CONTACTS
ARE OPEN

GROUND



Pulsed Air Syitem
1
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."

, Pulse Air Valve

, Manifold 'Pipes .

VP

4

o

/

Section Through Valve

,

a.

Check Valve

_

-

# i

8'1 , . 4
4.... , ,i1 A

4i
Front

a

Check Valves

,

,

TM 6
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, Electronic Engine Con;rol--(EEC)
Ford -System

,

,

,

,

Cold Temperature
Vacuum Switch

Secondary
AirCont. Valve

Thermactor
Air Cleaner Asr BypassTVS 14Eil Valve

-

Check Valve

Manifold

1

1

I

I
I

1

Check
Va ve

Vacuum Lines

. Secondary Air
-- Electrical Wire

Exhaust Gas Oxygen
(EGO) Sensor.,

iThrottle
Angle

Vacuum
Air Cleaner SwitchBimetal

A/F Ration Signal
( Rich-- Lean )

Model 6500
Feedback Carburetor

PVS

EGR Valve

Vacuum
RP,TI la t or
Solenoid

Coolant Temp Signal

Dual Catalytic
Converter

4fliP
Electrical Input

(211ISP fiiqrlal

ECU Output Sigrid! j
Idel,Decel & Wot Signal I_J,

,

To 'T. ch' Test
Terminal At Ignition Coil

44.1 N II s-I
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Computer Controlled Catalytic Converter..

GM (C-4) Systern

Air
Flow

f.

Carburetor

Vacuum
Switch

Engine Exhaust Oxygen
Sensor

Lean Limit Signal (2.8 Litre V-6)
Throttle Mode (2.8 Litre V-6)

Coolant Temperature

Engine Speed

Vacuum Modd 12.5 Litre L-4)

L Carburetor Solenoid Signal

1 ElectronicPulsair Solenoid Signal Control Module_ _ w

Pulsair
Solenoid
(2:8 Litre V-6)

System Malfunction
Lamp

_J

)10-

12 Volt Power,

3-Way
Catalyst

4.
Lean Mixture

GaAs02 in Exhaust

Carburetor Control Low Sensor
"Leans" Mixture. Voltage

Electronic Control
Unit Energizes

.Carburetor Solenoid

Electronic Control
Unit De-Energies
Carburetor Solenoid

High Sensor Carburetor Control
Voltage Enrichens Mixture

7 Less 09 in
Exhault Gas

TM 8
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM'
. UNIT XIII

JOB S4EET #1--INSPECT AIR MANIFOLD AND HOSES

I. Tools required--Hand tools as needed

II. Procedure

A. Inspect air manifold for holes and fractures

::. .

AEC'285

, B. Inspect air hoses for cracks, deterioration, holes and routing (no kinks or
sharp bends) . ..

C. Inspect and check all hose and manifold connections for tightness

(NOTE: Soapy water can be.used to check con-nettions.)
- ....,.,

(CAUTIONF DO NOT GET ANY WATER NEAB A TAO VANE' PQMP.,

CENTRIFUGALFILTER. THIS CAN DESTROY THE PUMP.) "
r 's.,- . _

'-.

. -(NOTE:'These are BASIC PROCEDURE& C.beck the rn.anufaeturer's senfrice
shop rn;rival or techpi6arrilanual for exact -proaedures for each make and

... model.) -. -'

1,. .

. .4,

.

1 .

-

-

r

9
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNIT XIH

JOB SHEET #2--INSPECT DRIVE BELTAND SET CORRECT TENSION

I. Tools required

A. Hand tools as needed

B. Pry bar

C. Belt tension gauge

H . Procedure
. .

A. Turn beff Ibver an,d visually inspect for wear, cracks' and deterioration.

.6

4

AEC 287

(NOTE: Replace if necessaryS

B. Ctleck appiopriate service manual for correcfbelt tension setting

C. Using belt tension.gauge, check belt tension

D. If tension of belt must be reset, loosen appropriate bolt(s).
E. Move pump outward to establish proper belt tension

(CAUTION: Do not use pry- bar against the pump body as this can cause
internal damage to the pump assembly

(NOTE: Check,manufacturer's recommendatiohs for Ivation to plate pry
bar or use special tool designed by the manufacturers for this purpose.)

F. Tighten bolt(s) which were loosened in step D

(NOTE: These are BASIC PROCEDURES. Check the manufacturer's service
Shop manal or technical manual for exact procedures for each make and
model.).

4
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNIT XIII

JOB SHEET 3 -CHECK AI,R PUMP OUTPUT

I. Tools required- Hand tools as needed

Procedure

A. Loosen clamp and remove one outlet hose from_diverter valve

13. Start, the engine
. _

C. Check,the air flow froM the outlet on the diverter valve

Di Accelerate engine to approximately 1 500 rpm

(NOTE: Air flow Should increase as engine speed incieases.)

AEC 289

E. If air flow does not- increase, ctieck, for air flow out of the diverter valve
Muffler

F. Shut off engine

G. Reconnect hose

H. Tighten clamp'

I, Start engine and check for air leaks on reconnected hose

4

(NOTE: These are BASIC PROCEDURES. Check the manufacturer's service
manual or technical manual 4or exact procedures for each make and model.)

..

. . ...:1

... .

.t
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNIT XIII '

AEC 291

JOB SHEET #4--CHECK DIVERTER VALVE OPERATION
,, .

.,
I. Tools--Shop tools as required

f
.

I I . Pr1 ocedure
...

- A. 1/1/5rm engine to operating temperature

B. ,Disconnect vacuum hose from diverter valve
.

._

C. Check for vacuum by placing finger over the end of the hose

D. Reconnect uum hose to diverter valv

k. Check diverter valve muffler tsdetermine if air i; escaping

(NOTE: 'There should be no air escaping under normal conditions. A testric-
tion in the tubing or air lines will cause the relief valve to open and discharge
air tKrough the muffler.)

..
. :

F. If air is escaping, check all lines for kin4 and/or binds

G. Make the necessary repairs to remove the obstruction

H. Place hand by diverter valve

I. Quickly open and close the throttle

J. Determine if air, is released through the muffler for a brief period when the
-throttle is closed

K. A blast of air indicates the valve is functioning properly

(NOTE: These are BASIC PROCEDURES. For exact procedures, check
manufacturer's manual.) .

a

0 . .
4. 'A .4.

1
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNIT XIII

-
.. 'JOB SHEET #5--INSPECT CHECK VALVE OPERATION

:#i- #

I. Took

Shop tools asireguired

II, Procedure
ir 7

A. Disconnect air hose from diverter at the check valve connection(s).

. B. Remove check valve from air injection manifold(s).
r

(NOTE.' Be careful not to bend the air rrianifold when removing the valve.)
1

C. Blow through the valve in the direction of nor:Mal air flow

D. Reverse the valve and try to blow against the valve assembly

E. If air flow is not restricte'd in step C but is restricted in Step D, valve opera-
tion is normal

F. If air flow can be made thr_ough the reyerse position, replace the defectiv
valve*,

G. Reinstall the v e in the air manifold(s)

H. Reconnect the air line(s)

I. Check for air leaks aCcording to 'normal procedures ,

(NOTE. These are BASIC PROCEDURES. For exact procedures, check
manufacturer's manual.)

s

#)

() . r
""- .,

,

r
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNIT XIII,

JQB SHEET #6--C9HECK VACUUM DIFFERENT4AL VALVE OPERATION

Tools

0
Shop tools as needed

I I Procedures .0

c

..

A. Warm engine to normal operating temperature
,...

,.,
B. Disconnect air hose from diverter valve to air manifold

r

C. Check for vacuum to the VDV by mmoving vacuum hose from vacuum inputi side of the valve ,`

Reconnect vacuum hose to valve

E. With transmission in neutral or park, increase engine speed and quick-
,ty close throttle

,

F Determ ine if air output from diverir valve changes from hose outlet to
mul,er or by-pass outlet for a brief period -

'
G. I-f no change is noticed,:replace VDV

H. Repeat steps E and F if VDV is replaced

MI..
. I. Stop engine and reconnect air hose to diverter valve

J. Start engine and check for air leaks according to suggested procedures

t

_

(NOTE: These are BASIC PROCEDURES. For 'exact procedures check
manufacturer's manual.)

A....._...,

P.. 4 6

4

.

\

,



-AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNLT XIII

,

JOB SHEET #7--dl-ItCK PROPER OPERATION
OF AUXILIARY CONTROL MECHANISMS

1

I. Tools

- A. Shop took. is needed.
B. Electrical leads

II. Procedure

AEC 297

(NOTE: The main control valve is generally an electric solenoid which closes off
is vacuum to the 'diverter valve on response to electrical signals. These signals come

from temperature or speed sensors located in various parts of the chassis and
engine.)

A. Start the_ engine and warm to operation temperature
0

B. Disconnect vacuum hoses from solenoid vacuum valve

C. Energize the valve by ditectly connecting it to an electrical source in the
engine compartment

D. Hold finger over vacuum outlet from solenoid valve and reconnect vacuum
hose fro intake manifold to the valve

E. If no_ vacuum is felt, replace the valve assembly and repeat steps C & D

F. Replace vacuum hoses

G. Remove external electrica) source

H. Check operation of each of the other auxiliary controls
4

(NOTE: The following procedure is used for each switch or Sensor which
sends electrical signals to the solenoid vacuum valve. The steps are repeated
for each electrical connection from the sensors.)

1. Disconnect vacuum hose from solenoid to VD V at the VDV

2. Place finger over the end of the vacuum hose

3. Disconnect the electrical wiring from the sensor to solenoid wiring at
sensor attachment

(NOTE: Jhis can be done atthe sensor [switch] or at electrical modu-
lator or amplifier if so equipped.)
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JOB SHEET #7

4. If no vacuum is felt, switch is functiOning properly

5. If vacuum is felt, replace switch

S. Reconnect the wiring

(NOTE: The switches can also be checked by using a self-power test
light if desired. This procedure will confirm suspected broken or loose
wiring conditions.)

f)
As, a ,)

."
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM

UNIT XIII

NAME_.

TEST

1. Match the parts on the right to the correct functions.

AEC 299

Supplies filtered air to the air injection system 1. Ported vacuum
switch (RVS)

Prevents exhaust gases from entering -the
pump assembly 2. Air injection

tube (nozzre)
c. Tube like device which distributes compressed

air to the exhaust system 3. Solenoid vacuum
valve_

d. Directs air . from the air injection manifold
into the exhaust port 4. Ait pump

e. Controls the supply of injected air to system 5. Floor plan
or to atmosphere according to engine condi- switch
tions

. 6. Pressure relief
f. Controls vacuum supply to the diverter % valve

valve .
7. Chetk valve

g. Controls vacuum supply to vacuum differ-
ential valve according to various temperature 8.. Diverter (air
sensors

, . by-pass) valve

, h. enses temperature of floor of automobile 9. Air supply valve
.)

i. Senses engine compartment temp'erature 10. Air cleaner
. - temperature

switchi. Senses engine coolant temperature
di.

a

k. Relieves excessive system pressure caused by 11. 'Vacuum differ-
-aLr pump at high engine speeds 'or system ential valve
restrictions

12. Air injection
I.

AM*

Directs.seconaary (injected) air to the exhaust manifold.manifold or the catalytic converter

2, State the purpose of the airinjection system.

1

()
4. J

:

r

40

...
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i

to 3 Explai the operation of thg air injection system.

\ .
4 List the functions of the diverter (air by-pass) valve.

a.

,-

1)

2)

2)

- 3)

it

..,

..

5 Distinguish, between the functions and effects of the vacuum differential valve and the
solenoid vacuum valve by_ placing an."X" next to -the functions and effects of .the
solenoid vacuum valve.

.
_

a. 1) unction--Closes off iacuum supply, to the VDV when electrical signals
are received from the ported vacuum switch, the air cleaner tempera-
ture switch, or the floor pan switch1

.0

..,
,

2) Effects-,Diverter valve respondt to vacuum signals to dump com-
,pressed air as needed

4.

II 1) Function-:Senses ia. vacuum pressure change under deceleration which
causes the valve td-dump all vacuum and, prevent it from going to the

i. .

diverter valve

2) Effects
.....,

a. Diveitter valve closes to prevent compressed air from entering
exhaust distribution system

\
b. 'Air ,is diverted tO atmosphere through the muffler in the diverter

.. valve until acuum is restored by the VDV

OM.
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6. List six major components of the computer controlled (electronic) system.

a.

7. List three components of the pulse air injection system.

a.

b. #

c.

8. Explain the operation of &re pulse air injeCtion.system.

I

,....."- -

,

0 ',NJ
4o A

ft

)

,

k

i,

,

4,
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9 Demonstrate the abIlity to.

a. Inspect air manifold and hoses.

b Inspect drive belt and set correct tension

c Check arr pump output

d Check diverter valve operation

e Inspect check valve oper.at*.

f Check vacuum differential Valve operation

g Check proper operation of auxiliary control mechanIsms

(NOTE: If these attivities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be comOeted.)
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AIR INJECTION SYSTEM
UNIT XIII

ANSWERS TO TEST

AEC 303

1. a: 4 d. 2 3
1

b. 7 e. 8 h. 5 -k. 6

c. 12 i. 10 I. 6

2. The purpose of the air injection system is to supply air to the exhaust system in order
to continue the combustion process and reduce hydrocarbon emissions

3. Explanation should include:

a. When the engine is started the air pump-comptesses and discharges air to the
diverter valve

b. Manifold vacuum opens the diverter valve' where the air is metered and sent
to the air injection manifolds

c. A check valve in each air injection manifold allows compressed air to flow into
the exhaust port but prevents return of the air and gases to the diverter valve

d Injected air is mixed with exhaust gases to continue the combustion process
of unburned hydrocarbons

4. a. Provides pressure relief to the system caused by:

1) Excess pump volume

2) Restrictions in the hoses and systems tubing

b. Dumps pump output to the atmosphere under the following conditions:

1) Engine deceleration

2) When engine coolant temperature is below normal operating level

3) When engine coolant temperature is above normal operating level
IS

4) When the floor pan temperature is above normal operating level

5. a.
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,

,

,

,
6: a. Exhaust gas oxygen sensor

b. Electronic control module

c. Variable ratio carburetor

d. Three-way catalytic converter

e. Throttle switch

f. Air supply valve

7. a. Pulse air valve assembly

b. Check valves (located in valve assembly)

c. Connecting tubes

8. Explanation should include:

a. The check valves are connected to separate exhaust ports by pipes

al.

b Air is drawn in through the check valves as exhaust manifold pressure changes at
each port

c. The negative pressure or vacuum created at the extveuslrallows fresh air to
mix with exhaust gases in the exhaust manifold

d. Exhaust gases continue the combustion process to reduce hydrocarbon emis-
sions

e. When positive pressure is present, the check valve closes and burned gases are
exhausted through the system as normal

f . The process is repeated for each cylinder to serve the same purpose as injected air
methods

9: Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

,

o -
0..., 7, ,
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CATALYTIC CONVERTER SYSTEMS
UNIT XIV

UNIT 'OBJECT I VE

an..-

..i.,' A E C 305

After completion of this unit, thestUdent should be able to explain the purpose of catalytic
converter systems: The student should also be able to explain the functions of the catalytic
system components and perform maintenance activities. This knowledge will be evidenced
through demonstration and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
4111111,

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Define the emissions triad.

2. Match the components of tile catalytic converter system to their functions.

3. State the purpose of the catalytic converter system.

4. Match the type of catalytic converter systems to their proper descriptions.

5. Describe the four components of a three vly catalytic converter (TWC).

6: Explain the function of a two way converter (COC).

7. Explain the function of a three way catalytic converter (TWC).

8. Explain the operation of the catalytic converter prOtection system during the
operating conditions of deceleration, cold air, and warm-up:

9 State the two purposes of nonleaded gasoline.

10 Demonstrate the ability to:

a Replace the catalyst 2 a converter.

b Check for proper operation of the catalytic converter protection system.

1

0 ' '
4. 1 '.....

i



CATALYTIC CONVERTE-ITIYSTEMS
UNIT XIV

.

SUGGESTED ACT/ITIES

I. Instructor:

MIS.,

A. . Provide students with objective sheet.

B. Provide students with information sheets.

C. Make transparencies.

D. Discuss u it and spkific objectives.

E. Discuss info matron sheets.

F. Demonstrate nd1discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

..
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(NOTE: It is sugges ed that the instructor make up job sheets accord-
ing to the specific ma e and model of vehicle available to the shop.)

G. Give test.

II. Student:

A. 'Read objective sheet.

B. Study information sheet.

C. Complete job sheets.

D. Ta test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

'r.
Inclu ed in this unit:

A. Objective sheer

B. rnformation sheet

A

C. Transparency masters

i

?

1. TM 1--Exhaust System With Catalytic Converter and Heat Shields.

2. TM 2--Two Way (COC) Catalytic Converter Components

I
el r)4..(1

-
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3. TM 3--Three Way Catalytic Converter

4. TM 4--Catalyst Protection System (Advanced Type)

5. TM 5--Three Way Converter System

6. TM 6-4Jn leaded Fuel Filler Inlet

b. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Replace the Catalyst in a Converter

2. Job Sheet #2--Check for Proper Operation of the Catalytic Con-
.

verter Protection System

4 E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. Referenees

A. Chrysler Corporation. 1979 Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge Chassis-Body Ser-
vice Manual. Detroit, Michigan: Service Department, 1978.

B. Ford Motor Company. 1979 Full Size Car Shop Manual. Detroit, Mich.:
Helm, Inc., 1978.

C. Ford Motor Company. Vehicle Emission Control Systems. Detroit, Michigan:
Service Publications/Helm, Inc., 1978.

D. 'General Motors Corporation. Emission ,Control Systems Maintenance Man-
ual. Detroit,,,Michigan: Service Section/ General Motors Corporation, 1978.

E. General Motors Corporation. 1979 Passenger Car Service Manual. Detroit,
Michigan: Service Section/General Motors Corporation, 1979.

F. Glenn, Harold T. "The 1975 Cars--Newlencepts,for the Auto Shop-School
Shop," Industrial-Technical Education, Mi. 1974. A

G. Henein, N.A. and P.atterson, D.I J. Emissions From Combustion Engines
,anq Their Control, Ann Arbor, Mich.: Ann Arbor Science Publications,
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CATALYTIC CONVERTER SYSTEMS
UNIT XIV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Emissions triad--The emissions triad are emissions containing oxides of nitrogen,
unburned hwirocarbons, and carbon monoxide gases

II. Components and functions of the catalytic converter system

A. Catalyst--Substance used in converters which alters exhaust gas chem-
istry

B. Rhodium-Catalytic substance which controls oxic)es of nitrogen (NOx)
emissions

#

C. Palladium--Catalytic substance which controls hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide emissions

D. Platinum-Catalytic substance which controls hydrocarbon and 'carbon
monoxide emissions-

41,

E. Monolithic material--Catalyst coated ceramic material which is honey-
combed to provide a larger surface area for exhaust gases to pass through
(Transparency 2) ....:

F.0 Stainless steel mesh--Metal covering the catalyst element used to provide
protection and speed up heat transfer within the converter (Transparency 2)

G. Heat shield--Provides protection to car chassis and env onrrien-t-ifefrOeat
generated by the converter system (Transparency 1)

H. Secondary air-Air injected into-exhaust sYstem to hntinue the burning
of hydrocarbOns -

I. Electronic sensors-Switch-like devices located throughout the engine and
chassis which monitor operating conditions of the automobile

40

J. Electronic control unit .(module)--Major component of an electronically
controlled system which receives signals from sensors and sends impulses to
appropriate engine controls (Transparency 4)

(NOTE: The electronic control unit or the module (ECU or ECM) is the
"brain" of the system. The printed circuits and Tniaroprocessor components
are programmed to perform logic functions. This unit selects proper car-
buretor and secondary air settings according to input signals from the
sensors. Each unit is programmed for the vehicle Model nd engine applica-
tion for precise operating conditions.)

'1 0'.
. x., .; ...1
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INFORMATION SHEET

K. Air supply valve--COntrols injected air flow from the air pump to the con-
verter or to the exhaust manifold (Transparency 5)

III. Purpose of the catalytic converter system--The purpose of the catalytic converter
system is to reduce the oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbon, and carbon monoxide
emissions.from ekhaust gases

IV. Types and'descriptkm of catalytiC systems

A. Two-way converter (C0C-;Conventional Oxidation Catalyst)

1. Contains palladium and/or platinum catalyst

2. Controls only hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emission

3. Used with or without secondary air injectiaa4ystem

B. Three-way converter (TWC)

1. Contains rhodium, platinum and/or palladium catalyst

2. Controls oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide
emissions

3. Requires secondary air injection

C. Combination system

1. Uses a manifold or rriini-converter(s) and a main converter

2. May use with a COC and a TWC or two COC converters

3. Initiates oxidation process prior to main converter operation

V. Components of a three way catalytic converter (TWC) (TransparOtcy 3)

(NOTE: The TWC consists of two converters in one shell with a mixing cham-
ber separating the two catalyst elements.)

A. Stainless steel shell

B. Front element of rhodium and platinum or palladium coated rriOnohth

C. Mixing chamber with secondary air inlet

D. Rear element of platinum and/or palladium coated monolith
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Function'of a two way converter (COC)(Transparency 2)

A. Exhaust gases enter the converter and flow through the honeycomb element

(NOTE: Some systems use beads instead of a honeycomb elen4nt.)

B. Catalyst coating on the element begins to oxidize the hydrocarbo
carbon monoxide emissions

C. The oxidation process produces high temperatures in the converter

Highemperatures produce a better oxidation process

E. Secondary ak injected into the exhaust manifold improves the oxidation
process

1111QTE: During idle conditions, injected air is dumped to the atmosphere to
reduce the oxidation process and, therefore, lower temperatures in the
converter.)

F. Exhaust gases are cleaned of hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions
in the converter

G. Oxidized gases are exhausted as harmless carbon dioxide gas

VI I. Function of three way catalytic converter (TWC)

A. Exhaust gases flow through the front converter element (Transparency
5)

(NOTE: In three way converier systems, exhaust gases contain no injected
air at operating conditions.)

B. The catalyst coating on the monolithic element oxidizes the emissions
triad

C. The oxidation process produces high temperatures.in the converter

D. Higher temperatures improve the oxidation process

E. Partially oxidized gases,flow through to the rear element

F. Secondary air is injected into the middle chamber and mixes with the
exhaust gases

G. The oxidation procest continues in tne rear element

H. Hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide gases are further reduced

I. Oxidized gases are exhausted as harmless carbon dioxide and nitrogen
gases
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IN.PORMATION SHEET

4.

VIII. Operation of the catalytic converter protection system (Transparency 4)

(NOTE: The converter system creates extremely high temperatures during the
oxiiiiition process. When extreillt amounts of unburned hydrocarbons exist in
the exhaust gases, such as in deceleration, the converter could overheat and be
damaged. Cold air could also damage the catalyst material.)

A. During debeleration

1. Manifold vacuum is high

2. Vacuum delay valve closes off vacuum to diverter valve

3. Injected air is vented to atmosphere

(NOTE: Injected air in the exhaust system with a high level of, un-
burned hyokocarbons would cause a high rate of combUstion and
overheat thgionverter.)

B. During cold air operation

1. Air cleaner sensor is closed

2. Vacuum to diverter valve is cut off

3. Injected air is vented to atmosphere
4sP

(NOTE: The in4ctor system would continue to operate when the
engine temperature reaches the operating level because of vacuum
signals unless an override system was used. Cold air injected into the
heated catalyst would damage it.)

C. During engine warm-up

1 . PVS sensor closes

2. Vacuum to dtverter valve is cut off

3. Injected air is vented to atmosphere

(NOTE: In TWC systems the injected air is diverted to the exhaust
manifold rather than the converter.)

IX. Purposes of nonleaded gasoline (Transparency 6)

A. Prevents coating the catalyst with lead cibmpound

B. Reduces 13-articulate emissions from exhaust

NOTE: To prevent leaded gasoline usage in automobiles a small filler
tube is used and appropriate informative decals are placed near the filler tube
opening. It is also been made a federal offense to violate this regulation.)
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CATALYTIC CONVE RTE R SYSTEMS
UNIT XIV

JOB SHEET #1 REPLACE THE CATALYST IN A CONVERTER

(NOTE These are replacement proCedures for Genera/ Motors vehicles only )

Tools and materials

A. General Motors Tool # J-25077 set

B. Shop hand tools

C. Anti-seize compound

D. Replacement catalyst

Procedures

A. Raise vehicle on hoiit

B. Attach aspirator to tailpipe

C. Connect an air supply hose to aspirator

AEC 325

(NOTE: The air supply creates a vacuum in th9f converter whozofi holds
the catalyst beads in place when the filler is removeff)

D. , Remove filler plug

(NOTE: Some models will be fitted with a pressed plug which has to be
chiseled out and others .have a sCrew type plug. When chiseling out a plug be
careful not to daThage the converter housing.)

1

E. Clamp on vibrator tool ana container to converter

F. Remove the air hose from aspirator and connect an air hose to the vibrator
41111N

(NOTE: Pellets will fall out of the converter into the container when the
vacuum is removed.)

G. When all catalyst pellets .1re removed, disconnect air hose from vibrator

H Remove container from vibrator

I Discard old catalyst and refill container with new pellets
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JOB SHEET #1
40

^

J. Attach the fill tube to vibrator assembly

K. Connect an air hose to the aspirator and to the vibrator

L.c. Attach the catalyst container to the vibrator
,

M. When catalyst 'beads are in the converter, remove the air hose from the
vibra,tor

N. Remove vibrator from converter and check to see if catalyst beads fill
. the converter

a
p. Apply anti-seize compound to filler plug and install it in the Converter

P. Disconnect air hose from aspirator and remove all special tools from system
lit

Q. Remove vehicle from hoist

(NOTE: These are general procedures only. Specific procedures can be
obtained from General,Motors shop manual )

,'

',1....,

4.

,
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CATALYTIC CONVERTER SYSTEMS
UNIT XIV

JoB SHEET#TrEHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION OF THE
CATALYTIC CONVERTER PROTECTION SYSTEM

Tpols and materials

A. Shbp hand tools

B. Freon cannister

C Thermometer

I I., Procedure

r
1

(NOTE This procedure applies to vehicles with three way converters.)

_

, AEC 327

i

A. With automobile under cold start conditions (engine coolant tempera-
,ture belPw 52°C, [128°F] ), start the engine

B. Remove air supply hose from air supply valve to exhaust manifold

C. Check for air flow to manifold

(NOTE: Air flow can be felt or heard coming from hose. If air is felt, system
is operating properly.)

D. '' ,Replace hose

E. Allow engine to warm to operating temperature

, F. Remove air hose from air supiily valve tP converter

G. Check for air flow to converter

(NOTE: Air shou)d be felt or heard if system is operating pr)operly.)

H. Replace air hose

I. Stop engine

J. Remove air cleaner cover and spray temperature sensor with freon

(NOTE This proceduce will simulate cold air conditions at inlet. A wet cloth
placed on the sensor will accomplish the same effect. A thermometer can be
used to determine if temperature at sensor is belOw 9°C [49°F1.)

..
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JOB SHEET #2

K. Start the engine

L. Check for air flow from diverter valve muffler

(NOTE. If the system is operating properly, the air pump supply will be
dumped into the atmosphere i:-ather than being sent to the air supply valve.)

M. Stop engine and replace air cleaner cover

(NOTE. If the system does not funciion properly, check the operation
of the Pys valve and, related comporrents. These steps are basic proce-
dures. Exact procedures and settings can be obtained from manufacturer's
shop manuals.)

4196

.1



CATALYTIC CONVERTER SYSTEMS
UNIT XIV

NAME

TEST

1. Def me the emissions triad.

AEC 329 .

2 Match the components of the .catalVtic, converter system on the right to their funct
ions.

at Sub'stance used in converters which. alters
exhaust gas chemistry

b. Cataytic substaue which controls oxides of
nitrogen (N0r) emissions

-

c. Catalytic substance which controls hydro-'
carbon and carbon monoxide emissions

d. Catalytic substance which controls hydro-
carbon and carbon monoxide emissions

e. Catalyst coated ceramic material whiCh
is honeycombed to provide a lai=ger sur-

, face area for exhaust gases to pass through

f. Metal covering the catalyst element used
to provide protection and speed up heat
transfer within the converter

g. Proyides protection to car chassis and environ-
ment from heat generated by the converter
system

h. Air injected into exhaust system to continue
the burning of hydrocarbons

i. Switch-like devices located throiighout the
engine and chassis which monitor operating
conditions of the-automobile

Major component of an elettronically con-
frolled system which receives signals from
sensors and sends impulses to appropriate
engine °controls n

k. Controls injected air flow from tpe air pump
to the converter or to the exhaust manifold

1. Stainless
steel mesh

2. Palladium

3. Electronic
sensors-

4.

5.

6.

Catalyst

Secondary ail:

Platinum

7. Monolithic
material

8. Air supply
valve

9. Rhodium

1 O. Electronic
control unit
(module)

Heat shield

(

J.
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I

State the purpose of the catalytic converter syttem.
. 40-

a' b
Match .the .types erf catalytic, converter systems' on

. ,

the

1) Oontaips A rtiodkim, Platihum and/or

, palladium catalyst
. I

2) Controls oxides of nitrogen, 'hydro-
a carbons, and carbeen monoxide emis-

sions

3) Requires secondary (air injection

b. ) Uses a manifold or
and a main convecter

rnini-coriverter(s)

2) May use either a COC and a TWC or
two COC convertere-

3) IpitiAs oxidation process,prior to main
cc-inverter operation

Conteins palladium
cataInt

. 2) Controls,ohly hydrocarbons and carticin
monbxide eimssions

,

ansUor platinum

'3) Used rith or withota secordary air
*a. ' in jectlori system

.

r- 5' Describe the fOur componOtt of a'three
.

*
.

b.

,

. C.

d

right to thqie descriptions.

1. Combination
system

2. Two-way con-
verter (COC
.conventional
Oxidation'
DONlyst)

3. Three-way
converter
crw0

way c atalytic converter.4

"It

41

4

4
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CATALYTIC CONVERTER SYSTEMS
UNIT XIV

NAME

TEST

1 Define the emissions triad

AEC 329

2 Match the components of the #catalync converter system on -the nght to their funct
ion5.

a. Substance used in converters which alters
exhaust gas chemistry

b Catalytic substance which controls oxides of
pitrogen (NOx) emissions

c Catalytic substance which controls hydro- '
carbon and carbon monoxide emissions

d. Catalytic substance which controls" hydro--
carbon and carbon monoxide emissions

e Catalyst coated ceramic matinal which
honeyebmbed to provide a larger sur-

face area or, exhaust gases to pass through

Metal co4ring the catalyst element used
to provide protection and speed up heat
transfer within the converter

I.

g Provides protection to car chassis a,pd environ-
ment from heat generated by the converter
system

Air ,injected into exhaust system to continue
the burning of hydrocarbons

1. Switch-like devices located throughout the
engine and chassis which monitor operating
conditions of the autom9bile

Major component of an electronically con-
trolled system ihich recewes signals km-rig'
sensors and sends inipulses to appropril'te

. enginecontrols

k Controls in-jectedyr flöw.f,rom the air pump
to_ the converter or to 'thd eXtiaust manifold

:

rst. WE,

. Stainless
steel mesh

2. Palladium

3. Electronic
sensors

4. Catalyst

5 Secondary air

6. Platinum

7. Monolithic
material

8. Air supply
valve

9. Rhodium

10. Electronic
control unit
(module)

Heat shield.

*)

*
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3 State the purpose of the catalytic converter system.

4 Match the types of catalytic converter systems on the right to their descriptions.

a. 1) Contains rho um, platinum and/or 1. Combination
palladium cataly

\
t system

""1"--"'--L1.1-...csaperols oxides of nitrogen, hydro- 2. Two-way con;
carbons, and carbon monokide emis- verter (C0C-
sions Conventional

Oxidation
Requires secondary air _injection Catalyst)

; 3)

b. 1) Uses a manifold or mini-co-nverter(s)
and a main convtrter

2) May use either a COC rand a- TWC or
a twct COC converters

3) Initiates oxidation process prior to main
converter operation

c. 1) COntains
catalyst

palladium and/or platinum

.21 Controls only hydrocarbons 'and carbon
monoxide emissions ;

31 Used with or without secondary air
injection system

3. Three-way
converter
(TWC)

..
5. Describe the four c mponents of a three way catalytic converter.

b.

d.

4. .

)
4%.



6 Explain the function of a two way converter (COC)

7 Explain the function of a three way catalytic.converter (TWC).

OL .1

4

Ans.

'"=11r"-.

_qEC
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,.

.

r--'

8. Explain the operation of the catalytic converter protection system during the operating
conditions of deceleration, cold air, and warm up. ...

c,

,

'..

-4

e

9. State two purposes`of nonleaded gasoline.

a.

..

.

b,

10. °Demonstrate the ability to: ;

0 '..--7-\
.

4 - ...

Replace the catalyst in a converter'.

b. Check for proper operation of the catalytic converter protection system.

,

ANN

(NOTE If these activities have not been accomphshed prior to the t'est, ask your
instructor when they should be completed )

. :

aok

, f ) -
I4,. i

Y



CATALYTIC CONVERTER SYSTEMS
UNIT XIV

ANSWERS TO TEST

AEC 333

1 The emissions triad are emissions containing oxides of nitrogen, unburned hydro-
carbons, and carbon, monoxide gases

2 a. '4 " e. 7 3

b 9

C. 2

d. 6 h. 5

j 10

k. 8

3 The purpose of the catalytic converter system is to reduce the oxides of nitrogen,
hydrocarbon, and carbon monoxide emissions from exhaust gases

4. A. .3

b. 1

c. 2

5. 'Description should include:

a. Stainless steel shell

b Front element of rhodiumand platinum or palladium coated monolith

c. Mixing chamber with secondary air inlet

Rear element of platinus'and/or palladium coated monolith

6. Explanation should'inclutifera

a. Exhaust gases. enter the converter and flow through the honeycomb element

Catglyst coating on the element begins to oxidize the hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide emissions

The oxidation process produces high temperatures in theionverter,

d Higher temperatures produce.a better oxidation process

e. Secondary air injected into the exhaust manifOld improves the oxidation process

f Exhaust gases are rleaned of hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide, emissions in
the converter

g. ^Oxidized gases are exhausted as harmless carbon dioxide gas

JP,

.' s-t
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7 Explanation should include'

a Exhaust gases flow through the front converler elernent

b The catalyst coating on the monolithic element oxidizes the ehlissions triad

c The oxidation prOcess produces high temperatures in the converter

d Higher temperatures improve 'the oxidation process

Partially oxidize'd gases flow t.hrough to the rear element '

f. Secondary air is injeCted mto 'the middle chamber arld pixes with ,the exhaust
gases

g The oxidation procesS continues in the rear element

Hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide gases are further reduced

1. Oxidized gases are exhausted as harmless carbon diOxide ,and mtrogen gases

8. Explanation should include

a. During deceleration

1) Manifold vacuUrn high
0.

2) Vacuum delay valve closes off vacuum tp diverter vatve
'

3) Injected air is vented to atmosphere .
Pp

b During cold air operation

1) Air cleaner sensor is closed' .

2)- Vacuum to diverter V.alve is cut off

3) Injected air 4s vtnted to atmosphere"

During engine warm up

1) PVS sensor closes

2) Vacuum to (iverterfalite is cut off,-

3) Injectedir is vented to atmosphere

9 a, Prevents Coating the_catalyst.with lead compound

b Reduces particulate emissions from exhaust ,

10 Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction bf the tristructo'r ,

4
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ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
UNIT XV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to explain the operation of elec
tronic devices currently used in the automotive industry This knowledge will be evidenced

, by scoring 85 percent on the unit test

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES'

After completion of this unit, the student should be able.to.

Match components of an electronically controlled engine system to their proper
functions ,

2 Identify the components of an electronically controlled engine system.

3. lust the processes performed by the t o units in the electronic control:module.

4 Explain the basicoperStion of an electroni ally controlled engine system

.?
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I. Instructor:

ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
UNIT XV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES'

A. Pro Vide student with objective sheet.

B. Prdvide student with information sheet."

C. Make transparencies.

Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss information sheet.'

F. Give test.

II. Student: ,

A. Read objective sheet.

B. Study icforma-tion sheet.

Q. ,r 'Take test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit:

A. Objective 'sheet

B. Irlermation sheit

C. TransparencyThasters

1, TM 1--ElectronicApntrol System

2. TM 2--Electronic Components

3. TM 3--General- Motors C-4 System
1

4 , TM 4--Ford Motor Company System

G. ,Test

H.. Answers to te,,st

ge.

AEC 337
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,

,

, II. References. _

A'. Ford Motor Company. 1978 Full Size Car Shop Manual. Qetroit, Mich
Helm, Inc , 197B.

.:, ,

B General Motors Corporation, 1 979 Passenger Car Service Manual. Detroit,
Michigan Service Section/General Motors Cprp.oration, 1979.

C. Ford MOtor Company.. Vehicle Emission Control Systems, Detroit, Michigan:
Service Publications/Helm, Inc., 1978.

D. 1979 Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge Chassis-Bony Service Manual. Detroit,
Michigan: Service DeQartment/Chrysler Corporation, 197.8.

E. Buick Chassis ServiceManual Flint, Michigan: Buick Motor Division/General
M'otors Corporation, 4979.
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ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
UNIT XV

INFORMATION SHEET

AEC 339

Components and functions4(Transparencies 1, 2, 3, and 4)

A Ambient air tempera.ture sitrisor-Monitors air temperature to provide infor-
mation needed to calculate fuel, ignition, and combustion settings

B Barometric pressure sensor Monitors relative pressure of the atmosphere to
provide a comparison figure for manifold pressure calculations

C Coolant temperature sensor -Monitors engine temperature to provide infor-
,rnation needed to calculate cold startand overheat settings ,

D Manifold pressure sensor-Monitors air pressureS of the EGR_and air injection
systems to provide information needed for ignition, fuel, and combustion
adjustment

E Oxygen sebsor Monitors oxygen levels in the exhaust gases to provide
information needed for carburetor adjustment and ignit'ton setting

F Elettronic control module-The cential control component which con-
tains a microcomputer used to analyze all input signals from the sensors and
calculates and sends precise signals.to control solenoids on engine controls

G High energy. ignition-A solid state electronic ignition°system which provides
an ezOremely high voltage on the secondary side for more efficient spark

H Throttle. position "sensor--Mootors. the position of throttle plate to provide
fuel arid ignition setting inforTha

,; .

Cranksbaft sensor-Monitors .43 on :of. pistons according to crAn ksha-ft
position , which provrdes inforpriation for the 4lition liming calculations

Breakerless distributor- An armature and stator assembly:which replace
the broaker plaie or poon.ts as a mote efficiern method of handling the-f

...4igher.voltage of the electroriiergnition system
. .-

ER'valve sensor Monitors th e. air flow. in, or /Fie. position of EGR valve to
providesignals relative to the pressures arid operation of the air injet ion and
EGR systems

L. Transducer- A nionitoring sensor which sods ou't signals /of difterent
stren9ths depending on itsposition betWeen open and closed

(NOTE. As with any sensor, the transdver position is calculated, by the
cdrrtrol unit according to the strength of the impulse serlt out by the trans-
ducer )

,L

4
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INFORMATION SHEET

II. Components of an electronically controlled engine system (Trans'prencies 1, 2, 3,
and 4)

A: Ambient air temperature sensor

B. Coolant temPerature sensor

-
C. Electronic control "unit

D. High energy ignitioft

E. Barometric pressi.ire sensor

F. 'Oxygen sensor or anifold pressure ensor

G. Crankshaft sensor

H. Throttle position sensor

I. EGR valve sensor

4'

(NOTE. The systems used by various manufacturers differ slightly but the conipo
.nents" are basically the same. The control module of each system has a'callbration
comPonent that is specifically designed to match engine application and acces-
soriqs Each engin'a requires different air fuel mixtures according to engine load
The computer selects the appropriate Settings for the most efficient ernission
control as determi by thecalibration assembly installed.)

III Processes performed by the processor unit an,c1 calibration unit of the electrdnic
control module

(NOTE The control unit is the brain of the_ system. It is a solid state, micro-
computer devce which has two main parts a processor unit and a cahbration unit
that is intercha'ngeafile.to engine application I

A _Processes-performed by the processor una

1 Analyzes sensor input signals continuonsly
-0. /-. . .

, 2. :COnverts the sigmis to comPuter asable-codes
. N

3 Caltulaws ignition timing
.

. .
`4.' . Calm late's .ceituretor settings. .

IL" 5. Wrovickes constani.ictltage to sensors ,
... ,

: 6. Sends electrical signals to ignition, carbUretor, and other engine contl-ol
solenoids (EGR, art Injection, etc ) .

.ak 1 . 4
,

0 ,
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INFORMATION SHEET

B Processes performed by the calibration unit

1. Converts sensor input in relation to specifications of engine application

2. Provides calibrated signals to processor component

IV Operation of an electronically contrul,led engine system

A. The system sensors monitor engine conditions continuously

B. Signals are sent to the electronic contreti unit

C The cahbration component adjusts the signals to preprogrammed speci-
fications

The processor Component analyzes 'the signals and performs Calculations

E. Electrical signals are sent to appropriate control solenoids to.

1. Adjust timing

2. Adjust carburetor settings

3. ,Regulate air injectii and EGR flows

(NOTE: The system is electrical but may involve some vacuum assist to
open and close valves or operate motor assemblies.)

Emissions are regu-lated precisely for most efficient 'operation of the auio-
mobile

G If any malfunction occursohe system autorriatically adjusts spark advance to
-approxirndtely 10 degrees to permit vehicle operation

(NOTE: Some systems perform carburetor and igniVon adjustments while
others perform only ignition or carburetor adjustments1

4
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Electronic Control System

EGR Valve Sensor

To Ignition

Electronic Control Unit

Throttle Position
Fresh AirSensor Coolant Temperature
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-Sensor

Ambient Air
Temperature S

Of
IP!

en4114- Psors
p.

(Barometric
Pressure
Sensor

:441

Oxygen or Manifold/
Pressure Sensor

--4 1.)ldi

High energy Ignition

Breakerless Distributor Crankshaft Sensor

=

1.1



Electronic Components

/Printed- Circuit Board
,

t

. Transducer/ft/
.----:......

Vacuum

Wiring
Connector

NANTr
b

t

Electronic Conarol Unit.

\ .

ant Temperature
.

sor

e

, AEC 345

Thiottle PositiOn Sensor

_

CP

Bieakerless Di.stributor , *gen Sensor
.

\

Crankshaft Position EGR Valve Actuator
Sensor and Position Sensor

0.. ...0 )

2

,

\

. 4"...

High Energy
Ignition; Module

IM 2
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General Motors CA %ftem

,

Sensor.and Contre Locations

Vacuum Swittche
Mixture 'Control /1

.

Solenoid Connector -'-'-.
3

14 To Electronic
, -_---.....-.... Co.ntrol

.1
---

r(:.k.is., .:Viii) Module/ t

v

%.___.------
.

e-0,
f'-u .4720........-, ...4,,
..-1*

AEC 347

Three Way,
Cablytic Converter

,Oxygen'Sensor

,

Engine Coolant
Temperature Sensor

Air Flow

Functional Schematic

Carburetor

1

Electr,onic
Control
Module

Engine ,Exhaust

.Sensor Signal

Phase II
Converter

Oiwgen
Sensor\

.
e

Electronic Fuel Control Cycle of Operation

Lean Mixture 02 Lon/ Sensor Voltage To Carburetor-
in Exhaust Gas wr Voltage irr Decreases

411
Carburetor Control
"Leans" Mixture

Carburefor Control
Enriches Mixture

IIF . 1 0
Voltage To Carburetor High.Sensor 41 Less 02 in
Increases No Voltage Exhaust Gas l,

TM 3.
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Ford Motor Company System\

go-

Electronic Control
Assembly (ECA) -

,Located in,
Patsengo-t
Compartment

r--

Calibration
Assembly

Processor
Assembly

. Inlet Air
. Temp

Sensor

Kodel*
270OW

Carburetor

-
AEC 34,9

Power Relay

Barometric Presure.Sensor

Engine Loolant
Temp Sensor

EGR Valve
Actuatdr and

Position Sensor

. . '
- .i".`,:

t
: Th rottle .;\
\ Fosftion.0 i'c Manifold Absolute..0 A Sensor

;...,-----,........Pressure Sensor _' ':. .
t e

.1 -.

....
-

MR Vent Sole; noid Valve-

EG.R PoetSu.re Solenoid Valté ,.
-,- .

Thermactor Air By-Pass
------S61enoicr : - ' `'`,...

Duri-Spark fl
Ignition*Module

.

Crankshaft
Position
Sensor

4
TM 4
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ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
,

- UNIT XV
.

NAME

TEST
`I 1 .

. :
o4 an electronic conti oiled' engine

a. Monitors oxygen levels in the erhaust gasesv to
provide information for carriuretor adjust,
mént aT.I ignition satting

Monitors i engine temperatureb -to provide
inforpha on needed to calculate cold start and .
oyerheat settings

A monitoring sensor which send- sig
nals of different 'strengths depending on
its pds.jtiott-betweW open. an'd cle.sed

CI. A solid state. .electron4C initon sy.styrnr
provictes..an extrerkAr tI,11-jh yoltage 5

on- the secondary 'side-, for JTICYfe efficient
st.2ark .

AEC 351

on7 h ie rIght4to their wooer

1. 0 (ten senor

2 Barometric
t iressure
sensor

3 A'rnb.+entair
temperature

. sensar

4

Vonitors," piersition of .1piston according
-to ct-ankshaie ptisitior) which provees infor-
M'ation, fdr tbe ignitton timing ,caltulations

6

7..
.

,Mottilors air pressures of. the E-GR and ,alir-
injection ystems to prOvide- information ,8
needed for ignstion, 11,1,0; and. -corribbstion

.adfirstments I%

,^

Monitors air temperature to provide infornia-
\_ bon needed to calculate fuel', ignition, arid

ccombustron settiligs

h Moniors-the-position of the throttle plate to
provide fuel and ignition etting information

1. An armature and stator,- assembly which
replace the breaker plate or points as a

mOre efficient Method of handling the higher
voltage of the electronic ignition system

,

Monitors relative pressure of the atmos1
phere to 'provide a combarison figure for
manifold pl-essure calculations

'pri 1

Electronic _cop;
roJ modyid_

. .
Coolant /ember
ature sensor

Kanitold
sensof

High energy
4gnituDh-
,

Throttle, posi
tion sensor'

9. Crankshaft.
sensor.

10

11

Breakerless
distributdr

EGR valve
sensor

12. Transducer

10
Or,

. -
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/

The centraf control component which contains d
microcomputer used -to Anakzg...alI input sr:plots
Trom,-the se'nsofs pd calcplates and sends p?eLiw
s:Ignuis to To'ntrQl-solenords on erviine conIrots

Monitors The air flow in, or the position of °Ihe

EGR valve to provide sigroals relativet to the.
pressures and operation of the air i4Nion and
EG,R system%

4411-

.

2 ;Identify the, components of, thc electronically e'ontrolled.envine.by lbh n the'apiNd
['mate components on the figure below .
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.0'

.
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. .
a List theTrocesses perf9rmed 1) thc toio units ii),,the e.1ecttonic cohuol module.

a. Ttie proc'esor unit

.

-

a,

4a

.

.

.----

1)

3)

4)

5)-

6).. 1

.
..

-7-

.
1. -

4--

*v-, ...

,

4. v b 7he.taltbrat-ion thitt -
. %

.-0. : . .
.

.
, °

1 .. . v. ,:-' - ' 4 1 ). '..*

'! "4 .
.

,....s. :
4 `...e.' _ .

4. Explairl.th oper*on oftTri eleCtrOnicaliq controlled ehnirie systemr . .,-

s.

VI

s-

,

....
-I

a'

`'

1

.

...
'

a

..

.

1

ft.

sc

-
.r.v.. ; e

0
T..

...

1

:
4

C
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r
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UN.1T XV. ., .
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.

Alr -
.--- ANSWERS T,0 kEST"

I t
a , .. Adr

,"E. ,* g, 3;
.., 4.

'
d 7

e. 9 ,

''. ' '', s . d

10

2 '

k2 4

f 6 I. 11

2 a. EG R valve sensor

b. Throttle position sensor

Electronic control unit

d Coolant, temperature sensor

Ambaent air temperature sensor

f. Barometnc pressure sensor

g Oxygen sensor or manifold pressure sensor

fi. Crankshaft sensor

High energy ignition

3. a. The processor unit

1) Analyzes sensor input signals continuously

2) Converts the signals to computer usable codes

3) Calculates ignition timing

4) Calculates carburetor settings

5) Provides constant voltage to sensors

alr.

A

S

""-- 1.1
fie35511.

'

"

- *

.1:. . .- . .
.

.
_

. 1t

$

6) Sends electncal signals to ignition, carburetor, and other engine control
solenoids (EGR, air injection, etc.)

1

,

r
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a - ° '

,
".. -4 - -.. :..: .

C' 1

...
I), . The calibration unit

A -. . e' . .

T:e 4.m -:b741141"

.

. .
#

I

-C

6

46'

.

.'1L Conveks in-sor input in relation to specification; of engine application

Ns-

2) Provides calibr-ated swgnals to processor comPonent

4. ,Explanation should include.

a The system sensors monitor engine conditions-continuously
11.

b. Signals are sent to the electronic control urrit

c The calibration component adjusts the signals to preprogrammed sperfications

d. The procesSor components analyzes the signals and performs calculations

e. Electrical signals are sent to appropriate control solenoids to.
.

1) Adjust timing

2) Adjust carburetor settings

3) Regulate air infection an EGR flovvs
J

f Emissions are regulated precis ly for most efficient operation of 'the automobile

9. If .any malfuncrton occurs,, the system automatically adjusts spark advakice to
aNroximately 10 degrees to permit vehicle operation

I
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TESTING
UNIT XVI

UNIT, OBJECTIVE

AEC 357

After completion of this unit7 the student should be able to destribe the procedures for
testing an auto emissions system and perform selected tests to determine proper operalion
of the system This knowledge will be evidenced through demonstration and by scoring 85
.,(Iercent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC 08JECTIVES

After completipn of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. State the purpose fcir testing autosemission control systems.

2. Match emission control devices to the pcillutants which they control

3. State the general rules for testing which apply to all spark advance control devices.

---4` 4; Select items included pn a basic checklist-for testing the normal operation of
emission control systems.

el, 5' List four steps which are included in the dual diaphragm vacuum advance unit test.

6. State 'the purpose for using the idle enrichment method of testing emission
control systeçns.

7. ,Demonstrate t ability to:

4

a. Perform a asic check .of emission contrdl evices by using a checklist.

b. Test a d

c.

1 diaphragm vacuum advance unit for proper operation."Adjust' the idle of'an engine using ihe artificial idle enrichment. method.

1)r,,
t

411.,

I.
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TESTING
UNIT XVI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Instructor:

A. Provide students with objective sheet

B Provide student with information and job sheets

C. Make transparencies

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Discuss infoomation sheets'.

F. Drmonstrate and diScuss the procedures outlined in the job.seets.

G. Give test.

II. Student.

A Read objective sheet

B. Study information sheet

C. Complete job sheets.

Take test.

'INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B Information sheet

C. Transparency majls i

1 TM 1-Typical Emission Control Components

2: TM 2--Emission Control System Checklist

1 TM 3--Dual Diaphragm Unit Operation Tests

4. TM 4--Artificial Enrichment

AEC 359
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Job sheeis

t 1 Job Sheet #1. Perform a Basic Check of Auto Emis on Control Devices 1
i

2 Job S6eet #2- Tellkual Diaphragm VacuUm Advance Units for Proper'
Operation

- .
3 Job Sheet #3 Adjust Engine Idle Using the Artificial Idle Enrichment

Method

' .G Test

(I
H Answers to test

1

I I Refere-nces

..

'.1

A Ford Motor CparIany 1978 Full Size Car Shop Manval. Detroit, Mich:
* Helm, Inc, 1978 *

I,

B General Motors Corporation. 1979 Passenger ,Car Service Manual. Detroit,
Michigan Service Section/General ri,Corporation, 1979.

C Ford Motor Company. Yehitle, Emission Control Systems. Detroit, Michigan:
Service Publications/Helm, Inc , 1978.

..

D 'General Motors Corporation Emission Control Systems Maintenance Manual.
Detroit. Michigan Service Sedtion/General Motors Corporation, 1978.

E Chrysler Corporation 1979 Chrysler-Pkymouth-Dodge Chassis-Body Service
Manual Detroit, Michigan. Service Department, 1978.

,
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AEC 361

TESTING
UNIT XVI

INF-ORMATI6N SHEET

The purpose of testing th)houto emission control system -The purpose of testing
the auto emission control system is to establish thq most efficient opettational
setting for maximum engine performance and ,lowest exhaust gas emission level

I I E missjori, control devices and polfutants (Transparedcy 1)-

(NOTE Emission control deinces aresdesig ed to conrol the three major pollu-
tants. hydrocarbons [HC] , carbon mono e [C01, and nitrous oxides JNOx] .)

System Component or Device

A. Heated air indu&tion

B. Positive crankcase ventilation (PCV)
1

C. Carburetor calrbrati9n

D Distributor design and calibration

E. Initial engine timing

a

Pollutants

HC

HC

HC, CO

HC, CO

HC, CO, NOx

Air injection or puke air HC, CO

G. Spark advance controls HC, NOx

H. Exhaust gas recirculatiorr (EGR) NOx

I. Electnc choke assist HC, CO

J. Evaporation control system (gas cap, purge cannister) HC

K. Catalytic converter (coriventional) HC, CO

L. Catalytic converter (3 way): HC, CO, NOx

ill, -.General rules for testing compánents of spark advance control systems

(NOTE: These basic rules apply to testing spark advance control systems such as
transmission or speed control systems.)

A. If any system does not provide vacuum advance when the engine is either
cold or overheated, a temperature control unit is malfunctioning

-(NOTE: A temperature control unit may be an arrtient air temperature
switch, a PVS/TVS switch or similar device.)

Ori
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INFORMATION SHED.- k

i
B If any system provides vacuum advance either at idle or when thejransmis-

sion is in the lower gears, or does not provide vacuum advance when the
vehicle transmission is in high gear, a speed control. device, solenoid, or

itcontrol module is malfuntioning

(NOTE The important point to remember about controlled spark advance
is tHat vacuum spark advance is applied only during normal operating con-
ditions when the transmission is in high gear or the vehicle is at cruising
speed and the engine coolant is at normal operating temperature.)

I V Basic Checklist for testing normal operation of emission control systems (Trans-
,parency 2)

j'..

(NOTE The basic check generally includes a visual inspection and minor equip-
ment use.)

A. Cht-ck di ive belt condition and tension

B. Check air pump filter
;

C. Check condition and fit of hoses

D. Check condition of fittings to air manifold

E Check condition of fittings to exhaust manifold

-4

F. Check operation of diverter and check valves
. ,

G. Check PCV(valve

H. Check ignition timing

I. Set engine idle speed .

J. Check condition of catalytic converter

V Mal diaphragm vacuum advance unit test (Transparency 3)

A.

4

(NOTE: The following steps are generally followed to determine proper operation
of a dual diabhragm vacuum advance unit although manufacturers usually require
specific RPM settings and allow only a specific RPM drop between settings.)

A. Step 1 Set initial timing to manufacturer's sot cifications after removing
and plugging both vacuum hoses to Ihe (advance and retard connec-
tions

,

B. Step 2 Test centrifugal advance by accelerating the engine vd rioting
advanceon timing marks .

0
1

r

,

,
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AEC 363

. .

.
INFORMATION,SHEET

VI.

C Step 3 ConneCt vacuum hose to advance,connectiAn and note increase
advance in degrees at fast idle

..1D \ Step 4 Connect vacuum hose to retard conneotion and note drop in
'advance at normal idle

Purpose for using the idle enrichmft method of testing emission control systems--
The idle enrichment method is used to adjust carburetor idle because-of factory set
idle limiters and precise fuel metering systems built info today's carburetors(Transparency 4)

. ,
(NOTE. Specific instructions are provided by vehicle manufacturer Job Sheet #3
describes the basic procedures.)

t.
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S.
Typital Eniission Control Components

EXWAUST GAS RECIRCULATION
EGR Control Valve
EGR Vacuum Amplifier
EGR Time Delay

INTAKE MANIFOLD
Improved Design

DISTRIBUTOR
Electronic Ignition
Reduced Tolerances
Permanently Lubricated

COOLANT CONTROL
ENGINE VACUUM SWITCH iPVS)

CHARCOAL
CANISTER

PVS
TEMPERATURE'
(EGR), VALVE

CARBURETOR 4

*Improved Distribultion .
Leaner Mixture
' Faster Acting Choke Electric Assist
External Idle Mixture Limiter
Solenotd Throttle Stop

Gasoline Vapor Control
'Idle Enrkhment
Heat Shield
Vanable Ratio

COMPUTER CONTROL SPARK ADVANCE,

EGR DELAY TIMER

EGR DELAY '
SOLENOID

EGR VACUUM
AMPLIFIER

PRESURE VACUUM
RELIEF FILL ER CAP

LEADED FUEL
RESTRICTOR

FUEL TANK

ROLL-OVE9 VALVE

CATALYTIC CONVERTER

INCREASED
CAM O'VeRLAP

AIR INDUCTION

A4F1 PUMP
(SOME FEDERAL ENGINES WILL USE ASPIRATORS Op PULSE AIR)

3

HEATED

INTAKE AIR

EXHAUST PORT

AIR INJECTION

CLOSED CRANKCASE VENTILATION

ELECTRONIC SPARK CONTROL COMPUTER

MANIFOLD CONVERTER

MODIFIED COMBUSTION CHAMBER
AND REDUCED COMPRESSION RATIO

3
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AEC 367

Emission Control System Checkiist

1. Check Drive Belt . Condition and Tension

2. Check Air Pump Filter

3. Check thldition and Fit, of Hoses

4. Check Condition of Fittings to Air Manifold

5. Check Condition. of Fittings to Exhaust Manifold

6. Check Operation of Diverter an\I Check Valves

7. Check PCV Valve

8. Check Ignition Timing

9. Set Engine Idle Speed

.10. Check Condition of Catalytic Converter

7

Typical Check Points

TM 2
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Dual Diaphi?gm Unit

Operation Tees f

,Intake Vanifo Id

Viciium -Hose

Carburetor

VaCuum Hose
,\

Carburetor

4Vacuurn. Hose

(Advartce).

1

(,)

b

Intake Manifold

Vacuum Hose

(Retard)

AEC 369

Step 1.

Set Initial

Ignition liming Step

Step 2.

Test Cenilittigal

Advance Mechanism

I

Step 3.

Test Spark Advance

4

Step 4.

Test Spark Retard

TM 3



Artificial Enrichment

Connect Propane

Attachment to

Hose Adapter

AEC 371

Disconnect Pp/ or
Ajr Purge Hose

1

Open Propane Vakie

Slowly to Check Engine,.

RPM Settings

Remove Air Pump Hose(s)

at Check Valve(s)'

FF. Ok"

r.

7
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TESTING1
UNO- XVI

JOB SHEET #1 PERFORM A BASIC CHECK'OF AUTO EMISSION
CONTROL DEVICES

I. Tools and equipment

A Belt tension tool

B Timing light

C ,Tathorneter

D Basic shop ha9d tools

Procedure.

A Check general conditiorli of drive INIts and check tension using the belt

< AEC 373

tension tool °'

(NOTE: If cracked or frayed, replace and adjust tension according to manu-
facturer's recommendation.)

CheCk passageway and elbnlent of air pump filter

(NOTE Replace if clogged or'wash to clean as needed.)

C. Check to see that all hoses are tightly cOnnected to tubes and connectors and
that there are no kinks or deterioration praent

D Check air injection fittings and tObing to insure they are-tight and clear of
, obstruction

,

E. Check air injection connections ai exhaust manifold to be certain 'they
, are tight .

F. Perform basic funcfronal tests for diverter valve operation by interruptirig
vacuum supply to the-Naive

G Disconnect the PCV valve from rocker cover and shaker to determine opera-
tional st@us

H. Flugar6 Or re nanner

I. Set ignition timing according to manufacturer's recommendations and
procedures

J. Adjust engine idle speed according to manufacturer's recommendation
-and procedures
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,
,
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it

1

K.

A

0.

IP

4

JOB SHEET #1
MO. ,

.
Visually inspect catalytic converter to determine corrosion or other damage
to asse ly and exhaust system

,

(NOTE If a-component appears to be faulty in the basic check, be cer-
tain to perform an indepth test of the system and replace any malfunction-
ing c ponent. Failuce to do so could cause an imbalance on the other
col onents and could lead to serious and costly repairs to the system.)
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:TESTING
UNIT XVI

JOB SHEET -7.2 -TEST A DUAL DIA 1 HRAGM VACUUM ADVANCE
UNIT FOR PROPE OPERA.TION

Tools and equipment

A. Tachometer

B hght

C Shop hand tools

D Hose plugs

Procedure

A. Bnng the engine to normal operating temperature

B. Shut off engine and attach nming light and tachometer

'C. Start engine and adjust speed to manufacturer's specification

Q. Disconnect and plug vacuum hoses to vacuum advance unit

E. Adjust engine rpm as needed and set initial, ignition timing to manufacturer's
recommendation

F. Accelerate engine to approximately 1500 rpm and note timing advance by
centrifugal advance mechanism

(NOTE: If advance-is not present remove andinspect distribmtion mechan-
ism and repair as needed 1

G. Connect vacuum advance hose and increase engine speedito approximately
1500 rpm

H. Note timing advance in degrees at idle and a fast idle

I. Connect retard vacuum hose to distributor unit

J. Note the amount of timing change in degrees

K If no advance is noted in step H or no retard is noted in step J, replace the
vacuum advance unit if vacuum is present at the hose connections

L. If no vacuum is presertt, check for proper operation of the PVS or for
loose or cracked hoses and replace faulty components

M. Stop engine and remove all equipment

(NOTE: Specific settings and test procedures are oufAed in the mariu-
facturer's shop manuals )
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TESTING
UNIT XVI

,

i

JOB SHEET #3--ADJUST NGINE IDLE USING THE ARTIFICIAL
IDLE ENRICHMENT METHOD

I Tools and equipment

A. Propane cylinder and attachment tools
.

..

^B Tachometer

I
C Sop hand tools

,

D. ose plugs

I I. Procedure

t

AEC 377

4
A'. Block vehicle rear wheels and set parking brake before starting the engine

B. Make all adjustments with engine fully warmed up, air conditioning off,
headlights off, and idle stop solenoid grounded if so equipped'

iC. Attach a tachometer to the engine

(NOTE: Make ertain the tachometer is rated for high energy ignition
system.) I s.

D. Disconnect ca nister purge hose from air cleaner and plug the connect-
or on air cl ner

_

(NOTE: Each manufacturer recommends a specific procedure on disconnect-
ing and plugging or leaving hoses and connectors unplugged. Follow manu-
facturer's recommenNtion to make certain idle conditions are functional3

E.. Remove PCV hose assembly from air cleaner and plug the opening

F. Allow PCV to draw engine compartment air A

(NOTE It may be necessary to remove air cleaner asseml)ly to pertirm
certain idle adjustments but it must be replaced each time to adjuStecar-
buretor idle to specifications.)

.4

G Adjust curb idle speed'to manufacturer's recommendations
,

40.

(NOTE: On vehicles equipped with electronic spark control it is neces-
sary to allow the engine to run at fast idle for a few seconds then wait for.
approximately one minute while engine is at curb idle before.performing the'
adjustments.)..-

$
1
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JOB HEET #3

Disconnect and plug air injection supply lines if engine is so equipped

I.
=4,

Connect propane adapter hose to the air p ge hose so that propane will 1)-0
drawn into carburetor port nipple (Figures 1 and 2)

,

-
(NOTE' Some manufacturers prefer to connect the propane attachment to
the air cleaner assembly using theair purge hose inlet connector.)

Hose to
.Carburetor F,tung
(Choke Vacuum
D lap hragm I

FIGURE 1

Propane Metering Valve
Main Propane Valve

)ane Container

Diaphragm Hqse=

Choke Vacuum Diaphragm

F IG U E 2

NMI

'A!,
-

t
si

Idle Speed Adjusting Screw'

Propane Supply Hose

J Slowly open the propane supj;ly valve anakthserve the engine speed increase

K Continue to Increase propane supPly until maximum engine rpm is reached

(NOTE. Engine speed will begin to increase as propane is added but will
decrease when too much propane is provided. Adjust propane flow until
maximum rpm is maintained. Be certain to keep the propane bottle verticpl
to ensure constant flow ) e

L With propane on, adjust idle speed screw to manufacturer's specifications for
enriched rpm

M Readjust propane flow if needed but do not change once proper enriched
4'speed is set
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:, JOB SHEET #3

N Adjust idle milture screws for smoothest curb idle with propane turned
off

(NOTE. Curb idle should be at manufacturer's specifications shoWn on
Emlisipn$.C4ntro4 Decal. It may be necessary to remove idle mixture1/4.limiter
to adjustspthper idle. If remb.ded they must be replaced with the tab against
the maximum rich stop. Soaking the caps in hot water allows for easier
replacement See Figure 3 I

FIGURE 3

iuLt FT IL ?)S F

4e

STOP LIMO F

PULL LE3N POSIT ION

STOP LINTITER

F ULL HICH POSITION

STOP LIMILER

IJLL LEAN POSIT ION
1

'0. After the curb idl.Chas been adjusted for smooth operation, turn propane
flow on to determine if idle speed has been affected

P. If idle speed has changed to 2,5 rpm different from previous setting, repeat
' steps I through

Q. Turn off propane supply and stop engine

R. , Remove all equipment and reconnect all hoses for normal operation

(NOTE Engine rpm may increase after connecting411 hoses but do not
readjust. Vehicle is now set,to meet federal requirements. A system check
using an infrared engine analyzer will verify emissions levels. Since the
anaiyzers are different, follow manufacturer's instructions on proper use.)

IP



TESTING
UNIT XVI

NAME

T EST

1 State the 'purpose for testing the auto emission control system

A.EC 381

2. Match the poHutants on the righl to the appropriate emission cohtrol devices by
'

placing the correct abbreviations in the blink beside the following devices.

PUNCTION

a Carburetor calibration

b. Air injection or pulse air

c Spark advance controls

d.litlectric choke assist

e. Heated air induction

f. Distributor design and calibration

g. Positive crankcase ventilation (PCV)

h. Initial engine timirig

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)

1. HC

2. CO

3. NOx

Catalytic .converter (convennonal)

k. Evaporation control systern (gas cap, purge cannister)
.111111.,

I. Catalytic converter (Three way)

3. State two general rules for testing which apply to all spark advance control devices.

a.

b.

3
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4 Select items which are included on a basic checklistfor testing the normal operation of
emission control systems by placing an "X" in the ap'priapriate blanks

a. .Set engine idle speed

b. Check PCV ;alve

c. Check condition of fittings to.air manifold

*d. Check condition of crankshaft

e. Check air pump filter

f. Check ignition timing .

g. Check operation of dxhaust valves

h. Check drive belt condition and tension

5. List four steps which are included in the dual diaphragrn vacuum advance Unit test.

ak.a.

b.

d.

6 State the purpose for using the idle enrichment method of testing emission control
systems

7. Demonstrate the ability tv

a. Perform a basic bleck of emission 6ontrol devices by using a checklist

b. Test a dual diaphragm vacuum advance unit for proper operation.

Adjust the idle of an engine using the artificial idle enrichment method.

(NOTE If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be'completed.)
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TESTING
UNIT XVI

ANSWE RS TO TEST

AEC 383

The purpose of testing the auto emission control system is to establish the most
efficient operational setting for maximum engine performance and lowest exhaust
gas emission level

2. a. HC, CO

b. HC, CO

C. HCrNO x

d. HC, CO

e. HC

HC

HC,t0, NOx

NOx

HC,' CO

k. HC

f. HC, CO I. HC, CO, NOx

3. a. If any system does not provide vacuum advance when the e'ngine is either cold or
overheated, a' temperature control unit is malfunctioning

b. If any system provides vacuum advance either at idle or when the transmission is
in the lower gears,or does not provide vacuum advance when fhe transmission is in
high gear, a ipeed control device, selenoid, or control module is malfunctioning

4. a, b, c, e, f, h

5. a. Set initial timing to manufactufer's specifications after removing and plugging
both vacuum hoses to the advance and retard connections

b. Test centrifugal advance by accelerating the engine and noting advance on timing
marks

c. Connect vacuur hose to advance connection and note increase in advance in
degrees at fast idle

d. Connect vacuum hose to retard connection and note drop in advance at normal
idle

6. The idle enrichment method is used to adjust carburetor idle because of, factory set
idle limiters and precise fuel metering systems built into today's carburetors

7. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of instructor

3 5


